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Abstract
Demand has emerged for next generation visual technologies that go beyond conventional 2D imag-
ing. Such technologies should capture and communicate all perceptually relevant three-dimensional
information about an environment to a distant observer, providing a satisfying, immersive expe-
rience. Camera networks oﬀer a low cost solution to the acquisition of 3D visual information, by
capturing multi-view images from diﬀerent viewpoints. However, the camera’s representation of
the data is not ideal for common tasks such as data compression or 3D scene analysis, as it does
not make the 3D scene geometry explicit. Image-based scene representations fundamentally re-
quire a multi-view image model that facilitates extraction of underlying geometrical relationships
between the cameras and scene components. Developing new, eﬃcient multi-view image models
is thus one of the major challenges in image-based 3D scene representation methods.
This dissertation focuses on deﬁning and exploiting a new method for multi-view image repre-
sentation, from which the 3D geometry information is easily extractable, and which is additionally
highly compressible. The method is based on sparse image representation using an overcomplete
dictionary of geometric features, where a single image is represented as a linear combination of
few fundamental image structure features (edges for example). We construct the dictionary by
applying a unitary operator to an analytic function, which introduces a composition of geometric
transforms (translations, rotation and anisotropic scaling) to that function. The advantage of
this approach is that the features across multiple views can be related with a single composition
of transforms. We then establish a connection between image components and scene geometry
by deﬁning the transforms that satisfy the multi-view geometry constraint, and obtain a new
geometric multi-view correlation model.
We ﬁrst address the construction of dictionaries for images acquired by omnidirectional cam-
eras, which are particulary convenient for scene representation due to their wide ﬁeld of view. Since
most omnidirectional images can be uniquely mapped to spherical images, we form a dictionary by
applying motions on the sphere, rotations, and anisotropic scaling to a function that lives on the
sphere. We have used this dictionary and a sparse approximation algorithm, Matching Pursuit,
for compression of omnidirectional images, and additionally for coding 3D objects represented
as spherical signals. Both methods oﬀer better rate-distortion performance than state of the art
schemes at low bit rates.
The novel multi-view representation method and the dictionary on the sphere are then ex-
ploited for the design of a distributed coding method for multi-view omnidirectional images. In a
distributed scenario, cameras compress acquired images without communicating with each other.
Using a reliable model of correlation between views, distributed coding can achieve higher com-
pression ratios than independent compression of each image. However, the lack of a proper model
has been an obstacle for distributed coding in camera networks for many years. We propose to
use our geometric correlation model for distributed multi-view image coding with side informa-
tion. The encoder employs a coset coding strategy, developed by dictionary partitioning based
on atom shape similarity and multi-view geometry constraints. Our method results in signiﬁcant
rate savings compared to independent coding. An additional contribution of the proposed corre-
lation model is that it gives information about the scene geometry, leading to a new camera pose
estimation method using an extremely small amount of data from each camera.
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Finally, we develop a method for learning stereo visual dictionaries based on the new multi-
view image model. Although dictionary learning for still images has received a lot of attention
recently, dictionary learning for stereo images has been investigated only sparingly. Our method
maximizes the likelihood that a set of natural stereo images is eﬃciently represented with selected
stereo dictionaries, where the multi-view geometry constraint is included in the probabilistic mod-
eling. Experimental results demonstrate that including the geometric constraints in learning leads
to stereo dictionaries that give both better distributed stereo matching and approximation prop-
erties than randomly selected dictionaries. We show that learning dictionaries for optimal scene
representation based on the novel correlation model improves the camera pose estimation and that
it can be beneﬁcial for distributed coding.
Keywords: multi-view imaging, omnidirectional imaging, sparse approximations, multi-view
geometry, distributed coding, dictionary learning
Version Abrégée
De nouvelles technologies ont récemment vu le jour et permettent d’aller au-delà de l’imagerie
bidimensionnelle classique. Ces technologies devraient permettre de capturer et de communiquer
les informations 3D essentielles d’une scène, oﬀrant ainsi à un observateur à distance une ex-
périence immersive. Les réseaux de caméras oﬀrent une solution peu coûteuse pour l’acquisition
d’informations visuelles 3D, en capturant plusieurs images de diﬀérents points de vue. Cependant,
la représentation usuelle de l’information des caméras n’est pas idéale pour des tâches telles que
la compression de données ou l’analyse de scène 3D, car elle n’exploite pas la géométrie de la
scène 3D explicitement. Les représentations de scènes basées sur des images nécessitent un mod-
èle d’images de vues multiples qui facilite à la fois l’extraction de relations géométriques entre les
caméras, de même que les composants principaux d’une scène. Ainsi, développer des nouveaux
modèles d’images de vues multiples est l’un des grands déﬁs dans la résolution de méthodes de
représentation de scène 3D basée sur des images.
Cette thèse porte son attention sur la déﬁnition et l’exploitation d’une nouvelle représentation
d’images de vues multiples, très compressible, à partir de laquelle les informations de la géométrie
3D peuvent être extraites. La méthode est basée sur la représentation parcimonieuse d’images
utilisant un dictionnaire redondant d’éléments géométriques, où une chaque image est représentée
comme une combinaison linéaire de quelques éléments fondamentaux représentant la structure de
l’image (les contours par exemple). Le dictionnaire est construit à partir d’une fonction analytique
qui subit une composition de transformations géométriques (translations, rotations, et changement
d’échelle anisotropique). L’avantage de cette approche est que les caractéristiques des diﬀérentes
vues peuvent être représentées par une seule composition de transformations. Nous avons ensuite
établi un lien entre les composants d’une image et la géométrie de la scène en déﬁnissant les
transformations qui satisfont les contraintes géométriques de vues multiples. Nous avons proposé
un nouveau modèle de corrélation géométrique pour des vues multiples.
Nous nous sommes particulièrement intéressés à des images acquises par des caméras omni-
directionnelles, qui sont particulièrement eﬃcaces pour la représentation de scène en raison de
leur large champ de vue. Comme la plupart des images omnidirectionnelles peuvent être asso-
ciées à des images sphériques, nous avons construit un dictionnaire en appliquant les rotations
sur la sphère, et les échelles anisotropes à une fonction déﬁnie sur la sphère. Nous avons util-
isé ce dictionnaire et un algorithme d’approximation parcimonieuse, le Matching Pursuit, pour
la compression d’images omnidirectionnelles, et en outre, pour le codage d’objets 3D représen-
tés comme des signaux sphériques. Ces deux méthodes permettent d’obtenir des performances
début-distorsion meilleures que l’état de l’art à bas débit.
La nouvelle méthode de représentation d’images multiples et le dictionnaire sur la sphère sont
ensuite exploités pour la conception d’une méthode de codage distribué pour les vues multiples
d’images omnidirectionnelles. Dans un scénario distribué, les caméras compressent les images ac-
quises sans communiquer les unes avec les autres. En modélisant correctement la corrélation entre
les points de vue, le codage distribué peut obtenir de meilleurs taux de compression qu’une com-
pression indépendante de chaque image. Toutefois, l’absence d’un modèle précis a été jusqu’à
présent un obstacle pour le codage distribué dans des réseaux de caméras. Nous proposons
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xd’utiliser notre modèle de corrélation géométrique de vues multiples pour le codage distribué
d’images. L’encodeur utilise une stratégie de codage en coset, mise au point par un partition-
nement du dictionnaire basé sur la similitude de formes des atomes et les contraintes géométriques
des vues multiples. Notre méthode se traduit par d’importants gains de compression par rapport
au codage indépendant. Une contribution supplémentaire du modèle de corrélation proposé est
qu’il donne des informations sur la géométrie de la scène, conduisant à une nouvelle méthode
d’estimation de poses de caméras en utilisant seulement une petite quantité de données de chaque
camera.
Enﬁn, nous avons développé une méthode d’apprentissage de dictionnaires stéréo sur la base
du nouveau modèle d’images de vues multiples. Bien que l’apprentissage de dictionnaires pour
les images ait reçu beaucoup d’attention récemment, l’apprentissage de dictionnaires pour des
images stéréo n’a pas été étudié en détail. Notre méthode maximise la probabilité que des im-
ages stéréo naturelles soient eﬃcacement représentées par un dictionnaire appris, où la contrainte
géométrique de vues multiples est incluse dans la modélisation probabiliste. Les résultats expéri-
mentaux montrent qu’en incluant les contraintes géométriques dans l’apprentissage, on obtient
une meilleure correspondance entre des images de caméras distribuées et de meilleures propriétés
d’approximation, qu’avec dictionnaires choisis au hasard. Nous montrons que l’apprentissage de
dictionnaires pour la représentation optimale d’une scène basée sur le nouveau modèle de corréla-
tion, améliore l’estimation des poses des caméras et peut être bénéﬁque pour le codage distribué.
Mots-clés: images de vues multiples, imagerie omnidirectionnelle, approximation parcimonieuse,
géométrie de vues multiples, codage distribué, apprentissage de dictionnaires
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Despite signiﬁcant advancements in video compression, camera and display technologies, visual
information representation in modern technologies does not convey three-dimensional scenes in a
perceptually satisfying way. In media communications, for example, even though the quality of
the television broadcast has drastically increased in the last years with the development of digital
and high-deﬁnition television, our perceptual systems have no diﬃculty diﬀerentiating between
the broadcast and a real scene. Still, there are numerous situations in life when we would like
to experience the three-dimensional vision of the displayed scene and have a feeling of presence
in the scene. In other words, we would like our visual technology to be able to represent the 3D
structure of the scene of interest, and to do that in a realistic manner. Besides video and image
communications, such technology would be beneﬁcial for designing devices that can sense and
analyze their 3D surroundings using vision.
There are two main diﬀerences between the way we acquire images with cameras and the way
we see the world around us. The most important diﬀerence is that most cameras are monocular,
making the recovery of the scene’s depth information an arduous task. However, with the decreas-
ing costs of cameras it has become possible to capture images from diﬀerent viewpoints at the
same time using a network of cameras distributed in a scene, as depicted in Figure 1.1. Having
multiple views of a scene allows us to reconstruct the 3D geometry by relying on the fundamen-
tal principles of stereo, or more generally, multiple view geometry [Sun03,Ana06, Sze99,Har97].
Therefore, multiple images of the scene, also called multi-view images, carry enough information
for realistic representation of the 3D information.
We must not neglect the importance of our peripheral vision in perception of the environment
surrounding us. In hemispherical cinemas, even when visual information is projected on a hemi-
sphere and presents essentially only 2D information, we still get a much greater impression of
immersion in the scene compared to just looking at a ﬂat screen. While our eyes capture radial
light rays and have a wide ﬁeld of view, conventional cameras assume parallel rays and have a
limited ﬁeld of view due to camera construction and the planarity assumption. Therefore, future
directions in realistic representation of 3D scenes would certainly beneﬁt from alternative ways of
capturing visual information, such as use of omnidirectional cameras, which record the light with
a hemispherical ﬁeld of view.
In order to have a realistic representation of a 3D scene, we need to address these two main
diﬀerences, and develop novel visual technologies that will be similar to our sensing of the envi-
ronment. However, we stand in front of many technological challenges related to the processing
of visual information collected by a network of cameras and omnidirectional vision sensors.
Although multi-view geometry gives us the geometrical relations between pixels in multiple
views, we do not know how to use them in the most eﬃcient way to perform tasks such as
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Figure 1.1: Distributed cameras capturing the same 3D scene from diﬀerent viewpoints.
compression of acquired images, which is important in mutli-view image transmission over existing
communication networks. Multi-view compression is currently a topic of intensive research in many
applications, such as Free-viewpoint Television (FTV) [Fuj04] and 3D television 3DTV [Smo07,
Kub07, Smo06,Mat04]. As the number of cameras becomes large, the required bandwidth for
transmission of all views quickly overﬂows the capacity of existing communication networks. To
reduce the required transmission bit rate, we need to eﬃciently compress multi-view images by
exploiting the large amount of redundancy that they inherently contain, since they capture mostly
the same visual information, just under a diﬀerent viewing angle. However, state of the art
methods still lack eﬃcient models for the representation of multiple views that exploits multi-
view correlation, thereby removing inter-view redundancy. Moreover, conventional methods for
compressing correlated sources assume communication between sources either through a network
of connections between sources or through a central encoder. Communication between cameras is
usually undesirable since it consumes power and bandwidth. On the other hand, a central encoder
makes the framework less robust because it is a single point of failure. Therefore, an important and
interesting challenge in multi-view scene representation is the compression of multi-view images
in a distributed manner.
Omnidirectional vision necessitates tackling a host of signal processing problems to deal with
images of a radial and spherical nature. The ﬁrst research interests for omnidirectional imaging ap-
peared with applications such as video surveillance [Bou04], autonomous robot navigation [Yag95]
and telepresence. Recently, omnidirectional imaging became an interesting and increasingly pop-
ular framework for 3D scene representation, as it requires only a small number of camera sensors
for capturing a 3D scene. An example of an omnidirectional camera that consists of a conventional
camera and a parabolic mirror is shown in Figure 1.2(a), while an image captured by this camera
is displayed in Figure 1.2(b). With a single point of projection, omnidirectional cameras record
the light ﬁeld in its radial form. This permits processing of the visual information without the
discrepancies introduced by the erroneous Euclidean assumptions in planar imaging. Moreover,
any perspective image on any designated image plane or any panoramic image can be generated
from the captured omnidirectional image [Bak03,Yag95]. As we can see in Figure 1.2 b), the
acquired image has a special structure: straight lines in space project to curves on the image.
How to properly take advantage of this structure in compression and image processing algorithms
is the subject of research in the ﬁeld of omnidirectional imaging.
These problems motivated the work done in this thesis, and directed our focus to the devel-
opment of a framework for eﬃcient scene representation with images from multiple distributed
cameras. In particular, we consider omnidirectional cameras, which are interesting and advanta-
geous due to their wide ﬁeld of view and the single center of projection that permits to accurately
capture the scene geometry.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: a) Picture of the omnidirectional camera with a parabolic mirror. b) An image
captured by omnidirectional camera in a).
1.2 Thesis outline
Although many image representation methods exist for still and time-varying images, the devel-
opment of multi-view image representation methods is in its beginnings. The goal of this thesis is
to develop a multi-view image representation model that can enable eﬃcient multi-view compres-
sion and inherently carry geometry information about the structure of the 3D scene. Certainly,
the most diﬃcult task in deﬁning such a method is to understand and model the correlation be-
tween views, since it is the source of redundancy in images. With such a model, lossy coding of
multi-view images would keep the most important visual information in all images, from which we
can easily extract the main 3D structure of the scene using multi-view geometry. Therefore, we
seek a multi-view image representation method that is elegant, compact, and relies on multi-view
geometry principles.
The ﬁrst chapter of the thesis reviews the current state of the art methods for image rep-
resentation and compression, in the single-view and more importantly, the multi-view case. We
also give some background theory on projective geometry and the processing of omnidirectional
images. We give an overview of a unifying framework that maps omnidirectional images, captured
by sensors of diﬀerent construction and geometry, to spherical images. The chapter concludes with
the theory of multi-view geometry for spherical camera models.
Chapter 3 is a study of the representation and compression of omnidirectional images in the
single-view case. We formulate the problem of omnidirectional image representation in a spherical
framework, since images from most of the existing omnidirectional cameras can be mapped to
spherical images. We further propose to represent spherical images as sparse decompositions over
a redundant dictionary of oriented and anisotropic atoms deﬁned on the sphere. These types of
atoms are geometric in that they have the capability to represent important image structures such
as edges. The sparse representation obtained with the Matching Pursuit algorithm on spherical
signals is then used for eﬃcient compression of still omnidirectional images. Other spherical signals
can be also coded and compressed with our method and we show that on the example of 3D objects.
We show that for low bit rates the proposed methods outperform the state of the art codecs, both
numerically and visually.
The rest of the thesis focuses on the problem of multi-view image representation. Chapter 4
introduces a new multi-view correlation model based on sparse image decompositions over struc-
tured parametric dictionaries of the geometric atoms deﬁned in Chapter 3. Due to their geometric
properties, atoms that approximate the same 3D object in the scene exist in diﬀerent views under
diﬀerent local transforms introduced by the viewpoint change. Therefore, we deﬁne a novel correla-
tion model that relates the atoms across diﬀerent views by local geometric transforms: translation,
rotation and anisotropic scaling. For the case of omnidirectional images, we deﬁne the local atom
transforms that satisfy the multi-view geometry constraint. Our model has multiple advantages
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over existing multi-view correlation models since it is able to cope with diverse transforms of image
projections of 3D objects across views, and deals with the transforms locally.
With the introduced multi-view correlation model, compression in camera networks can be
achieved in a distributed manner, without requiring cameras to communicate or have a central
encoder. The approach is based on the principles of distributed source coding whose theoretical
foundations are given by the Slepian-Wolf [Sle73] and Wyner-Ziv [Wyn76] theorems, and where the
knowledge of the correlation model between sources is crucial for constructing eﬃcient encoders.
Chapter 5 describes a novel distributed coding scheme based on the multi-view correlation model
presented in Chapter 4. The detailed description of the encoder and decoder designs is given,
and a method to deal with occlusions in the scene is proposed. We show that at low rates, when
the image structure is encoded, the proposed distributed coding method signiﬁcantly outperforms
independent coding, and performs close to the joint encoding. This shows that alleviating the
need for inter-camera communication induces only a negligible loss in compression performance.
We then show in Chapter 6 that the proposed correlation model can be used for coarse esti-
mation of the 3D geometry of the scene, like depth and camera pose estimation, when very low
bit rate representations of multi-view images are available. Namely, the geometric properties of
atoms enable easy extraction of the scene geometry from the sparse image decompositions, using
only a small number of atoms and hence a low bit rate image representation.
Chapter 7 addresses the important problem of dictionary design for eﬃcient representation of
multi-view images. A maximum-likelihood method for learning stereo dictionaries is proposed,
based on the correlation model introduced previously in the thesis. The novel stereo dictionary
learning method includes a multi-view geometry constraint in the probabilistic modeling in order to
obtain dictionaries that have improved image approximation properties and lead to enhanced scene
geometry representation. We learn dictionaries that give both better approximation performance
and improved multi-view feature matching. Moreover, we discuss and demonstrate the beneﬁts of
dictionary learning for distributed coding and camera pose estimation.
Our last contribution in this thesis is a theoretical analysis of the recovery conditions for
signals correlated by the proposed model using the distributed thresholding algorithm, which is
an interesting alternative to other sparse approximation algorithms because of its low complexity.
In order to preserve the ﬂow within Chapters 4 to 7, we migrate this theoretical analysis to
Appendix A.1.
Finally, concluding remarks and future perspectives are summarized in Chapter 8.
1.3 Summary of thesis contributions
The goal of this thesis is to provide innovative, eﬃcient representations of 3D scenes using networks
of omnidirectional vision sensors. Our main contributions are:
• the construction of a novel overcomplete dictionary of oriented and anisotropic atoms on the
sphere,
• a new lossy coding method for omnidirectional images based on Matching Pursuit on the
sphere,
• a new method for compressing 3D objects coding based on Matching Pursuit on the sphere.
• a new multi-view correlation model, based on sparse image decompositions with geometric
dictionaries. The proposed model relates image features by diverse local transforms, which
makes it highly advantageous compared to state of the art models,
• a new low rate distributed coding scheme for multi-view images. The encoder and decoder
designs are proposed and the method is implemented on omnidirectional images for eﬃcient
3D scene representation,
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• a novel camera pose and coarse depth estimation method based on the proposed multi-view
correlation model. The method is able to estimate the camera pose using very low bit rate
approximations of multi-view omnidirectional images,
• a new method for learning stereo dictionaries based on the proposed correlation model and
multi-view geometry. The novel learning method yields dictionaries optimized for both image
approximation and scene geometry estimation,
• theoretical derivation of the recovery conditions for sparse signals correlated by local trans-
forms, using distributed thresholding.
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Chapter 2
Single- and Multi-View Image
Representation
This chapter gives an overview of the state of the art approaches in single-view and multi-view
image representation methods. The main focus is put on multi-view correlation modeling methods
and their application in multi-view compression. A more detailed description of some particular
models and multi-view coding applications is given in corresponding chapters. Moreover, we
present the characteristics of omnidirectional imaging.
2.1 Image representation and compression
2.1.1 Transform coding
Pixel-based representations of digital images require many bits, which is very ineﬃcient for image
transmission and storage. Natural images possess high spatial redundancy within image structures
such as objects or background. For decades, image compression methods have been trying to
exploit this redundancy by transforming images into a diﬀerent domain. The role of the transform
is to represent an image using elements whose statistical dependency is greatly reduced compared
to the dependency between pixels. Two most successful transforms, the Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) and the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) have been implemented in image coding
standards JPEG [Ada01] (with DCT) and JPEG 2000 [Tau01] (with DWT). In both transforms,




aiφi = Φa, (2.1)
where n is the dimension of the image, Φ is a transform matrix that contains basis functions as
columns, and a is a vector of transform coeﬃcients. DCT and DWT are orthogonal transforms
and their transform matrix satisﬁes Φ−1 = ΦT. Therefore, transform coeﬃcients can be sim-
ply computed as a = ΦTy. The compression eﬃciency of transform coding lies in the fact that
it results in a set of independent coeﬃcients that can be eﬃciently quantized in order to save
bitrate, while keeping acceptable image quality. The approximated image is then reconstructed
from a quantized vector of transform coeﬃcients aˆ as yˆ = Φaˆ. The quantizer also thresholds
the insigniﬁcant coeﬃcients to zero to reduce the bitrate. Obviously, the compression gain will
be greater when the number of these insigniﬁcant coeﬃcients is much higher than the number of
signiﬁcant coeﬃcients that need to be transmitted or stored, i.e., when the vector of transform
coeﬃcients is sparse. However, to achieve image representations with a sparse vector of coeﬃ-
cients, the transform needs to eﬃciently de-correlate 2D components, i.e., discontinuities such as
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edges and curvatures. In other words, image representation methods need to include the orienta-
tion and anisotropy of the basis vectors to boost the approximation performance [Do 01,Fig02].
Understanding this important observation led to image representation methods that include direc-
tionality and anisotropy [Can99,Do 05,Vel06]. An interesting alternative to these approaches is
image representation using overcomplete dictionaries [Fig06]. The only requirement on the dictio-
nary is to be overcomplete, while its design is quite ﬂexible and allows inclusion of directionality
and anisotropy of dictionary vectors. Such overcomplete dictionaries can lead to higher sparsity
of coeﬃcient vectors, using optimization methods for nonlinear signal approximation.
2.1.2 Sparse image approximation
We begin the overview of sparse approximations by giving few fundamental deﬁnitions.
Definition 2.1.1. A dictionary D in Rn is a set {φk}Nk=1 ⊂ Rn of unit norm functions (i.e.,
‖φk‖2 = 1 ∀ k).
Definition 2.1.2. Elements of the dictionary are called atoms.
Definition 2.1.3. The dictionary is complete when span{φk} = Rn.
Definition 2.1.4. When atoms are linearly dependent, the dictionary is redundant.
If D is complete or redundant every image y can be represented as:




However, when the dictionary is over-complete, a is not unique. In order to ﬁnd a compact image
approximation one has to search for a sparse vector a that contains a small number of signiﬁcant
coeﬃcients, while the rest of the coeﬃcients are close or equal to zero. In other words, we say
that y has a sparse representation in D if it can be represented as a linear combination of a small
number of atoms in D, up to an approximation error η, i.e.:
y = ΦIc+ η =
∑
k∈I
akφk + η, (2.3)
where c is the vector of signiﬁcant elements of a, I labels the set of atoms {φk}k∈I participating
in the representation, and ΦI is a matrix containing the participating atoms as columns. One is
generally not interested in ﬁnding the exact representation, but rather in ﬁnding a sparse expansion
with a small approximation error. In order to ﬁnd the sparsest approximation of y with a bounded
error norm ||η|| 6 ε, the following optimization problem needs to be solved:
min
c
||c||0 subject to ||y −Φc||2 6 ε, (2.4)
where || · ||0 denotes the l0 norm. This problem involves searching for the shortest vector of signif-
icant coeﬃcients in a. Unfortunately, this problem is NP-hard [Nat95]. However, there exist poly-
nomial time approximation algorithms that search for a suboptimal solution to the problem (2.4).
They can be classiﬁed in two main groups: greedy algorithms (Matching Pursuit (MP) [Mal93],
Orthogonal MP (OMP) [Tro04], Weak OMP [Tem00]) that iteratively select locally optimal basis
vectors; and algorithms based on convex relaxation methods (e.g., Basis Pursuit [Che99], Basis
Pursuit Denoising [Sta03]) that solve a slightly diﬀerent problem where the l0 norm in Eq. (2.4)
is replaced by an l1 norm. Besides pursuit algorithms, there exist other sparse approximation
algorithms such as FOCUSS [Gor97], Sparse Bayesian Learning [Wip04] and Locally competitive
algorithms [Roz08]. The conditions under which a given sparse approximation algorithm ﬁnds
the sparsest solution for a given signal (i.e., ﬁnds the solution of Eq. (2.4)) have been established
for most of the above mentioned algorithms [Tro04,Tro06,Gri08a,Fuc04]. All these recoverability
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conditions have a common property: they guarantee the selection of the correct sparse support
when the sparsity of the signal is high enough (i.e., ||c||0 ≪ N) or when the coherence1 of the dic-
tionary is low enough. However, the dictionaries in which signals have sparse representations are in
general characterized by high coherence. Unfortunately, none of the above mentioned algorithms
guarantees a correct sparsity recovery in highly coherent dictionaries. In these cases, it is more
reliable to use the Matching Pursuit algorithm for sparse approximation since it guarantees the
exponential decay of the approximation error with the increase of the number of selected sparse
components. Matching Pursuit is described in detail in Chapter 3. For details on other sparse
approximation algorithms we refer the reader to [Tro04,Tro06,Gri08a,Fuc04,Mal08].
2.1.3 Structured parametric dictionaries for image representation
State of the art image compression has been obtained using sparse approximations with a struc-
tured dictionary of 2D atoms that represent the image structure with only few basis vectors [Fig06].
Atoms in the structured dictionary are derived from a generating function that undergoes a trans-
form combining rotation, translation and scaling. This dictionary has a couple of advantages for
image representation. First, there is a ﬂexibility in choosing a generating function, thus one can
choose an anisotropic function that can eﬃciently represent edges and contours present in nat-
ural images. For example, a 2D function that represents a Gaussian envelope in one direction
and its second derivative in the orthogonal direction has shown better approximation properties
than other waveforms, such as 2D Gabor and B-spline functions [Fro00]. The anisotropic scal-
ing of the generating function allows its reﬁnement in order to reach even higher approximation
rates. Furthermore, by introducing a high number of diﬀerent rotations of the generating function,
the dictionary reaches good directionality properties that are important for approximating image
discontinuities.
Given a generating function g deﬁned in a Hilbert spaceH , the dictionaryD = {φk} = {gγ}γ∈Γ
is constructed by changing the atom index γ ∈ Γ that deﬁnes parameters of the transformation
applied to the generating function g. This is equivalent to applying a unitary operator U(γ) to
the generating function g, i.e., gγ = U(γ)g. The atom transform is achieved by evaluating the
generating function g on a linearly transformed coordinate system in H . Formally, if v denotes
the unit vector of coordinates, and u = Qγ(v) its linear transform with translation, rotation and








where K is a normalization factor. For example, consider planar images which are deﬁned in
Cartesian coordinates v = (x, y), and the atom given by the generating function equal to the
2-dimensional Gaussian function g(x, y) = 1/
√
π exp−(x2 + y2). This atom is shown in Fig-
ure 2.1(a), where the image center is at (0, 0). By a simple linear transform of coordinates [Fig06]:
xˆ =




cos(ψ)(y − by)− sin(ψ)(x − bx)
sy
, (2.7)
we get a transformed atom gγ(x, y) = g(xˆ, yˆ), which is translated by (bx, by), rotated by ψ and
scaled by sx, sy along the x and y axis respectively. Therefore, u = (xˆ, yˆ). An example of a
transformed Gaussian atom is shown in Figure 2.1(b).
An additional advantage of using such parametric dictionaries is that atom parameters inform
the geometric properties of the image feature approximated by that atom, where image features
are usually multidimensional discontinuities like edges. The size and redundancy of the dictio-
nary is directly driven by the number of distinct geometric parameters. Structured parametric
1The coherence of a given dictionary is defined as the maximum inner product between any two different atoms
in that dictionary [Tro04].
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Gaussian atoms on the plane: a) centered; b) translated by (20,40) pixels, rotated by
π/3 and scaled by sx = 0.5, sy = 0.2.
dictionaries are usually characterized by very high coherence (close to 1). Because of this, im-
age compression with parametric dictionaries employs the Matching Pursuit algorithm for sparse
approximation [Fig06]. The exponential decay rate of the approximation error contributes to
progressive image representation, which is an important advantage of MP coders. Sparse approx-
imations have been also successfully applied to video [Nef97, Fro00, Rah06]. Besides the good
mathematical properties of sparse approximations, another motivation for this approach is that
sparse image approximations with redundant dictionaries of localized and oriented features repre-
sent a plausible encoding strategy in the primary visual cortex of the human brain [Ols97].
2.2 Multi-view imaging
2.2.1 Main multi-view correlation models
The most important part of eﬃcient 3D scene representation using a camera network is without
doubt the multi-view correlation modeling. As they represent the same 3D scene, multi-view
images contain a high amount of inter-view redundancy, in addition to the spatial intra-view
redundancy within a single image. To compress such images, one should remove the redundancy
inherent to the multi-view geometry relations that are deﬁned by the epipolar geometry constraints.
Epipolar geometry relates multiple images of the observed environment to the 3-dimensional
structure of that environment. It captures the geometric relationship between 3D points and their
image projections, which enables 3-dimensional reconstruction of the scene using multiple images
taken from diﬀerent viewpoints. Epipolar geometry was ﬁrst formulated for the pinhole camera
model, leading to the well-known epipolar constraint given in the following theorem [Ma 04]:
Theorem 2.2.1. Consider a point p in R3, given by its spatial coordinates X, and two images of
this point given by their homogeneous coordinates x1 = [x1 y1 1]
T and x2 = [x2 y2 1]
T in two
camera frames. Let the two camera positions have relative pose (R,T), where R ∈ SO(3) is the
matrix of the relative rotation and T ∈ R3 is the vector of the relative translation between cameras.
Then x1 and x2 satisfy:
〈x2,T×Rx1〉 = 0, or x2TTˆRx1 = 0. (2.8)
The matrix Tˆ is obtained by representing the cross product of T with Rx1 as a matrix
multiplication, i.e., TˆRx1 = T×Rx1. Given T = [t1 t2 t3]T, Tˆ can be expressed as:
Tˆ =
 0 −t3 t2t3 0 −t1
−t2 t1 0

The matrix E = TˆR ∈ R3×3 is called the essential matrix. The epipolar geometry constraint
is derived from the coplanarity of the vectors x2, T andRx1, as shown in Figure 2.2. The diﬀerence
between pixel coordinate vectors x1 and x2, which satisfy the epipolar geometry constraint, is
usually called the disparity between these two pixels.
Obviously, the ﬁrst step that needs to be taken to remove the redundancy in multi-view images,
is to deﬁne proper multi-view correlation models that include the epipolar geometry constraint. We
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Figure 2.2: Epipolar geometry for the pinhole camera model.
present here the main state of the art models of multi-view correlation, while a more comprehensive
overview is given in Chapter 4. The existing methods for multi-view correlation modeling can be
classiﬁed into three main categories:
• pixel-based models,
• block-based models, and
• perspective and aﬃne models.
Pixel-based methods are most frequently used in computer vision in applications such as struc-
ture from motion, motion tracking and depth estimation. Disparity and depth estimation algo-
rithms [Kol02,Sun03] ﬁnd disparity vectors that relate each pixel in one view to a pixel in another
view, under epipolar and pixel intensity similarity constraints. Thus, for each pixel pair there
is one disparity vector. Although pixel-wise mapping leads to good depth estimates, the use of
this correlation model is usually impractical in multi-view compression due to the high number of
disparity vectors that need to be encoded.
Block-based methods relate corresponding blocks in multi-view images, i.e., blocks that satisfy
the epipolar constraint and are similar with respect to the mean Euclidean distance between
corresponding pixel values. This is shown in Figure 2.3. Each block in one view is then related to
its corresponding block in the other view using only one disparity vector. Basically, these methods
try to extend the pixel-wise correlation model to a model that has smaller number of disparity
vectors and hence leads to more eﬃcient multi-view coding. This approach is analogous to hybrid
video coding employed in H.264 video coding standard [Mar06a]. However, the big disadvantage
of this approach is the assumption that all pixels within a block have the same epipolar matching
(i.e., the same disparity), which limits the use of block-based methods to camera networks where
cameras are arranged in a line and have the same orientation.
Finally, perspective and aﬃne models are based on the assumption that one view can be
represented as a perspective or aﬃne transformation of another view. As such, these models
assume a global disparity where all pixels in an image follow the same transformation model based
on the epipolar geometry. An example of a perspective transform is shown in Figure 2.4. Compared
to block-based methods, perspective models can deal with more diverse types of transforms and
hence diﬀerent camera arrangements. This approach has been successfully used in the domain of
multi-view pattern recognition, where the observed pattern is assumed to be planar. However,
3D scenes are far away from planar, and global disparity methods can work only for very narrow
camera ﬁeld of view.
To summarize, the state of the art methods lack a multi-view representation approach that
can deal with a wide variety of transforms of image features between views, and more importantly,
which can deal with the local nature of those transforms.
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block 1 block 2
3D object
Figure 2.3: Block-based epipolar matching. Cameras are aligned such that image projections of
an object in the 3D scene result in two displaced blocks.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Example of the perspective correlation model: a) image of the rabbit Zeka; b) per-
spective transform of the image in a).
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2.2.2 Compression of multi-view images
Depending on the existence of communication links between cameras in a network, lossy coding of
multi-view images can be achieved in two ways: joint and distributed coding. In the joint coding
scenario the central encoder collects images or video streams from all cameras and uses a multi-view
correlation model to remove the inter-view redundancy (see Figure 2.5). For example, joint coding
based on the block-based multi-view correlation model has been used in the design of the multi-
view coding (MVC) extension of the video coding standard H.264/AVC [Mer06,Mer07,Mar06b].
Unfortunately, due to the ineﬃciency of the block-based correlation model for inter-view coding,








Figure 2.5: Joint coding scheme for a camera network. Two cameras are used for illustration,
but the network can include more cameras.
Distributed source coding (DSC) permits eﬃcient coding of correlated sources without requir-
ing the communication of sources at the encoder side [Sle73,Wyn76]. The redundancy due to the
correlation of sources is exploited at the decoder side, unlike in joint encoding where it is exploited
at the encoder side. Distributed coding seems to be an attractive approach for compression in
camera networks, since it removes the need for a central encoder or for inter-camera communica-
tion, as shown in Figure 2.6. However, designing DSC schemes for camera networks is much more
diﬃcult than designing joint coders of multi-view images. Eﬃcient distributed coding relies on
the knowledge of the source’s correlation model at the encoder, and its performance is extremely
sensitive to incorrect correlation modeling. As we have seen above, we still lack good multi-view
correlation models, and this has signiﬁcantly slowed down the development of novel distributed








Figure 2.6: Distributed coding scheme for a camera network. Two cameras are used for illustra-
tion, but the network can include more cameras.
We describe here a few of the most relevant works that address the problem of DSC in cam-
era networks, using the multi-view correlation models overviewed in Section 2.2.1. Gehrig and
Dragotti proposed a method where the multi-view correlation is modeled by relating the locations
of image discontinuities, thus this method uses pixel-based correlation [Geh09]. Their eﬃcient
image compression is achieved by a quadtree decomposition, assuming a geometrical image model
in which 2D linear regions are separated by a 1D linear boundary. The block-based correlation
model has been applied to multi-view DSC by Yeo and Ramchandran [Yeo07]. They extend the
PRISM [Pur07] architecture, initially designed for distributed video coding, to multi-view com-
pression. Finally, the aﬃne and perspective correlation models have been used for multi-view
DSC [Guo06, Oua06a]. A more extensive survey of distributed coding methods for multi-view
compression is given in Section 5.5, and also in the overview paper [Gui07].
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2.3 Spherical imaging
In the previous part of this chapter we gave an overview of state of the art methods for represen-
tation and compression of single-view and multi-view planar images. Planar image projections are
currently the most usual way to represent visual content, giving to the observer only a windowed
view of the world. Since the creation of the ﬁrst paintings our minds have been strongly bound to
this idea. However, planar projections have important limitations for building accurate models of
3D environments since light has a naturally radial form. The radial organization of photo-receptors
in the human fovea also suggests that we should reconsider the way we acquire and sample visual
information, and depart from the classical planar imaging with rectangular sampling. The fun-
damental object underlying dynamic vision and providing a ﬁrm mathematical foundation is the
Plenoptic Function (PF) [Ade91], which simply measures the light intensity at all positions in a
scene and for all directions. In static scenes, the function becomes independent of time, and it is
convenient to deﬁne it as a function on the product manifold R3 × S2, where S2 is the 2D sphere
(we drop the chromaticity components for the sake of simplicity). We can consider the plenoptic
function as the model for a perfect vision sensor and hence processing of visual information on
the sphere becomes an interesting problem. Therefore, the rest of this chapter ﬁrst describes
the geometry of omnidirectional vision sensors whose output images can be uniquely mapped to
spherical images. We then present image processing methods that can be applied to spherical
imaging. Finally, we discuss the calibration issue and deﬁne the epipolar geometry constraint for
the spherical camera model.
2.3.1 Omnidirectional vision sensors
Omnidirectional vision sensors are devices that can capture a 360-degree view of the surrounding
scene. According to their construction, these devices can be classiﬁed into three types [Yag99]:
systems that use multiple images (i.e., image mosaics), devices that use special lenses, and cata-
dioptric devices that employ a combination of convex mirrors and lenses.
The images acquired by traditional perspective cameras can be used to construct an omnidi-
rectional image, either by rotating a single camera or by construction of a multi-camera system.
Obtained images are then aligned and stitched together to form a 360-degree view. However, a
rotating camera system is limited to capturing static scenes because of the long acquisition time
for all images. It may also suﬀer from mechanical problems that lead to maintenance issues. On
the other hand, multiple camera systems can be used for real-time applications, but they suﬀer
from diﬃculties in alignment and camera calibration.
In this context, true omnidirectional sensors are interesting since each image provides a wide
ﬁeld of view of the scene of interest. Special lenses (e.g. ﬁsh-eye) probably represent the most pop-
ular classes of systems that can capture omnidirectional images. However, such cameras present
the important disadvantage that they do not have a single center of projection, which makes omni-
directional image analysis extremely complicated. Alternatively, omnidirectional images can also
be generated by catadioptric devices. These systems use a convex mirror placed above a perspec-
tive camera, where the optical axis of the lens is aligned with the mirror’s axis. The catadioptric
cameras with quadric mirrors are of particular interest, since they represent omnidirectional cam-
eras with a single center of projection. Moreover, the images obtained with such cameras can be
uniquely mapped on the sphere [Gey01]. We focus now on the class of catadioptric systems with
quadric mirrors.
Catadioptric cameras achieve an almost hemispherical ﬁeld of view with a perspective camera
and a catadioptric system [Nay97a], which represents a combination of reﬂective (catoptric) and
refractive (dioptric) elements [Hec97,Gey01]. Such a system is schematically shown in Figure 2.7(a)
for the case of a parabolic mirror. Figure 2.7(b) illustrates one omnidirectional image captured
by the parabolic catadioptric camera.
Catadioptric image formation has been extensively studied [Nay97b,Bak99,Gey01]. Central
catadioptric systems are of special interest because they have a single eﬀective viewpoint. This
property is important not only for easier image analysis but also for multi-view 3D reconstruction.









Figure 2.7: (a) Omnidirectional system with a parabolic mirror: the parabolic mirror is placed
at the parabolic focus F1; the other focus F2 is at inﬁnity [Gey01]. (b) Omnidirectional image










Figure 2.8: Cross-section of mapping an omnidirectional image on the sphere [Gey01].
Unfortunately, images captured by the perspective camera from the light reﬂected by the catadiop-
tric system are not straightforward to analyze because the lines in the 3D space project onto conic
sections on the image [Gey01,Svo98,Nen98]. However, a unifying model for catadioptric projective
geometry of central catadioptric cameras established by Geyer and Daniilidis permits us to map
omnidirectional images from such sensors to spherical images [Gey01]. According to their model,
any central catadioptric projection is equivalent to a composition of two mappings on the sphere.
The ﬁrst mapping represents a central spherical projection, with the center of the sphere incident
to the focal point of the mirror and independent of the mirror shape. The second mapping is a
projection from a point on the principal axis of the sphere to the plane perpendicular to that axis.
However, the position of the projection point on the axis of the sphere depends on the shape of the
mirror. The model of Geyer and Daniilidis includes perspective, parabolic, hyperbolic and elliptic
projections. The catadioptric projective framework permits us to derive eﬃcient and simple scene
analysis from spherical images captured by catadioptric cameras. We describe now in more detail
the projective model for the parabolic mirror, where the second mapping represents the projection
from the North Pole to the plane that includes the equator. In particular, the second mapping is
known as the stereographic projection, and it is conformal.
We consider a cross-section of the paraboloid in a catadioptric system with a parabolic mirror.
This is shown in Figure 2.8. All points on the parabola are equidistant to the focus F1 and
the directrix d. Let l pass through F1 and be perpendicular to the parabolic axis. If a circle
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has a center F1 and a radius equal to the double of the focal length of the paraboloid, then the
circle and parabola intersect twice the line l and the directrix is tangent to the circle. The North
Pole N of the circle is the point diametrically opposite to the intersection of the circle and the
directrix. Point P is projected on the circle from its center, which gives Π1. This is equivalent
to a projective representation, where the projective space (set of rays) is represented as a circle
here. It can be seen that Π2 is the stereographic projection of the point Π1 to the line l from the
North Pole N , where Π1 is the intersection of the ray F1P and the circle. We can thus conclude
that the parabolic projection of a point P yields point Π2, which is collinear with Π1 and N .
Extending this reasoning to three dimensions, the projection by a parabolic mirror is equivalent
to a projection on the sphere (Π1) followed by a stereographic projection (Π2). Formal proof of
the equivalence between the parabolic catadioptric projection and the composite mapping through
the sphere can be found in [Gey01]. A direct corollary of this equivalence is that the parabolic
catadioptric projection is conformal since it represents a composition of two conformal mappings.
For the other types of mirrors in catadioptric systems, the position of the point of projection in
the second mapping is a function of the eccentricity ǫ of the conic (see Theorem 1 in [Gey01]). For
hyperbolic mirrors with ǫ > 1 and elliptic mirrors with 0 < ǫ < 1, the projection point lies on the
principal axis of the sphere, between the center of the sphere and the North Pole. A perspective
camera can be also considered as a degenerative case of a catadioptric system with a conic of
eccentricity ǫ = ∞. In this case, the point of projection for the second mapping coincides with
the center of the sphere.
2.3.2 Spherical camera model
We exploit the equivalence between the catadioptric projection and the composite mapping through
the sphere in order to map an omnidirectional image through the inverse stereographic projection
to the surface of a sphere whose center coincides with the focal point of the mirror. This leads
to the deﬁnition of the Spherical camera model [Tor05], which consists of a camera center and a
surface of a unit sphere whose center is the camera center.
The projection of light rays on the surface of the unit sphere is usually referred to as the
spherical image. The spherical image is formed by a central spherical projection from a point
X ∈ R3 to the unit sphere with the center O ∈ R3, as shown in Figure 2.9(a). Point X is projected









 sin θ cosϕsin θ sinϕ
cos θ

where θ ∈ [0, π] is the zenith angle, and ϕ ∈ [0, 2π) is the azimuth angle. The spherical image is
then represented by a function deﬁned on S2, that is y(θ, ϕ) ∈ S2. Figure 2.10 shows an example
of a spherical image obtained by mapping an omnidirectional image "Zeka" (Figure 2.7) to the
sphere, using the projective geometry explained previously.
We now brieﬂy discuss the consequences of mapping the three-dimensional information on the
2D sphere. The spherical projection of a line l in R3 is a great circle on the sphere S2, as illustrated
in Figure 2.9(b). This great circle, denoted C, is obtained as the intersection of the unit sphere
and the plane π that passes through the line l and the camera center O. Since C is completely
deﬁned by the normal vector n ∈ S2 of the plane π, there is a duality between a great circle and
a point on the sphere, as pointed out by Torii et al. [Tor05]. Moreover, they have shown that
there exists a duality between a line l on a projective plane P 2 = {(x, y, z)|z = 1} and a point on
the sphere. These two duality relations play an important role in deﬁning the trifocal tensor for
spherical cameras, which is usually used to express the three-view geometry constraints [Tor05].
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.9: Spherical projection model: (a) The projection of a point X ∈ R3 to a point x on
the spherical image. (b) The projection of a line l on the plane π ∈ R3 to a great circle on the
spherical image [Tor05].
Figure 2.10: Spherical image obtained from omnidirectional image "Zeka".
2.3.3 Image processing on the sphere
Because images captured by catadioptric systems can be uniquely mapped on the sphere, it be-
comes interesting to process the visual information directly in the spherical coordinate system.
Similar to the Euclidean framework, harmonic analysis and multi-resolution decomposition repre-
sent eﬃcient tools for processing data on the sphere. When mapped to spherical coordinates, the
omnidirectional images are typically re-sampled on an equi-angular grid on the sphere:




p, q ∈ Nj ≡ {n ∈ N : n < 2Bj} and for some range of bandwidth B = {Bj ∈ 2N, j ∈ Z}. These
grids permit to perfectly sample any band-limited function y ∈ L2(S2) of bandwidth Bj .
The omnidirectional images can then be represented as spherical signals, modeled by elements
of the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions on the two-dimensional sphere L2(S2, dµ), where
dµ(θ, ϕ) = d cos θdϕ is the rotation invariant Lebesgue measure on the sphere. These functions





dµ(θ, ϕ)Y ∗m,n(θ, ϕ)y(θ, ϕ),
where Y ∗m,n is the complex conjugate of the spherical harmonic of order (m,n) [Dri94]. It can
be noted here that this class of sampling grids is associated with a Fast Spherical Fourier Trans-
form [Hea03].
Multi-resolution representations are particularly interesting in applications such as image anal-
ysis and image coding. The two most successful embodiments of this paradigm, the various wavelet
decompositions [Mal08] and the Laplacian Pyramid (LP) [Bur83], have been extended to spherical
manifolds.
The spherical continuous wavelet transform (SCWT) has been introduced by Antoine and
Vandergheynst [Ant98]. It is based on aﬃne transformations on the sphere, namely: rotations,
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deﬁned by the element ρ of the group SO(3), and dilations Dα, parameterized by the scale α ∈ R∗+
[Ant99]. Interestingly, it can be proved that any admissible 2-D wavelet in R2 yields an admissible
spherical wavelet by inverse stereographic projection.
To process images given on discrete spherical grids, the SCWT can be replaced by frames of
spherical wavelets [Bog04,Bog05]. One of the most appealing features of frames is their ability
to expand any spherical map into a ﬁnite multi-resolution hierarchy of wavelet coeﬃcients. The
scales are discretized in a monotonic way, and the positions are taken in an equi-angular grid Gj ,
as described previously.
Another simple way of dealing with discrete spherical data in a multi-resolution fashion is
to extend the Laplacian Pyramid [Bur83] to spherical coordinates. This can be simply done
considering the recent advances in harmonic analysis on S2, in particular the work of Driscol
and Healy [Dri94]. Indeed, based on the notations introduced earlier, one can deﬁne a series of
downsampled grids Gj with Bj = 2−jB0. A series of multi-resolution spherical images Sj can be
generated by recursively applying convolution with a low-pass ﬁlter h and downsampling. The






Suppose, then, that the original data y0 is bandlimited (i.e., yˆ0(m,n) = 0, ∀m > B0) and sampled
on G0. The bandwidth parameter σ0 is chosen so that the ﬁlter is numerically close to a perfect
half-band ﬁlter Hˆσ0(m) = 0, ∀m > B0/2. The low-pass ﬁltered data is then downsampled on the
nested sub-grid G1, which gives the low-pass channel of the pyramid y1. The high-pass channel
of the pyramid is computed as usual, that is, by ﬁrst upsampling y1 on the ﬁner grid G0, low-
pass ﬁltering it with Hσ0 and taking the diﬀerence with y0. Coarser resolutions are computed by
iterating this algorithm on the low-pass channel yl and scaling the ﬁlter bandwidth accordingly
(i.e., σl = 2
lσ0).
Because of, for example, their multi-resolution and local nature, frames of spherical wavelets
or the Spherical Laplacian Pyramid can be advantageous over the spherical harmonics. This is
also thanks to their covariance under rigid rotations [Mak03].
2.3.4 Calibration of catadioptric cameras
We have assumed up to this point that the camera parameters are perfectly known and that the
cameras are calibrated. However, camera calibration is generally not given in practical systems; one
usually has to estimate the intrinsic parameters of the projection, which enable mapping the pixels
on the image to corresponding light rays in the space. For catadioptric cameras these parameters
include the focal length of the catadioptric system (the combined focal lengths of the mirror and
the camera); the image center; and the aspect ratio and skew factor of the imaging sensor. For the
catadioptric camera with a parabolic mirror, the boundary of the mirror is projected to a circle
on the image, which can be exploited for calibration. Namely, one can ﬁt a circle to the image of
the mirror’s boundary and calculate the image center as the circle’s center. Then, knowing the
ﬁeld of view of the catadioptric camera with respect to the zenith angle, the focal length can be
determined by simple calculations. This simple strategy for calibration is very advantageous since
it does not require the capturing and analysis of the calibration pattern. It can be performed on
any image where the mirror boundary is suﬃciently visible.
Another approach for calibration of catadioptric cameras uses the image projections of lines
to estimate the intrinsic camera parameters [Gey01, Gey02]. Whereas in perspective cameras
calibration from lines is not possible without any metric information, Geyer and Daniilidis showed
that it is possible to calibrate central catadioptric cameras only from a set of line images. They
ﬁrst considered the parabolic case and assumed that the aspect ratio is one and the skew is zero,
so the total number of unknown intrinsic parameters is three (focal length and two coordinates
of the image center). In the parabolic case, a line in the space projects into a circle on the image
plane. Since a circle is deﬁned by three points, each line gives a set of three constraints but also
introduces two unknowns that specify the orientation of the plane containing the line. Therefore,
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each line contributes with one additional constraint, leading us to the conclusion that three lines are
suﬃcient to perform calibration. In the hyperbolic case, there is one additional intrinsic parameter
to be estimated, the eccentricity, so in total there are four unknowns. The line projects into a
conic, which is deﬁned by ﬁve points and thus gives ﬁve constraints. Therefore, for the calibration
of a hyperbolic catadioptric camera, only two line images suﬃce. Based on this reasoning, Geyer
and Daniilidis have proposed an algorithm for calibration of parabolic catadioptric cameras from
three line images. The algorithm details can be found in [Gey02] and [Tos09].
Besides calibration using the projection of lines, camera calibration can also be performed by
the projection of spheres [Yin04], which actually oﬀers improved robustness. Researchers also
investigated the calibration of cameras with diﬀerent types of mirrors, such as hyperbolic and
elliptical [Bar05]. For example, Scaramuzza et al. proposed a calibration method that uses a
generalized parametric model of the single viewpoint omnidirectional sensor and can be applied to
any type of mirror in the catadioptric system [Sca06]. The calibration requires two or more images
of the planar pattern at diﬀerent orientations. Calibration of non-central catadioptric cameras was
proposed by Mičušík and Pajdla [Mic04], based on epipolar correspondence matching from two
catadioptric images. Epipolar geometry was also exploited for calibration of paracatadioptric
cameras [Kan00].
2.4 Omnidirectional multi-camera systems
With the development of panoramic cameras, epipolar or multi-view geometry has been recently
formalized for general camera models [Stu05]. However, we focus here on the case of calibrated
paracatadioptric cameras, where the omnidirectional image can be uniquely mapped through the
inverse stereographic projection to the surface of the sphere whose center coincides with the focal
point of the mirror. Two- and three- view geometry for spherical cameras has been introduced
by Torii et al. [Tor05], and we overview the two-view case in this section. We refer the interested
reader to [Tor05] for the three-view geometry framework.
2.4.1 Epipolar geometry for paracatadioptric cameras
Epipolar geometry can be used to describe the geometrical constraints in systems with two spher-
ical cameras. Let O1 and O2 be the centers of two spherical cameras, and let the world coordinate
frame be placed at the center of the ﬁrst camera, i.e., O1 = [0 0 0]
T
. A point p ∈ R3 is projected
to unit spheres corresponding to the cameras, giving projection points x1,x2 ∈ S2, as illustrated
in Figure 2.11. Let X1 be the coordinates of the point p in the coordinate system of camera
centered at O1. The spherical projection of a point p to the camera centered at O1 is given as:
λ1x1 = X1, λ1 ∈ R. (2.12)
If we further denote the transform of the coordinate system between two spherical cameras with
R and T, where R denotes the relative rotation and T denotes the relative translation, the
coordinates of the point p can be expressed in the coordinate system of the camera at O2 as
X2 = RX1 +T. The projection of the point p to the camera centered at O2 is then given by:
λ2x2 = X2 = RX1 +T, λ2 ∈ R. (2.13)
As for the pinhole camera model, vectors x2, Rx1, and T are coplanar, and the epipolar geometry





Ex1 = 0. (2.14)
The epipolar constraint is one of the fundamental relations in the multi-view geometry because
it allows the estimation of the 3D coordinates of point p from its images x1 and x2, given R
and T. That is, it allows scene geometry reconstruction. However, when point p lies on vector T,
which connects camera centersO1 andO2, it leads to a degenerative case of the epipolar constraint
because vectors x2, Rx1, and T are collinear and the coordinates of point p cannot be determined.
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Figure 2.11: Epipolar geometry for the spherical camera model.
The intersection points of unit spheres of both cameras and vector T are the epipoles, denoted
e1 and e2 in Figure 2.11. In other words, when point p is projected to the epipoles of two cameras,
its reconstruction is not possible from these cameras.
2.4.2 Estimation of extrinsic parameters
In multi-camera systems, the calibration process includes the estimation of extrinsic parameters in
addition to the intrinsic ones discussed in Section 2.3.4. Extrinsic parameters include the relative
rotation and translation between cameras, which are necessary in applications like depth estima-
tion and structure from motion. Antone and Teller [Ant02b] consider the calibration of extrinsic
parameters for omnidirectional camera networks, while the intrinsic parameters are assumed to
be known. Their approach decouples the rotation and translation estimation in order to obtain
a linear time calibration algorithm. The Expectation maximization (EM) algorithm recovers the
rotation matrix from the vanishing points, followed by the position recovery using feature corre-
spondence coupling and the Hough transform with Monte Carlo EM reﬁnement. Robustness of
extrinsic parameters recovery can be improved by avoiding commitment to point correspondences,
as presented by Makadia and Daniilidis in [Mak07]. For a general spherical image model, they
introduce a correspondenceless method for camera rotation and translation recovery based on the
Radon transform. They deﬁne the Epipolar Delta Filter (EDF) which embeds the epipolar geom-
etry constraint for all pairs of features with a series of Diracs on the sphere. Moreover, they deﬁne
the similarity function on all feature pairs. The main result of this work is the demonstration that
the Radon transform is actually a correlation on the SO(3) group of rotations of the EDF and
a similarity function; it can be eﬃciently evaluated by the fast Fourier transform on the SO(3).
The extrinsic parameters are therefore in the maximum of the ﬁve-dimensional space given by the
Radon transform.
2.5 Conclusion
This chapter has revisited state of the art approaches in representation of single-view and multi-
view images. In particular, we have described the main multi-view correlation models used for 3D
scene representation and discussed their advantages and disadvantages for diﬀerent applications,
mainly focussing on multi-view compression. Our conclusion is that state of the art multi-view
correlation models are quite limited, mainly because they do not provide an eﬀective way to com-
bine the spatial correlation within each image and geometry-based correlation between diﬀerent
multi-view images. This thesis overcomes the limitation of existing models by proposing an elegant
framework to merge the spatial and inter-view correlation in a single geometry-based multi-view
correlation model. This approach leads to eﬃcient distributed multi-view compression and coarse
scene geometry estimation, as we will show in the rest of the thesis. Since ﬁnding a multi-view
correlation model is currently the main challenge in distributed coding for camera networks, the
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novel correlation model and the distributed coding scheme proposed in this thesis represent an
important contribution to this ﬁeld of research. Moreover, we will show that the new model can
be used to infer the statistically important stereo image components.
Furthermore, we have described the construction and imaging geometry of omnidirectional
sensors, and particularly for catadioptric cameras whose images can be mapped directly on the
sphere. Therefore, the spherical camera model and the epipolar geometry constraints for multiple
spherical cameras have been discussed. The presented overview of state of the art methods in
spherical image processing suggests that there still exists a need for methods that include the
notion of anisotropy and directionality on the sphere. In this direction, this thesis contributes
by constructing an overcomplete dictionary of anisotropic atoms on the sphere and showing its
eﬃciency in spherical image compression.
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Chapter 3
Sparse Approximations on the 2D
Sphere
3.1 Introduction
The projective geometry theory for catadioptric cameras presented in Section 2.3 demonstrates
that we can capture the natural radial light ﬁeld using catadioptric cameras and the appropriate
spherical mapping. Since spherical mapping projects lines in the 3D space into circles on the
sphere, it is clear that the analysis and processing of light ﬁeld needs to be performed on the
sphere. This outlines the importance and need for appropriate spherical image representation
and processing methods. Besides in omnidirectional imaging, processing of signals deﬁned on
the spherical manifold has applications in many other research areas. In astrophysics, for exam-
ple, signal processing on the sphere allows eﬃcient analysis of the cosmic microwave background
data [Vie06]. The advantages of spherical representations for 3D object modeling and coding have
been also demonstrated in computer graphics applications [Hop03,Kho00,She06].
We have described in Section 2.3.3 two main approaches for representing signals on the sphere:
the spherical harmonic transform [Dri94] and the wavelet transform on the sphere [Ant99,Ant98,
Sch95,Ant02a]. The drawback of spherical harmonics is their global spatial support, which makes
them unsuitable for local analysis on the sphere. On the other hand, spherical wavelets are
spatially localized and of multi-resolution nature, but they are not optimal in representing contours
in spherical images because they do not include directionality and anisotropy. Discrete spherical
wavelets have been developed in the last few years by Schröder et al. [Sch95] and by Wiaux et
al. [Wia08]. The latter work presents a method for constructing directional spherical wavelets
with isotropic scales. Besides spherical harmonics and spherical wavelets, a useful tool for multi-
resolution analysis of spherical signals is the Laplacian Pyramid on the sphere [Tos05].
This chapter proposes to represent a spherical signal as a series of oriented and anisotropically
reﬁned functions taken from a redundant dictionary of atoms. We construct the dictionary from
atoms that are edge-like functions living on the 2D sphere, and which can take arbitrary posi-
tions, shapes and orientations. Since the number of atoms in the redundant dictionary is usually
much higher than the signal’s dimension, there is a high probability that a given signal is well
approximated with only a small number of atoms. This leads to sparse signal approximations and
potentially to high signal compression ratios. The proposed sparse signal representation using the
geometric dictionary on the sphere is thus exploited in this thesis for two applications:
• compression of omnidirectional images, and
• 3D objects compression.
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We ﬁrst propose a novel omnidirectional image coder, which uses the iterative Matching Pursuit
(MP) algorithm to ﬁnd a sparse approximation of the spherical image obtained by mapping an
omnidirectional image on the sphere. Matching Pursuit inherently produces a progressive stream
of spatially localized atoms, which is advantageously used in the design of scalable representa-
tions. Atom coeﬃcients are appropriately quantized in an adaptive manner. Experimental results
demonstrate that the new coder gives better rate-distortion performance at low rates than the stan-
dard JPEG2000 coder on unfolded images. The new coder also outperforms the SPIHT-encoded
Laplacian Pyramid on the sphere.
We then present a progressive coding scheme for 3D objects based on sparse representations
on the 2D sphere, thus showing the generic nature of this signal processing method. We propose
to map simple 3D models on 2D spheres and then to decompose the spherical signal over a
redundant dictionary of atoms on the sphere. These atoms are adapted to the characteristics of 3D
objects. Our 3D coder is similar to the omnidirectional image coder, and has an additional entropy
coding step of atom indexes. The entropy coding block is beneﬁcial for 3D object compression
where higher number of atoms is usually needed for good approximation. The proposed 3D coder
outperforms state of the art progressive coders in terms of distortion while oﬀering an increased
ﬂexibility for easy stream manipulations (e.g. view-dependent transmission).
The 3D object representation with sparse approximations on the sphere has been also success-
fully applied to 3D face recognition. This is, however, not covered in the thesis and the interested
reader is referred to [Llo08a,Llo08b] for more details.
3.2 Redundant dictionary on the 2-D sphere
3.2.1 Preliminaries
Since a spherical signal is in general composed of multi-dimensional features, we propose to de-
compose it as a series of atoms taken from a redundant dictionary of functions deﬁned on the
2D sphere. While there is a priori no restriction on the dictionary construction, it is in gen-
eral constructed as a set of diﬀerent waveforms, where each waveform is deﬁned by a generating
function. Each generating function can serve as a basis for building an overcomplete dictionary,
simply by changing the function parameters (e.g., position or scale indexes). The usage of gener-
ating functions advantageously leads to structured parametric dictionaries, whose indexes directly
correspond to atom characteristics. Furthermore, the storage or transmission of the dictionary
become unnecessary, since atoms can be reconstructed only from their indexes.
Dictionary construction is certainly the most important step towards eﬃcient approximation
algorithms. Increasing the number of functions generally increases the redundancy of the dictio-
nary, and thus the approximation performance: there is indeed an increasingly high probability
that prominent signal features can be eﬃciently captured by few atoms. At the same time, it also
increases the size of the dictionary, and most probably augments the coding rate and the search
complexity. We now discuss in more detail the construction of the overcomplete dictionary that
we propose for expansions of signals on the 2D sphere. It involves the three following steps:
• deﬁnition of the generating function(s) on the sphere,
• deﬁnition of the motion of atoms on the sphere, and their rotation around their axis,
• implementation of the anisotropic scaling of atoms.
Let g denote a square-integrable generating function on the unit 2-sphere S2 (i.e., g(θ, ϕ) ∈
L2(S2)). By combining motion, rotation and scaling, we form an overcomplete set of atoms gγ ,
where γ = (τ, ν, ψ, α, β) ∈ Γ is the atom index. This index is described by ﬁve parameters that
respectively represent: the position of the atom on the sphere, τ along zenith θ angle, and ν along
azimuth ϕ angle; its orientation ψ; and the scaling parameters (α, β). In order to ﬁnally map the
atoms on the sphere, we use an inverse stereographic projection from the complex plane C, to the
2D sphere. There are few diﬀerent deﬁnitions of the stereographic projection, depending on the
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Figure 3.1: Stereographic Projection. A point on the 2-D sphere can be uniquely mapped on the
plane tangent to the North Pole.
position of the plane C. We will use here the stereographic projection at the North Pole shown in
Figure 3.1, which is diﬀerent from the one in Section 2.3.1 where C contains the equator.
The stereographic projection at the North Pole can be expressed as Ω : S2 → C and written
as:






with ω ≡ (θ, ϕ) and 0 6 θ 6 π,−π 6 ϕ < π. Since the stereographic projection is bijective,
any point with polar coordinates (ρ, ϕ) and represented by a vector v = (ρ cosϕ, ρ sinϕ) on the
tangent plane, can be uniquely mapped back onto the 2D sphere. We use that property in the
design of the dictionary, as presented below.
3.2.2 Generating functions
Under the assumption that spherical images are mostly composed of smooth surfaces and singu-
larities aligned on pieces of great circles, we propose to build the dictionary on two generating
functions. First, in order to eﬃciently capture the singularities, we use a generating function that
resembles to a piece of contour on the sphere. We deﬁne a contour-like function on the plane
tangent to the North Pole, i.e., in the space L2(R2). Our choice is a function that is a Gaussian





4x2 − 2) exp (− (x2 + y2)) , (3.2)
where v = (x, y) is a vector in R2, and K1 is a normalization factor. Note that this function has
been eﬃciently used for image coding [Van01,Fig06].
The motivation for the choice of a Gaussian kernel lies in its optimal joint spatial and frequency
localization. On the other hand, the second derivative in the orthogonal direction is used to
ﬁlter out the smooth polynomial parts of the signal and capture the signal discontinuities. The
generating function from Eq. (3.2) can be further expressed in polar coordinates, as:
grect(ρ, ϕ) = − 1
K1
(
4ρ2cos2ϕ− 2) exp (−ρ2) . (3.3)
We have taken grect = −gimage to have the positive central value of the atom. By inverse stereo-
graphic projection Ω−1 : R2 → S2, the generating function is mapped on the sphere, and can be
written as:
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The generating function gHN deﬁnes an edge-like atom that is centered exactly on the North Pole.
In order to eﬃciently represent the smooth areas in spherical signals, corresponding to low-
frequency (LF) components, we propose to use a second generating function for the construction










where K2 is a normalization constant. Eq. (3.5) represents an isotropic function, centered at
the North Pole. Using the dictionary built on two generating functions actually improves the
approximation rate, but does not increase the search complexity. In our implementation, the
dictionary is indeed divided into two distinct parts, one with LF atoms (LF part) and the other
of oscillating or high-frequency atoms (main part), which are used successively to form the signal
expansion.
Now that the generating functions have been deﬁned, we form the redundant dictionary by
applying geometrical transformations to these functions. In other words, the dictionary is con-
structed by moving the generating functions on the sphere, by rotation of the functions around
their axis, and by anisotropic scaling.
3.2.3 Motion on the sphere
Motion and rotation belong to the group of aﬃne transformations of the unit 2D sphere S2. They
are both realized by a single rotation ̺ ∈ SO(3), where SO(3) is the rotation group in R3. This
is equivalent to applying a unitary operator Π̺ on the matrix of Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) of
the unit sphere, denoted as P:
Pr = Π̺P = R(ψ)U(τ)R(ν)P, ̺ ∈ SO(3), (3.6)
where [P]3×N is the matrix of (x, y, z) coordinates of the non-transformed unit sphere, and [Pr]3×N
is the matrix of (x, y, z) coordinates of the transformed unit sphere. Three rotation matricesR(ν),
U(τ) and R(ψ) realize the rotation given by Euler angles (ν, τ, ψ), which respectively describe the
motion of the atom on the sphere by angles ν and τ , and the rotation of the atom around its axis
by an angle ψ. These rotation matrices are given by:
R(ν) =




 cos τ 0 sin τ0 1 0
− sin τ 0 cos τ
 ,
R(ψ) =
 cosψ sinψ 0− sinψ cosψ 0
0 0 1
 .
The generating function, as deﬁned in Eq. (3.4), is therefore transformed into an atom that
can be moved to a particular point (τ ,ν) on the sphere, and rotated.
3.2.4 Anisotropic refinement of atoms on the sphere
In order to eﬃciently approximate the elongated characteristics of spherical signals, we further
deform atoms by anisotropic reﬁnement that scales the generating function diﬀerently in each
orthogonal direction, with scale factors α and β. We perform the scaling operation on the plane
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tangent to the North pole and then map the resulting atom on the sphere S2 by inverse stereo-
graphic projection. Let v = (x, y) denote a vector on the tangent plane; the anisotropic scaling
operator is then expressed as:
D(α, β)g(v) = Cg(αx, βy), (3.7)
where the constant C is a normalization factor. The coordinates of the vector after scaling, vs,
become:
xs = αx = αρ cosϕ, (3.8)
ys = βy = βρ sinϕ.















Anisotropic reﬁnement of high frequency atoms, as given in Eq. (3.3), is obtained by replacing
the polar coordinates with the ones obtained after scaling. They can be written as:
gra(ρ, ϕ) = − 1
KA
(
4α2ρ2 cos2 ϕ− 2) exp (−ρ2 (α2 cos2 ϕ+ β2 sin2 ϕ)) , (3.10)
where KA is a normalization factor. By inverse stereographic projection Ω
−1 : R2 → S2, the
reshaped atom is mapped on the sphere, and can be written as:













α2 cos2 ϕ+ β2 sin2 ϕ
))
. (3.11)
On the other hand, the low-frequency atoms after anisotropic reﬁnement, can be written as:








α2 cos2 ϕ+ β2 sin2 ϕ
))
, (3.12)
where KG is a normalization factor.
By a proper choice of the transformation parameters, one ﬁnally obtains an overcomplete
parametric dictionary of functions, which is used to represent spherical signals. Sample atoms are
illustrated in Figure 3.2.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.2: Anisotropic atoms: a) on the North pole (τ = 0, ν = 0), ψ = 0, α = 4, β = 4; b)
τ = π4 , ν =
π
2 , ψ = 0, α = 4, β = 4; c) τ =
π
4 , ν =
π
2 , ψ =
π
4 , α = 8, β = 2; d) Low frequency
atom: τ = π4 , ν =
π
4 , ψ =
π
4 , α = 4, β = 4.
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3.3 Matching Pursuit algorithm for sparse approximation
Finding the sparsest representation of a spherical signal with functions taken from a redundant
dictionary is an NP-hard problem [Nat95]. When we have parametric dictionaries characterized by
high coherence, as the one described above, none of the existing sparse approximation algorithms
guarantees the optimal solution. As discussed in Section 2.1.2, in the case of coherent dictionaries
it is more reliable to use the Matching Pursuit (MP) algorithm for sparse approximation, since it
oﬀers the exponential decay of the approximation error.
Under its generic form, MP is an algorithm that iteratively decomposes a signal into a linear
combination of waveforms, or atoms. Interestingly, very few restrictions are imposed on the
dictionary construction, besides the fact that it should at least span the space of the signal to be
represented. In other words, the dictionary is deﬁned as a set of unit norm vectors D = {gγ}γ∈Γ
in a Hilbert space H . In order to be able to represent each vector in H as a linear combination of
unit norm vectors in D, the dictionary must satisfy the completeness property (i.e., D spans H).
Let y ∈ H denote a function that we want to approximate with a linear expansion over D.
With MP, an M -term linear expansion is obtained by successive approximations of Rmy through




〈Rmy, gγm〉 gγm +RM+1y, (3.13)
where Rmy is the residue after m− 1 iterations of the algorithm (R0y = y). One must choose, at
each iteration, the atom that best approximates Rmy, with the maximal projection | 〈Rmy, gγm〉 |
over the dictionary:
| 〈Rmy, gγm〉 | = sup
γ∈Γ
| 〈Rmy, gγ〉 |. (3.14)




〈Rmy, gγm〉 gγm . (3.15)
It has been proven that the residue decays exponentially in a ﬁnite dimensional space [Mal93].
The decay rate depends on the correlation between the residue and the dictionary elements. Hence,
the construction of an eﬃcient dictionary, adapted to the structure of the signal y, represents a
crucial step.
Overall, MP oﬀers a sub-optimal solution to the optimal (sparsest) signal representation prob-
lem, since it iteratively approximates the signal in a greedy manner. However, it allows for an
eﬃcient approximation of the signal by rapidly capturing its most important components. There-
fore, MP results in a progressive approximation of a given signal, which is an interesting property
in the design of scalable coders [Fro00]. At the same time, MP does not impose any condition on
the dictionary design. Moreover, the complexity of the signal reconstruction is linear and therefore
low.
MP is a general algorithm for sparse approximation, and can be applied to functions in any
Hilbert space. We will use MP and the redundant dictionary on the sphere constructed in the
Section 3.2 to approximate spherical signals. Throughout the rest of this chapter, we will refer to
MP on the sphere as the Spherical Matching Pursuit (SMP) and we will apply it to compression
of omnidirectional images and 3D objects.
3.4 Omnidirectional image compression
Although omnidirectional cameras have found wide range of applications lately, there has been
little work done on compression of the acquired images. The speciﬁc nature of the projective geom-
etry for catadioptric systems leads to a clear conclusion that applying standard 2D planar image
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compression techniques to omnidirectional images is suboptimal. To the best of our knowledge,
the only work that considered the geometry of catadioptric systems for omnidirectional image and
video compression was presented by Bauermann et al. [Bau06]. They proposed a preprocessing
step that maps each image in an omnidirectional video into a panoramic image and then com-
presses that video using the standard H.264 coder. However, panoramic mapping cannot fully
exploit the correlation statistics of the radial light ﬁeld captured by an omnidirectional camera.
This is because the sampling density of light rays is non-uniform on a panoramic cylinder, while
the pixel distribution on the cylinder is uniform. We propose here to use the novel spherical
signal representation method with overcomplete expansions to reach high compression gains for
omnidirectional images.
3.4.1 Omnidirectional image coder
Our objective is to build on the eﬀective approximation properties oﬀered by redundant expan-
sions to obtain compressed versions of omnidirectional images on the sphere. The block diagram
of the proposed coder, Omni-SMP (omnidirectional image coder based on the Spherical Matching
Pursuit), is presented in Figure 3.3. At the encoder side, an omnidirectional image is ﬁrst mapped
to a spherical image y(θ, ϕ) by inverse stereographic projection, as explained in Section 2.3.1.
Matching Pursuit is then performed on the spherical image, in order to select from the dictionary
a series of M atoms indexed by {γn},n = 1, ...,M , with their relative coeﬃcients {cn}. Atoms
are ﬁrst sorted in decreasing order of their coeﬃcient magnitudes. The coeﬃcients are then uni-
formly quantized with a decaying quantization range, based on the method proposed by Frossard
et al. [Fro04]. This method takes advantage of the property that energy of the Matching Pur-
suit coeﬃcients is limited by an exponentially decaying upper-bound. Let {qn} denote the set
of codewords for quantized coeﬃcients. The decoder ﬁrst performs the inverse quantization of
MP coeﬃcients to obtain reconstructed coeﬃcients {cˆn}. It then reconstructs the approximated
spherical image yˆ(θ, ϕ) by linear combination of atoms whose relative weights are given by the
MP coeﬃcients. This reconstruction step on the decoder side has a low computational complexity,
















Figure 3.3: Omni-SMP coding scheme.
3.4.2 Implementation
In the dictionary presented in Section 3.2, atom indexes are deﬁned by the parameters of the
generating functions, and they obviously take discrete values. In general, a ﬁne granularity of
atom indexes leads to high redundancy, and likely to high approximation rate. At the same time,
it leads to a large dictionary, with possibly high coding cost. The design of an optimal dictionary is
still an open problem, and not targeted by this chapter. Here, we propose to use a dictionary mostly
built on empirical choices for atom parameter values. First, we use the equiangular spherical grid
to drive the values of the position parameters, τ and ν; both parameters are uniformly distributed
on the interval [0, π], and [−π, π), respectively, with a resolution N that is identical to the input
signal. The resolution of a spherical signal is twice as large as its bandwidth, i.e., N = 2B.
The rotation parameter ψ is uniformly sampled on the interval [0, π], with Nψ = 16 orientations.
Therefore, dictionary parameters uniformly cover the space of motions on the sphere. Finally, the
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scaling parameters α and β are distributed in a logarithmic manner, from 1 to half of the signal’s
resolution, with a granularity of one third of octave. Due to the deﬁnition of atoms (Eq. (3.11)),
scaling parameters are inversely proportional to the atoms’s size. The largest atom has a scale 1
and it covers half of the sphere. To reduce the dictionary size and hence the complexity, we limit
the scale β to be β 6 α. This constraint gives a dictionary with atoms elongated along edges,
which eﬃciently represent image structures. For low-frequency atoms, the maximal value of scaling
parameters is chosen to be 1/16 of the signal’s resolution. Motion and rotation parameters are
discretized in the same way as for anisotropic atoms. This choice is mostly due to the use of fast
correlation on the SO(3) group in the Matching Pursuit algorithm, as explained below.
In our implementation, the full dictionary is divided into low-frequency atoms gLF , and high-
frequency ones. During ﬁrst iterations, MP uses the low-frequency sub-dictionary, and later
switches to the anisotropic sub-dictionary when energy of the coeﬃcients starts to saturate, or
more precisely when :
|Cm|
‖Rm‖2 → const, (3.16)
where Cm denotes a projection after m− 1 iterations. In each of these sub-dictionaries, MP per-
forms a full search to determine the highest energy atom. Our discretization of the motion param-
eters (τ, ν, ψ) in the dictionary permits us to use the Fourier transform on the SO(3) group [Kos08]
and compute the correlation of signals on the SO(3). In particular, we have used in our imple-
mentation the SOFT library1, which is a part of the YAW toolbox 2. This transform allows us
to identify the position and the rotation of the atom on the sphere that has the best correlation
with the signal. One SO(3) correlation allows to determine the parameters (τ, ν, ψ) for each atom
with given scale parameters. Therefore, our algorithm iterates over the scale parameters: for each
couple (α, β), it computes the correlation on the SO(3) between the residual signal Rmf and the
atom with parameters (τ = 0, ν = 0, ψ = 0, α, β). The convolution coeﬃcient with the largest
magnitude corresponds to the position and rotation parameters (τ, ν, ψ) of the best matching
atom, for that pair of scales. The coeﬃcient of the corresponding atom is computed by the inner






Rmf(θ, ϕ)g(θ, ϕ) sin θdθdϕ. (3.17)
Finally, the algorithm selects among all pairs of scales the atom with the largest coeﬃcient, removes
its contribution from the residual signal, and repeats the whole procedure until a stopping criteria
is met (e.g., a pre-deﬁned number of atoms or an energy threshold). The search algorithm is
described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Full search in the dictionary
for all scale couples (α(j), β(k)) do




τ = τ(t); ν = ν(l);ψ = ψ(p)
P (j, k) = 〈Rmy, g(τ, ν, ψ, α(j), β(k))〉
end for
Pmax = maxj,k(P (j, k))
α = α(j);β = β(k)
Note that MP with a full search of the dictionary can become quite complex when the dictionary
size is large. However, the search complexity can be signiﬁcantly reduced by eﬃcient arrangement
of atoms [Jos06a], or by parallelization [Rah06], possibly at the expense of a small decrease in the
1http://www.cs.dartmouth.edu/ geelong/sphere/
2http://fyma.fyma.ucl.ac.be/projects/yawtb/
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.4: Original images, resolution 2B = 256: (a) spherical image Room; (b) unfolded
spherical image Room; (c) omnidirectional image Lab mapped to a spherical image; (d) unfolded
omnidirectional image Lab.
approximation rate. The decoding complexity is however very low, and it is performed in linear
time.
3.4.3 Experimental compression performance evaluation
Compression performance of the proposed Omni-SMP coder has been evaluated on synthetic
spherical and natural omnidirectional images. The original spherical image of the synthetic scene
Room, rendered by the ray tracer engine3, is shown in Figure 3.4(a). We show in Figure 3.4(b)
its unfolded version in order to display all image features. Natural Lab image has been captured
by a paracatadioptric camera with a mirror from the Remote Reality Corporation4. The camera
has a view range of 360-degrees with respect to the azimuth angle ϕ and 35 to 92.5 degrees with
respect to the zenith angle θ. Camera calibration with respect to the intrinsic parameters has
been performed by circle ﬁtting (see Section 2.3.4). Omnidirectional Lab image has been mapped
to the spherical image in Figure 3.4(c), whose unfolded version is shown in Figure 3.4(d). Both
test spherical images have resolution 2B = 256 pixels on the equiangular spherical grid.
The rate-distortion (RD) performance of Omni-SMP has been evaluated. It reports the number
of bits per pixel of the compressed image versus the quality of the reconstructed image, measured
by the PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio). When the range of a grayscale image is from zero to
one, PSNR is given as:
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Figure 3.5: Rate-distortion performance for the (a) Room image, (b) Lab image.






〈f − fˆ , f − fˆ〉. (3.19)
The inner product 〈f − fˆ , f − fˆ〉 is evaluated on the sphere as given by Eq. (3.17). For the natural
Lab image, PSNR has been evaluated only on the non-black (informative) part of the sphere.
Since there are no spherical wavelet-based methods adapted to the compression of omnidirec-
tional images, but only to shape compression, we compare Omni-SMP to JPEG2000, which is a
wavelet based coder for planar images and currently state of the art method in image coding. Per-
forming compression on unfolded spherical images using the planar image coder JPEG2000 is very
similar to projecting omnidirectional images to panoramic images and then applying JPEG2000.
Omnidirectional image coding with panoramic representation outperforms direct coding of cap-
tured omnidirectional images, as pointed out by Bauermann et al. [Bau06]. This advantage relies
on the fact that the visual information captured by omnidirectional cameras is usually displayed
by projection on planar perspective views. Therefore, we compare Omni-SMP with JPEG2000
applied on unfolded (panoramic) omnidirectional images. In order to have a correct comparison,
the distortion introduced by JPEG2000 coding has been evaluated on the sphere, in the same
manner as done for Omni-SMP. We have also compared Omni-SMP to a multiresolutional method
that employs the Spherical Laplacian pyramid (SLP) [Tos05], followed by the SPIHT [Sai96] cod-
ing of LP coeﬃcients. The solid lines in Figures 3.5(a) and (b) present the RD performance of
the Omni-SMP coder for Room and Lab images, respectively. On the same ﬁgures, we plot the
RD performance of JPEG2000 on unfolded images, with the dashed line. We can see that the
proposed Omni-SMP coder outperforms JPEG2000 for up to 6dB at low rates. However, Omni-
SMP is not eﬃcient at high rates since the designed dictionary is not optimized to approximate
texture information that is dominant at high rates, but rather for structural image information.
RD curves for the SLP+SPIHT method are shown with dash-dotted lines. Due to the redundancy
of the Laplacian Pyramid, RD performance of this method is much worse than the performance
of Omni-SMP and JPEG2000.
Finally, we observe the visual image quality of the proposed Omni-SMP coder and compare it
to JPEG2000. Figures 3.6 (a) and (b) show respectively the decoded images using Omni-SMP and
JPEG2000 coder, at the same bit rate 0.057bpp. We can see that the image decoded using Omni-
SMP is more visually pleasing, with sharper edges and smoother uniform regions. Moreover, we
can see how the atoms in the image decomposition ﬁt to 3D lines that are projected to curvatures
on the sphere. On the other hand, JPEG2000 introduces artifacts that degrade the structure of
the image. At higher rates, images decoded using Omni-SMP and JPEG2000 become closer with
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respect to the PSNR value, but the coding artifacts are less annoying for Omni-SMP. This is
shown in Figures 3.6 (c) and (d), which display the decoded Room images at bit rate 0.088bpp.
Similar observations can be made for the Lab image (see Figure 3.7).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.6: Decoded Room image: (a) Omni-SMP coder at 0.057 bpp, PSNR=29.43 dB; (b)
JPEG coder at 0.057 bpp, PSNR=27.56 dB; (c) Omni-SMP coder at 0.088 bpp, PSNR= 31.06
dB; (b) JPEG coder at 0.088 bpp, PSNR=30.25 dB.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.7: Decoded Lab image: (a) Omni-SMP coder at 0.058 bpp, PSNR=30.44 dB; (b) JPEG
coder at 0.058 bpp, PSNR=25.50 dB; (c) Omni-SMP coder at 0.089 bpp, PSNR=31.94 dB; (d)
JPEG coder at 0.089 bpp, PSNR=30.29 dB.
3.5 3D object compression
The widespread use of 3D data in many areas like gaming or entertainment, architecture, robotics,
or medical imaging, has created an essential need for eﬃcient compression of 3D models. Simul-
taneously, the increasingly large variety of decoding engines, with heterogeneous capabilities and
connectivity, imposes a need for multi-resolution representations, as well as low-complexity de-
coders, without the need for dedicated hardware. The most common approaches for 3D data
representation are based on polygonal meshes, which are described by both geometry (i.e., the
position of vertices in space) and connectivity information, as well as optional information about
normals, colors and textures. It generally results in models built on arbitrarily deﬁned and non-
uniform grids that lead to eﬃcient decoding performance on dedicated hardware. These forms of
representations stay however quite voluminous, and do not provide a lot of ﬂexibility for adapta-
tion to the requirements of speciﬁc applications, or to the constraints imposed by the decoding
engine.
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Numerous works have addressed the coding of 3D models, and we just mention here the most
relevant ones in the context of the present work. The ﬁrst mesh geometry compression scheme,
introduced by Deering [Dee95], was based on triangle strips and triangle fans, and implemented
in GL [Sil91] and OpenGL [Nei97]. In GL, triangles are ordered to form strips, whose connectiv-
ity is deﬁned with a marching bit per triangle; it speciﬁes to which of the two free edges of the
current triangle the next triangle has to be attached. In OpenGL, triangles are attached alter-
natively on left and right edges, and no connectivity information is transmitted. The drawback
of this technique is that most meshes have twice as many faces as vertices: each vertex has to
be transmitted twice, in average. Taubin and Rossignac later introduced the Topological Surgery
(TS) scheme, which is a single-resolution triangular mesh compression scheme that preserves the
connectivity [Tau98a]. After extensions to arbitrary manifold meshes, TS has become a part of
the MPEG-4 standard. One of the ﬁrst progressive transmission schemes for multi-resolution tri-
angular manifold meshes has been introduced by Hoppe [Hop96]. A triangular manifold mesh is
represented by a base mesh followed by a sequence of successive vertex split reﬁnements. Taubin
has introduced the Progressive Forest Split (PFS) scheme, which highly reduces the number of
levels of detail, and thus unnecessary information [Tau98b]. Along with the Topological Surgery
(TS), PFS represents the core of 3D mesh coding in the MPEG-4 standard. Alternatively, Karni
and Gotsman proposed a 3D mesh compression method based on spectral decompositions [Kar00].
A common characteristic of multi-resolution mesh-based compression schemes mentioned above
is that most of the geometry information of a coarse mesh is embedded within a ﬁner mesh, except
for a set of vertices or edges that result from vertex or edge split operations. This kind of surface
sampling does not necessarily lead to the best approximation at a given resolution. On the other
hand, by representing a 3D model as a continuous function on a 2D surface, positions of vertices
are determined by uniform sampling of this function so they are diﬀerent from one resolution to
another. This results in equal approximation enhancement over the 3D object surface, which is an
important advantage of 2D surface methods versus mesh-based methods. Moreover, the mapping
of a 3D object in the continuous space enables the use of various signal transforms towards building
fully progressive representations. Schröder and Sweldens proposed one of the earliest works that
represent 3D models as functions deﬁned on the surface of a sphere, as an alternative to mesh-
based approaches [Sch95]. They introduced a lifting scheme to construct bi-orthogonal spherical
wavelets with customized properties. Shape compression using spherical wavelets has become
recently an active area of research. The progressive coding scheme introduced by Khodakovsky
et al. uses the wavelet transform, a zerotree coding and a subdivision-based reconstruction to
improve the compression ratio [Kho00]. Hoppe and Praun have described a shape compression
technique using spherical geometry images [Hop03]. In comparison to ordinary image wavelets,
spherical wavelets are shown to provide better compression performance for surfaces that can
be nicely parametrized on the sphere. However, the related compression techniques suﬀer from
rippling artifacts for surfaces with long extremities.
This section proposes a novel coding scheme for 3D objects, built on the proposed sparse ap-
proximation on the sphere. The new coder provides a progressive representation with ﬂexibility in
the stream manipulation, whilst achieving good compression performance. A progressive represen-
tation enables the decoder to construct a model at diﬀerent resolutions, simply by proper stream
truncation to meet a well-chosen rate-distortion trade-oﬀ. At the same time, a ﬂexible represen-
tation provides the possibility to manipulate the model in the compressed domain, to decode the
model at diﬀerent sizes, or from diﬀerent viewpoints, for example. We ﬁrst propose to resample
3D data on a regular spherical grid, thus reducing the dimension of the input data into a 2D data
set. A 3D surface, which can be represented as a function on a 2D sphere is a genus-zero5 surface
that has only one intersection point with each radial line from the center of the point cloud, and
thus does not contain any folds. We will reference to these models that can be mapped on the 2D
sphere, as simple genus-zero, or star-shape models. We eventually show that the representation of
more complex models is feasible by splitting it into several spherical mappings.
5A mesh has a genus g, iff one can cut the mesh along 2g closed loops without disconnecting the mesh.
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3.5.1 3D-SMP coder
The initial block of the proposed 3D-SMP encoder shown in Figure 3.8 maps 3D objects into
spherical data. It ﬁrst extracts a set of vertices pi = (xi, yi, zi), which represents a point cloud
of a 3D model. This point cloud generally describes a set of non-uniformly spaced samples on
the 2D sphere S2 that deﬁne a function f : S2 → R as Ri = f(θi, ϕi). Since the proposed
coding scheme requires the spherical data that is sampled on an equiangular grid of resolution
N = 2B, an interpolation step may be needed. Because of its low complexity, we have chosen a
simple nearest neighbor interpolation method, where each value on the equiangular spherical grid
Rint is interpolated as an average of its four nearest neighbors. In addition to enabling the use
of processing algorithms like the Fast Spherical Fourier Transform, the equiangular spherical grid
has a regular structure that can be exploited at the decoder for regenerating the mesh connectivity
removed by the encoding process.
After the SMP decomposition of the spherical signal f(θ, ϕ), MP coeﬃcients {cn}, n = 1, ...,M
are sorted in decreasing order of magnitude and they are quantized. The quantizer is inspired
from the scheme proposed by Frossard et al. [Fro04], and uses the piecewise linear approximation
of the exponential upper-bound for quantization. Codewords {qn} of quantized coeﬃcients, and
discrete atom indexes {γn} are ﬁnally encoded with an arithmetic coder [Wit87], in order to
obtain a compact representation. Interested readers are referred to [Fig06] for more details about
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Figure 3.9: 3D-SMP decoding scheme.
The decoder, as represented in Figure 3.9, ﬁrst performs the entropy decoding and inverse
quantization to obtain the quantized coeﬃcients {cˆn}. This is followed by SMP reconstruction of
the spherical signal fˆ(θ, ϕ) that represents the decoded spherical signal. The decoder then gener-
ates the decoded 3D object in the form of a standard polygonal mesh, as accepted by all modern
computer graphics applications and hardware. Since the encoder has completely discarded the
mesh connectivity information of the original 3D model, the decoder has to generate new connec-
tivity. This problem can be formulated as a surface reconstruction problem from an unorganized
point cloud, which is still an active area of research, and many surface reconstruction algorithms
already exist (e.g., [Hop92]). Since we are primarily dealing with simple models parameterized as
one spherical function, we can use the a priori knowledge of (θ, ϕ) coordinates for each vertex on
the spherical grid and construct a semi-regular connectivity structure. A mesh with semi-regular
connectivity has almost all vertices of valence six (i.e., six incident edges), except for a few isolated
extraordinary vertices. The connectivity matrix is deﬁned with indexes of three incident vertices
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for each face. In order to obtain a semi-regular triangular mesh, we can divide the spherical grid
into rings limited by two successive values of θ, and then triangulate each ring to produce a trian-
gular strip. Such mesh construction is illustrated in Figure 3.10 (a), which shows the triangular
subdivision of the sphere. Figure 3.10 (b) represents the same grid, but applied to the Venus
model. All vertices are of valence six, except the two poles, thus the resulting mesh is indeed
semi-regular.
For more complex models whose representation requires multiple spheres, the method explained
above is not directly applicable, since the boundary between two neighboring spheres does not
necessarily coincide with a great circle on the sphere. In these cases, a simpler solution would be
to use a more generic surface reconstruction algorithm. The proposed 3D-SMP scheme uses the


























Figure 3.10: Generating the connectivity matrix: a) Sphere connectivity; b) Connectivity on the
Venus model.
3.5.2 Implementation
Spherical signals that represent 3D objects have somewhat diﬀerent characteristics than omnidi-
rectional images, usually with a smaller dynamic range. We therefore propose to slightly modify
the generating functions in Eq. (3.11) and Eq. (3.12) in order to account for these characteristics,
and we use the following functions:































where Kho and Klo are normalization factors. The function deﬁned in Eq. (3.20) diﬀers from
Eq. (3.11), in the sense that it generates longer atoms (slower decay) in the direction of Gaus-
sian, but keeps the same sharp decay in the direction of its derivative. This leads to improved
approximation of singularities of 3D objects. Samples of 3D atoms generated from the functions
in Eq. (3.20) and Eq. (3.21) by motion, rotation and anisotropic scaling are given in Figure 3.11.
The discretization of dictionary parameters (τ, ν, ψ, α, β) is done similarly as for omnidirectional
images. The position parameters τ and ν are uniformly distributed on their respective ranges,
with resolution that is equal to the resolution of the signal. Sampling of the rotation parameter
ψ is uniform on the interval [−π, π), with the resolution equal to the signal’s resolution. Higher
resolution of orientations with respect to the dictionary used for omnidirectional images does not
increase the complexity of MP since the correlation on the SO(3) group gives inner products for
rotation samples at the signal’s resolution. However, such a dictionary gives more freedom in
approximating diverse curvatures present in 3D surfaces. Scaling parameters are discretized in the
6Reconstruction server is available at http://cgal.inria.fr/Reconstruction/submit.html.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.11: Anisotropic atoms: a) on the North pole τ = 0, ν = 0, ψ = 0, α = 8, β = 8; b)
τ = π4 , ν =
π
2 , ψ = 0, α = 8, β = 8; c) τ =
π
4 , ν =
π
2 , ψ =
π
4 , α = 16, β = 4; d) Low frequency
atom: τ = π4 , ν =
π
4 , ψ =
π
4 , α = 8, β = 8.
same manner as for the omnidirectional dictionary, except that we use all possible pairs of scales
without constraining the β parameter, to achieve better approximation of 3D objects.
Two models are used in our experiments: Venus and Rabbit7. Venus satisﬁes the assumption
of a simple genus-zero model, thus it is represented via one spherical function. Rabbit is not a
simple model and we decompose it into three spheres separated by two parallel planes, one below
the head and the other below the arms of the Rabbit. Each spherical function is obtained by
interpolation of points in the point cloud corresponding to that part of the model. Afterwards,
SMP is independently run on each of these three spheres and ﬁnally gathered into a single decom-
position by ordering the atoms in decreasing order of their coeﬃcient values. One additional atom
parameter is introduced to denote the sphere that the atom belongs to. The quantization and
entropy coding steps are the same as for the one-sphere decompositions. Finally, three spherical
functions are reconstructed at the decoder, and point clouds are merged using a surface reconstruc-
tion algorithm, as explained in Section 3.5.1. The original and interpolated models are shown in
Figure 3.12. It should be noted that the PSNR values obtained after interpolation are actually the
upper bounds for the overall decoding quality, since the interpolated models are given as inputs
to the 3D-SMP compression scheme. Interpolation error is expressed by the relative L2 error and
by PSNR [dB], as computed with the MESH algorithm [Asp02]8. The relative L2 error is a ratio
of RMS (Root Mean Square Error), which measures the squared symmetric Hausdorﬀ distance
between two surfaces averaged over the ﬁrst surface, relative to a bounding box diagonal d. PSNR
(Peak Signal To Noise Ratio) for 3D meshes is thus expressed as:











(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 3.12: a) Original Venus model; b) Interpolated Venus model at resolution 2B = 128,
PSNR=65.7983dB, L2 = 5.1296 · 10−4; c) Interpolated Venus model at resolution 2B = 256,
PSNR=70.1930dB, L2 = 3.09278 · 10−4; d) Original Rabbit model; e) Interpolated Rabbit model
on three spheres at resolution 2B = 128, PSNR=64.1790dB, L2 = 6.18091 · 10−4.
7The models have been downloaded from http://www.cyberware.com
8MESH is available at http://mesh.epfl.ch
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 3.13: Venus reconstructed after decoding (resolution 2B = 256): a) 100 coeﬃcients (0.58
KB); b) 200 coeﬃcients (1.03 KB); c) 300 coeﬃcients (1.5 KB); d) 400 coeﬃcients (1.94 KB);
e) Input model.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 3.14: Rabbit reconstructed after decoding (three spheres, resolution 2B = 128): a) 100
coeﬃcients (0.64 KB); b) 200 coeﬃcients (1.05 KB); c) 300 coeﬃcients (1.45 KB); d) 400 coeﬃ-
cients (1.84 KB); e) Input model.
3.5.3 Compression performance evaluation
Venus and Rabbit models, as reconstructed by the decoder, are represented in Figure 3.13 and
Figure 3.14, respectively, for diﬀerent numbers of atoms. It can be seen that SMP rapidly captures
the most important features of 3D models and progressively reﬁnes the representation with ﬁner
details. The type of coding artifacts is quite diﬀerent than the degradations observed in mesh-based
coders, and visually less annoying at low rate. It can be also seen that the gain in representation
accuracy is less important at high rate. As expected, SMP is mostly eﬃcient for low bit rate
compression.
Figures 3.15 and 3.16 present the RD performance of the proposed 3D-SMP algorithm for Venus
and Rabbit models, in terms of both PSNR (a) and L2 error (b). Distortion values are evaluated
with respect to the original models, meaning that they take into account both the interpolation and
the decoding error. These ﬁgures compare the 3D-SMP encoder performance with the following
state of the art encoders: (i) TG: Touma-Gotsman non-progressive coding [Tou98], (ii) Alliez-
Desbrun progressive coding [All01], and (iii) PGC: Progressive coding scheme by Khodakovsky et
al. [Kho00]. Due to the diﬀerences in input formats and coding approaches, we use the following
approach to obtain fair performance comparisons between these four diﬀerent methods. As PGC
uses its own mesh format, input models are downloaded from the PGC website9. The base mesh
for PGC is encoded using TG with 8 bits per vertex. Input models for TG and Alliez-Desbrun
methods are those that have been used to obtain the interpolated models for 3D-SMP encoder10.
However, these models have been decimated to 1400 faces (using the Qslim software11), in order
to have a comparison in the same rate region. Diﬀerent rates for the TG algorithm are obtained
by changing the number of bits per vertex for encoding. Note that rate is actually given by ﬁlesize
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Figure 3.15: Rate-distortion performance for the Venus model (resolution 2B = 256) a) PSNR,
b) L2 error.













































Figure 3.16: Rate-distortion performance for the Rabbit model (resolution 2B = 128) a) PSNR,
b) L2 error.
scheme uses one single mesh (256× 256 or 128× 128 vertices, in the current implementation).
It can be seen that 3D-SMP signiﬁcantly outperforms the state of the art compression methods
TG and Alliez-Desbrun, as well as the PGC wavelet-based coder at low bit rate. 3D-SMP then
tends to saturate towards high bite rate, as observed earlier. For the Venus model the performance
is slightly better than for the Rabbit model. This behavior is actually expected since the resolution
of the employed SMP for Rabbit is smaller. Therefore, we can certainly expect better performance
for the Rabbit model at higher resolutions. It has to be noted also that the input model for SMP is
an interpolated version of the original model, and this introduces a distortion that is independent
of the coding method. Figure 3.17 shows a visual comparison of Venus encoded with 3D-SMP
using 250 coeﬃcients and resolution 2B = 256, and encoded with PGC, for the same ﬁlesize of
1287B. It can be seen that both coders oﬀer similar performance, but the coding artifacts are
quite diﬀerent. 3D-SMP coder generally provides a smoother approximation of the model, but
fails in capturing highly textured regions like the hair, for example. The proposed encoder oﬀers
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an interesting alternative to classical approaches, with excellent compression performance at low
bit rate, and at the same time, an inherently progressive representation. Additionally, it oﬀers
a great ﬂexibility in the stream construction, which can be advantageously exploited in adaptive
applications, like view-dependent rendering [Tos06].
(a) (b)
Figure 3.17: Venus with a ﬁlesize of 1287B: a) MP; b) PGC.
3.6 Conclusion
This chapter has presented a novel approach for representation and compression of spherical sig-
nals based on sparse signal approximations. Spherical signals are decomposed over a redundant
dictionary of multi-dimensional atoms on the 2D sphere, which is built in order to eﬃciently cap-
ture the most prominent signal features. The ﬁrst contribution of this chapter is the construction
of a structured and geometric dictionary on the sphere. This dictionary represents one of the most
important parts in the multi-view correlation modeling, which will be presented in the next chap-
ter. The sparse representation of spherical signals has been eﬀectively used within two additional
contributions: development of a new compression method for omnidirectional images; and design
of a new coder for 3D models. The proposed encoders have been shown to outperform state of the
art progressive coders, especially at low bit rate. At the same time, they oﬀer a truly progressive
representation. Since redundant decompositions are mostly beneﬁcial at low rate, the proposed
scheme can oﬀer an eﬃcient coding solution for a base layer in scalable applications. Moreover, the
MP-based compression of omnidirectional images can be exploited in the design of the distributed
coder for multi-view images, as we will show in Chapter 5.
Chapter 4
Correlation in Multi-View Images
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter has presented a method for representation and compression of single-view
images, for the particular case of omnidirectional images mapped to the 2D sphere. From this
single-view case we now move on to the problem of representing multi-view images captured by a
visual sensor network. We have seen in Section 2.2.1 that state of the art multi-view technologies
still need correlation models that lead to multi-view image representations suitable for simultane-
ous image compression and scene geometry extraction. These kind of image representations are
a prerequisite for eﬃcient representation of 3D scenes. To achieve this goal, a multi-view correla-
tion model needs to relate image features that describe the same 3D objects in the scene across
diﬀerent views. Therefore, the model has to include multi-view geometry information deﬁned by
the epipolar geometry constraint.
This chapter proposes a novel geometry-based correlation model for the representation of scenes
with distributed cameras. The main features of a 3D scene are likely to be present in the multiple
correlated views of the scene, possibly transformed due to the geometry of the scene. We propose
to capture these features by sparse image expansions with geometric atoms taken from a redundant
dictionary of functions. The correlation model is then built on local geometric transforms between
corresponding features taken from diﬀerent views, where correspondences are deﬁned based on
shape and epipolar geometry constraints. Successful pairing of correlated atoms relies on the use
of a structured dictionary that is invariant to a discrete set of local transforms like translation,
rotation and scaling, or any combination of those. We apply this new correlation model to om-
nidirectional images that are mapped and processed on spherical manifolds. We then compute
sparse image approximations on the sphere as presented in Chapter 3.
This novel correlation model represents the core concept of the proposed multi-view image
modeling and we build upon it for diﬀerent applications and problems. With respect to the state
of the art correlation models, our model is local, can capture a variety of object transforms, and
exploits epipolar geometry relations. This chapter deﬁnes the new correlation model and veriﬁes
its validity on multi-view spherical images.
4.2 State of the art
In Section 2.2.1 we have brieﬂy discussed the main families of multi-view correlation models, which
are pixel-based, block-based and perspective models. We have ordered these families according
to the size of image components used for epipolar matching. In other words, these families are
sorted from the most local (pixel-based) to global disparity models. In the following, we give a
more detailed and comprehensive overview of existing multi-view correlation models.
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Dense disparity estimation algorithms usually match pixels in two views that satisfy the epipo-
lar geometry constraint, under intensity similarity and local depth smoothness constraints [Kol02].
Epipolar matching uses image pixels as features and ensures the consistency of depth in the local
pixel’s neighborhood by a regularization smoothness term. Therefore, these methods assume a
pixel-based correlation model. Features that are more informative with respect to the local neigh-
borhood of an observed point, such as scale-invariant SIFT features, can be also used for scene
geometry estimation [Kos04,Liu06]. Although the similarity of SIFT features is used for feature
matching, epipolar matching is performed on feature locations (pixels). Hence, we classify this
method as pixel-based. Depth and geometry estimation from stereo or multi-view images has been
an active research topic for many years, and existing algorithms give good estimates of the scene
geometry from images captured by a camera network, usually without any compression. Still,
images nowadays are rarely given in uncompressed form. Whether they are transmitted through
a bandwidth constrained link, or they are stored on a limited capacity medium, images are almost
always represented in a compressed form obtained by transform coding. However, disparity esti-
mation from compressed images can be problematic. As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, transforms
like DCT or orthogonal wavelet transform do not eﬃciently decompose an image into independent
local geometric features, like edges or curvatures. Therefore, quantization of transform coeﬃcients
in the compressed image results in artifacts that damage the image geometry and deteriorate
the performance of pixel-based disparity estimation algorithms [Thi09]. Another drawback of the
pixel-based correlation model is that it is not eﬃcient for joint multi-view compression. To achieve
high compression gains, multi-view coding has to exploit both spatial correlation and correlation
between multiple views. Namely, for two views the joint encoder would have to send one image
compressed by transform coding, the disparity map, and the prediction residue for the second
image, where prediction is obtained by applying the disparity map to the ﬁrst image. However,
encoding of the disparity values for all pixels would require a lot of bits.
The most common way to combine the spatial and multi-view geometry correlation is the
block-based correlation model. This approach has been taken by the joint video team in eﬀort to
design the multi-view coding (MVC) extension of the video coding standard H.264/AVC [Mer06,
Mer07,Mar06b]. However, block-based disparity estimation is valid only for an in-line arrangement
of cameras with parallel optical axes, because of the need for image rectiﬁcation. Moreover, it is
implicitly assumed that all pixels in a block have the same disparity values, which is rarely the case.
Although block-based prediction performs well for video coding due to the translational motion
model, it is not advantageous for disparity compensation since multi-view correlation is far from
being purely translational. This was conﬁrmed by the performance analysis of the MVC [Mer07],
showing that inter-view prediction brings marginal (up to 10%) bitrate savings with respect to the
temporal prediction. Block-based disparity estimation has been also proposed for a wavelet-based
multi-view coding scheme [Gar06]. In the case of omnidirectional images, accurately modeling the
correlation with a block-based disparity estimation method is not possible. This is mainly because
a viewpoint change typically leads to changes in scale of the image projections of 3D scene features,
thus violating the translational model assumption.
Global disparity correlation models for multiple views have also been proposed in the context of
multi-view coding. This approach involves the estimation of the homography matrix that maps one
view to another, under perspective transformation [Oua06b,Guo04]. Since all pixels in the image
undergo the same transformation, this model is applicable only in special cases where the scene can
be approximated with a planar surface. The perspective transformation model can be even more
simpliﬁed to an aﬃne transform correlation model [Guo06]. Finally, global disparity prediction can
be combined with block-based estimation to yield better performance, but the above mentioned
limitations of both approaches still remain [Yan06]. In the case of an omnidirectional camera
network, modeling the multi-view correlation with a global disparity model is not acceptable,
since the surrounding scene cannot be approximated as planar. In particular, due to the wide ﬁeld
of view of omnidirectional cameras, even small baseline distances result in many transforms that
diﬀer locally.
The multi-view correlation model proposed in this chapter relates local image features across
diﬀerent views under various local transforms. Matching of transformed features is done by utiliz-
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ing epipolar geometry and shape similarity constraints. Therefore, in our categorization of models
this transform-based model lies in between the most local (pixel-based) models and global mod-
els. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work that proposes to couple sparse image
representations with geometric atoms and the epipolar geometry constraint to model multi-view
correlation. It also diﬀers from the related work in the types of local transforms that the model
can represent. Namely, our model can cope with translations, rotations and anisotropic scaling of
local image features.
4.3 Multi-view geometric correlation model
Correlation between multi-view images arises from geometric constraints on the objects in the
scene due to viewpoint change, and can be simply described by local changes of image compo-
nents that represent the objects in the scene. In other words, if we decompose each image into
features, we can assume that the most prominent components are present in all images with high
probability, possibly with some local transforms. However, as we mentioned in Section 4.2 image
decompositions by common orthogonal transforms like the wavelet or DCT do not capture the
scene objects and their geometry. On the other hand, sparse image approximations with over-
complete dictionaries of basis vectors (atoms) are capable of capturing the image structure and
geometry using only few basis vectors, while oﬀering excellent approximation performance [Fig06].
One of the most important advantages of sparse approximations is the ﬂexibility in the design of the
overcomplete dictionary. When the dictionary is built on geometric functions with local support,
the sparse image decomposition results in a set of meaningful geometric features that represent
the visual information of the scene. The comparison of these features in diﬀerent views permits us
to estimate the geometry of the scene and the correlation between views. This correlation between
multi-view images is driven by local transforms of sparse image components in diﬀerent views that
represent the same component in the 3D scene.
As described in Section 2.1.2, given a certain basis or redundant dictionary of atoms D =
{φk}, k = 1, ..., N , in a Hilbert space, every image y can be represented as:
y = ΦIc+ η =
∑
k∈I
akφk + η, (4.1)
where c is the vector of signiﬁcant coeﬃcients, I labels the set of atoms {φk}k∈I participating in
the representation and η is the approximation error. Matrix ΦI contains the participating atoms
as columns. We are now interested in deﬁning a correlation model between sparse approximations
of two correlated multi-view images1:
y1 = ΦI1c1 + η1,
y2 = ΦI2c2 + η2. (4.2)
Since y1 and y2 capture the same 3D scene, there exists a subset of atoms indexed respectively
by J1 ∈ I1 and J2 ∈ I2 that represent image projections of the same object in the scene. We
assume that these atoms are correlated, possibly under some local geometric transforms. Let
F (φ) denote the transform of an atom φ between two image decompositions. This transform
typically results from a change of camera viewpoint. Therefore, the correlation between images
can be modeled as a set of transforms Fi between corresponding atoms in sets indexed by J1
and J2. The approximation of the image y2 can be rewritten as the sum of the contributions of







a2,kφk + η2. (4.3)
1We take two images for the sake of clarity, but the correlation model that we develop can be generalized to any
number of images.
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This model is independent of the sparse approximation algorithm used for image decomposition
and generic with respect to the overcomplete dictionary selection. However, we choose a dictionary
built on locally deﬁned geometric atoms that can approximate multidimensional discontinuities
like edges. These represent important information about the scene geometry.
The main challenge in the proposed model is to deﬁne the transforms Fi in Eq. (4.3) that re-
late corresponding atoms in sparse decompositions of multi-view images. Due to camera viewpoint
changes, various types of transforms are introduced in the image projective space. Most of these
transforms can be represented by the 2D similarity group elements, which include 2D translation,
rotation and isotropic scaling of the image features. We also consider anisotropic scaling to fur-
ther expand the space of possible transforms. In order to eﬃciently capture transforms between
sparse image components, we propose to use a structured redundant dictionary of atoms for the
image representation. Atoms in the structured dictionary are derived from a single waveform that
undergoes rotation, translation and anisotropic scaling, as described in Chapter 3. Let us now
observe the properties of this dictionary. We ﬁrst note that the dictionary is translation invariant.
Definition 4.3.1. [Mal08] Let D = {gγ}γ∈Γ be a dictionary of K > N unit norm vectors in CN .
A dictionary is translation invariant if for any gγ [n] ∈ D then gγ [n− k] ∈ D for 0 6 k < N .
Therefore, translating an atom in the dictionary results in another atom in the dictionary.
Note that the atoms here are discrete functions and that translation of one atom results in an
atom shifted by an integer value of the sampling step (in deﬁnition 4.3.1 the sampling step is taken
as 1). Hence, a translation invariant dictionary has to include atoms obtained by translating the
generating function to all integers of the sampling step, from zero to the resolution N of the signal.
Since the dictionary constructed in Chapter 3 satisﬁes this condition, it is translation invariant2.
An interesting property shown by Davis et al. is that Matching Pursuit is translation invariant
when calculated on a translation invariant dictionary [Dav97]. This means that Matching Pursuit
coeﬃcients will be the same for a given signal under diﬀerent translations. This is crucial in
practical applications where a pattern needs to be matched with its translated versions, as it is the
case in multi-view matching. On the other hand, signal decompositions in orthogonal basis, like for
example the orthogonal wavelet basis, do not have the translation invariance property. However,
such transforms can be made translation-invariant by adding the redundancy corresponding to
all translations of the generating function, leading to overcomplete dictionaries (e.g., translation-
invariant dyadic wavelet dictionary).
Translation invariance can be generalized as an invariance to any group action [Dav97]. Be-
sides translations, our dictionary is constructed by also applying a set of diﬀerent rotations and
anisotropic scalings to the generating function. Therefore, we extend the dictionary’s invariance
property to the rotation and anisotropic scaling. More formally, given a generating function g
deﬁned in the Hilbert space, the dictionary D = {φk} = {gγ}γ∈Γ is constructed by changing the
atom index γ ∈ Γ that deﬁnes rotation, translation and scaling parameters applied to the generat-
ing function g. This is equivalent to applying a unitary operator U(γ) to the generating function
g, i.e.: gγ = U(γ)g. When the dictionary is deﬁned this way, the transform of one atom gγi to
another atom gγj reduces to a transform of its parameters, i.e.,
gγj = F (gγi) = U(γ
′)gγi = U(γ
′ ◦ γi)g. (4.4)
Hence, the transformation of an atom by translation, rotation and anisotropic scaling (deﬁned by
index γ′) results in another atom in the same dictionary. As we work with discrete parameters in γ,
the transform group actions are limited to the set that includes integer multiples of the sampling
step for each parameter. Therefore, the dictionary is invariant with respect to any transform
action from this set. We say that the dictionary is transform invariant in the discrete domain.
This property makes our dictionary more advantageous for identifying correlated image features
from multiple views, compared to dictionaries that are only translation-invariant.
2The dictionary in Chapter 3 is defined on the sphere; here translation refers to the motion τ and ν along θ and
ϕ angles, respectively.
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The correlation model given in Eq. (4.3) does not put any assumption on the type of cameras
used for multi-view image acquisition. It can be applied to planar or omnidirectional multi-view
images by introducing epipolar geometry constraints that are deﬁned accordingly. In the next
section, we deﬁne multi-view transforms that satisfy epipolar geometry for omnidirectional images
in particular, due to their advantages for compact 3D scene representation.
4.4 Geometric transforms in omnidirectional images
4.4.1 Multi-view image expansions on the sphere
We focus now on omnidirectional images, and describe in more detail the speciﬁc correlation model
for images that can be mapped on spheres. We use omnidirectional cameras that are constructed
by placing a parabolic mirror in front of a camera with an orthographically projecting lens as
depicted in Figure 2.7(a). As these images can be precisely mapped on the sphere through inverse
stereographic projection (see Section 2.3.1), we further use a dictionary of atoms on the 2D unit
sphere constructed in Chapter 3. The generating function g is hence deﬁned in the space of square-
integrable functions on the 2D unit sphere S2, g(θ, ϕ) ∈ L2(S2), while the dictionary is built by
changing the atom indexes γ = (τ, ν, ψ, α, β) ∈ Γ. The triplet (τ, ν, ψ) represents Euler angles that
respectively describe the motion of the atom on the sphere by angles τ and ν, and the rotation of
the atom around its axis with an angle ψ, while α and β represent anisotropic scaling factors.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Example of atom transforms in approximation of two views of a 3D scene: a) a
simple 3D scene b) ﬁrst column: two captured spherical images of the scene; second column: sparse
approximations of the two views with one Gaussian atom per view. The atom in the approximation
of the second view is related to the atom in the ﬁrst view by the following transform: τ2 − τ1 =
π/128, ν2 − ν1 = −12π/128, ψ2 − ψ1 = −π/16, α2/α1 = 1, β2/β1 = 0.8.
We are interested in ﬁnding correspondences between atoms that represent images y1 and y2,
generated by two omnidirectional cameras capturing the same scene. For the sake of clarity, let
{gγ}γ∈Γ and {hγ}γ∈Γ denote the set of functions used for the expansions of images y1 and y2,
respectively. The same dictionary is used for both images, so that two corresponding atoms gγi
and hγj in images y1 and y2 are linked by a simple transform of the atom parameters, and Eq. (4.4)
can be rewritten as
hγj = F (gγi) = U(γ
′)gγi = U(γ
′ ◦ γi)g. (4.5)
The subset of transforms V 0i = {γ′|hγj = F (gγi) = U(γ′)gγi} allows us to relate gγi to the
atoms hγj in the expansion of y2. Figure 4.1 depicts an example of a simple 3D scene captured
by two omnidirectional cameras and shows how their sparse approximations can be linked with
a transform of the atom parameters. However, not all transforms in V 0i are possible in multi-
view correlated images. The set of possible transforms can be greatly reduced by identifying two
constraints between corresponding atoms, namely the shape similarity constraint and the epipolar
geometry constraint.
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4.4.2 Shape and epipolar constraints
First, we assume that the change of viewpoint on a 3D object results in a limited diﬀerence between
shapes of corresponding atoms since they represent the same object in the scene. Therefore, we
can restrict the set of possible transforms in V 0i by the shape similarity constraints between
candidate atoms. From the set of atom parameters γ, the last three parameters (ψ, α, β) describe
the atom shape (its rotation and scaling), and therefore they are taken into account for the
shape similarity constraint. We measure the similarity or coherence of atoms by the inner product
µ(i, j) = |〈gγi , hγj 〉| between centered atoms (at the same position (τ, ν)), and we impose a minimal
coherence between candidate atoms, i.e., µ(i, j) > s. This deﬁnes a set of possible transforms
V µi ⊆ V 0i with respect to the atom shape, as:
V µi = {γ′|hγj = U(γ′)gγi , µ(i, j) > s}. (4.6)
Equivalently, the set of atoms hγj in y2 that are possible transformed versions of the atom gγi is
denoted as the shape candidates set. It is deﬁned by the set of atoms indexes Γµi ⊂ Γ, with
Γµi = {γj|hγj = U(γ′)gγi , γ′ ∈ V µi }. (4.7)
Second, pairs of atoms that correspond to the same 3D points have to satisfy epipolar geometry
constraints, which represent one of the fundamental relations in multi-view analysis [Ma 04]. As
explained in Section 2.2.1, the epipolar constraint deﬁnes the relation between 3D point projections
(z1, z2 ∈ R3) on two cameras, as:
z
T
2 TˆRz1 = 0, (4.8)
where R and T are the rotation and translation matrices of one camera frame with respect
to the other, and Tˆ is obtained by representing the cross product of T with Rz1 as a matrix
multiplication, i.e., TˆRz1 = T×Rz1. The set of possible transforms between atoms from diﬀerent
views is therefore further reduced to the transforms that respect epipolar constraints between the
atom gγi in y1 and the candidate atoms hγj in y2. The constraint given in Eq. (4.8) is rarely
exactly satisﬁed for corresponding pixels or areas in two multi-view images, and the decision on
the epipolar matching of two correspondences is commonly taken when their epipolar distance is
smaller than a certain threshold κ.
By imposing the epipolar constraint on atoms in V 0i , we deﬁne the set V
E
i ⊆ V 0i of possible
transforms of atom gγi as:
V Ei = {γ′|hγj = U(γ′)gγi , dEA(gγi , hγj ) < κ}, (4.9)
where dEA(gγi , hγj ) denotes the epipolar distance between atoms gγi and hγj . This distance mea-
sures how much atoms gγi and hγj deviate from the perfect epipolar matching given by Eq. (4.8)
and it will be formally deﬁned in Section 4.5. Similarly, we deﬁne a set of candidate atoms in y2,
called the epipolar candidates set, whose indexes belong to ΓEi ⊂ Γ, with:
ΓEi = {γj|hγj = U(γ′)gγi , γ′ ∈ V Ei }. (4.10)
A graphical interpretation of the epipolar constraint for spherical images is shown in Figure 4.2,
where we denote as S1 and S2 the two unit spheres corresponding to camera projection surfaces. A
given atom gγi in y1, on the sphere S1, can be a projection of inﬁnitely many diﬀerent 3D objects,
at diﬀerent scales and distances from S1. We show an example of several diﬀerent objects whose
projection on S1 is gγi , and whose projections on S2 are hγj . Due to the epipolar constraints, the
atoms hγj are positioned on the part of a great circle Ci obtained by projecting the ray Li on the
sphere S2. This ray originates from the center of camera 1 and passes through the atom gγi on
the sphere S1.
Finally, we combine the epipolar and shape similarity constraints to deﬁne the set of possible
transforms for atom gγi , as Vi = V
E
i ∩ V µi . Similarly, we denote the set of possible parameters of
the transformed atom in y2 as Γi = Γ
E
i ∩ Γµi . Given the set Γi of possible atom parameters in y2
corresponding to the atom gγi in y1, the correspondence hγj in y2 can be uniquely deﬁned with
high probability under the assumption that the decomposition of y2 is suﬃciently sparse.
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4.5 Disparity map estimation from atom transforms
The local transforms between geometric atoms are now used to estimate the correlation between
pixels in multiview images, as represented by a disparity map. A disparity map typically allows for
view interpolation under epipolar constraints. It is deﬁned as the point-wise correlation between
multi-view images, which relates a point z1 on the image y1 to a point z2 on y2, such that the
epipolar constraint from Eq. (4.8) is satisﬁed. Such dense disparity mapping is most commonly
estimated based on the pixel-wise correlation between rectiﬁed stereo images, or by block-based
matching. The performance of these approaches unfortunately deteriorates with the decrease of
the image quality, for example when images are compressed at very low bit rates [Thi09]. The
disparity map can also be estimated by identifying corresponding feature points in multi-view
images and relating them with a cross-correlation similarity measure [Kon00]. However, the cross-
correlation measure [Har00] is not rotationally invariant and it fails to capture rotations of patterns
between views. Since our correlation model relates similar atoms under diﬀerent scale and rotation
transforms, it represents a feature similarity measure that is invariant with respect to rotation and
scaling. Therefore, each pair of corresponding atoms can give a reliable estimate of the disparity
map, obtained by the atom transform. Since atoms and their transforms are spatially localized,
each corresponding atom pair gives an estimate of the local disparity map for the image area
covered by the atom’s spatial support. Combining local disparity maps from each correspondence
pair leads to the estimation of the global disparity map for the whole 3D scene. Moreover, this
estimation can be performed with images that are encoded at a very low bit rate. We describe
here the estimation of the local disparity map from the atom transforms, which permits us to
deﬁne a measure of the estimation error that can be used to reﬁne the atom pairing process.
Let us consider a pair of corresponding atoms (gγi , hγj ) in two images. We want to ﬁnd a
mapping of each point on gγi to its corresponding point on hγj . Since this mapping is point-wise,
we need to deﬁne gγi in the discrete space, i.e., on the spherical grid G1. Then, the disparity
mapping translates to the grid deformation induced by the local transform between gγi and hγj ,
denoted as F{G1}. Let P1 be a point on G1, given in Euclidean coordinates as z1. Similarly,
let P2 be a point on G2, given in Euclidean coordinates as z2, which is obtained by applying the
grid transform F to P1. Further, let γi = (τi, νi, ψi, αi, βi) and γj = (τj , νj, ψj , αj , βj). The grid
transform G2 = F{G1} includes two transforms:
1. the transform of the motion of atom gγi , given by Euler angles (τi, νi, ψi), into the motion
of atom hγj , given by Euler angles (τj , νj, ψj),
2. the transform of anisotropic scaling of atom gγi , given by the pair of scales (αi, βi), into the
anisotropic scaling of atom hγj , given by the pair of scales (αj , βj).
ray  
 : projection of     
all atoms positions 






Figure 4.2: Selection of positions of atoms that satisfy epipolar constraints.
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By combining these two transforms, the point z2 can be written as:
z2 = R
−1
γj · ζ(Rγi · z1), (4.11)
where Rγi and Rγj are rotation matrices given by Euler angles (τi, νi, ψi) and (τj , νj , ψj), respec-
tively, and ζ(·) deﬁnes the grid transform due to anisotropic scaling. Since the anisotropic scaling
of atoms on the sphere is performed on the plane tangent to the North Pole by stereographically
projecting the atom, the grid G1 is ﬁrst rotated such that the North Pole is aligned with the center
of atom gγi, then deformed with respect to anisotropic scaling, and ﬁnally rotated back with the
rotation matrix of atom hγj .
As deﬁned in Section 3.2.1, the stereographic projection at the North Pole projects a point
(θ, ϕ) on the sphere to a point (x, y) on the plane tangent to the North pole, given by:






Let now (θ1, ϕ1) and (θ2, ϕ2) denote the spherical coordinates of points P1 and P2, respectively
(the point belongs to the unit sphere and r = 1 is assumed). Under stereographic projection, the
transform of point (θ1, ϕ1) on grid G1 to point (θ2, ϕ2) on grid G2 due to anisotropic scaling can be
obtained by scaling the stereographic projection of (θ1, ϕ1) with 1/αj and 1/βj, in the following
way:














where ρ2 = 2 tan(θ2/2) and ρ1 = 2 tan(θ1/2). By solving the system of Eq. (4.13) for θ2 and ϕ2,
we get:
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We can therefore deﬁne the function ζ(·) as a pair of transforms ζp(ϕ1) and ζt(θ1, ϕ1, ζp(ϕ1))
followed by the transform of spherical coordinates (θ2, ϕ2) to Euclidean coordinates z2. The
relation given in Eq. (4.11) is now completely deﬁned, based on the parameters of corresponding
atoms in two images. When the transform is applied to points lying on the spatial support of the
atoms, it forms the local disparity map between the correlated views.
Finally, we deﬁne the Symmetric epipolar atom distance in order to quantify the mismatch
between two corresponding atoms gγi and hγj related by the disparity map. The symmetric
epipolar atom distance measures how much the atom pair gγi and hγj deviates from the perfect
epipolar matching given in the correlation model of Eq. (4.9). It is evaluated as the weighted
average of the symmetric epipolar distance of all pairs of points given by the disparity map:




The symmetric epipolar distance dSE(z1, z2) between points z1 and z2 related by the disparity
map is deﬁned as [Har00]:
dSE(z1, z2) =
√
d(z1, Cz2) + d(z2, Cz1), (4.16)
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where d(z1, Cz2) denotes the Euclidean distance of the point z1 to the epipolar circle Cz2 corre-
sponding to point z2 (see Figure 4.3 for an illustration of this distance). The weight wγi is a
normalized weight function that prioritizes the points where the atom gγi has higher value. The
goal of this function is to give more importance to the disparity mismatch of points that lie closer
to the geometric component captured by the atom (typically edges). One example could be a
two-dimensional Gaussian weight function, anisotropically scaled and oriented, which covers the
spatial support of the atom gγi . If the overcomplete dictionary is composed of Gaussian atoms,
the weight function is equal to the atom itself. We use 2D Gaussian weight function in the rest of
this thesis.
epipolar line
Figure 4.3: Example of the distance d(z1, Cz2) that is equal to the Euclidean distance of a point
to the epipolar line, and denoted as d.
4.6 Evaluation of the proposed correlation model
In order to conﬁrm the validity of the proposed multi-view correlation model, we evaluate the shape
correlation deﬁned by the inner product, and the epipolar correlation deﬁned by the symmetric
epipolar atom distance dEA, for all pairs of atoms from two views of a 3D scene. We have tested
two scenes: a synthetic scene that contains three simple shapes (a cone, a sphere and a box)
called the Shapes scene, and a natural Lab scene. Two spherical images of resolution 2B = 64
have been taken of the Shapes scene from two spherical cameras with a relative rotation R = I
(I represents the identity matrix) and translation T = [1.2 0 0]
T
. This has been done using the
yafray tracing software3, and the unfolded images are shown in Figure 4.4. Sparse approximations
of the spherical images have been obtained using the Matching Pursuit algorithm on the sphere
(see Chapter 3) with a Gaussian dictionary based on the generating function in Eq. (3.12).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Shapes scene, original images of resolution 2B = 64: a) view 1, b) view 2.
We ﬁrst observe the sparse approximations of two views of the Shapes scene shown in Figure 4.5.
Due to the geometric property of the dictionary, each atom corresponds to one of the objects in
the scene, or to the background. For the ﬁrst six atoms in the SMP decomposition, their semantic
3http://yafray.org/
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meaning is given in Table 4.1. Since the sparse decompositions of the two views have been
performed independently, the order of atoms and scene features in two views is not necessarily
the same. We can see that within the ﬁrst six atoms, there are three atom correspondence pairs:
(1,1), (2,2) and (3,6), i.e., the pairs of atoms from two views that correspond to the same 3D scene
feature.
(a) (d)
Figure 4.5: Approximated images of the Shapes scene: a) view 1 with six atoms, b) view 2 with
six atoms.
Table 4.1: Shapes scene: Semantic meaning of atoms in sparse representations of two views.







The shape similarity measured by the inner product between centered atoms is shown in
Table 4.2. For the corresponding atoms the inner product is high (close to 1), thus conﬁrming
our shape correlation model. However, we can see that other atom pairs can also give high inner
products, as some atom shapes can be similar although they represent diﬀerent objects. This
makes us conclude that the shape similarity measure is not a suﬃcient criterion for determining
atom correspondences and should be used together with other criteria, like the epipolar correlation
constraint.
Table 4.2: Shapes Scene: Inner products for atom pairs from two views. Values of the inner
products for the corresponding atom pairs are displayed in bold.
atoms in view 2
atoms in view 1 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 0.9748 0.9045 0.8767 0.9112 0.8745 0.7555
2 0.8664 0.9876 0.7266 0.7734 0.8527 0.9063
3 0.7064 0.9716 0.5608 0.6053 0.7059 0.9873
4 0.9510 0.6688 1.0000 0.9902 0.8521 0.5108
5 0.9510 0.6688 1.0000 0.9902 0.8521 0.5108
6 0.9697 0.7692 0.9604 0.9566 0.8231 0.6000
The symmetric epipolar atom distance has been evaluated for all pairs of atoms in two views
of the Shapes scene. The resulting values, averaged by the total number of pixels, are given in Ta-
ble 4.3. We can see that the dEA values are substantially smaller for the atom pairs that represent
the same scene features, which conﬁrms the validity of the epipolar correlation constraint. For
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Table 4.3: Shapes scene: Average symmetric epipolar atom distance for atom pairs from two
views. Values of the epipolar distance for corresponding atom pairs are displayed in bold.
atoms in view 2
atoms in view 1 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 0.0006 0.0122 0.0116 0.0088 0.0066 0.0058
2 0.0084 0.0020 0.0069 0.0060 0.0041 0.0074
3 0.0051 0.0058 0.0055 0.0064 0.0045 0.0013
4 0.0228 0.0167 0.0063 0.0206 0.0139 0.0150
5 0.0234 0.0250 0.0341 0.0222 0.0060 0.0221
6 0.0254 0.0199 0.0199 0.0270 0.0203 0.0153
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Lab Scene, spherical original images of resolution 2B = 128: a) view 1; b) view 2.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Lab Scene, unfolded original images of resolution 2B = 128: a) view 1; b) view 2.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: Lab Scene: Approximated images: a) view 1 with eight atoms, b) view 2 with eight
atoms.
non-corresponding atom pairs, the distance dEA is at least twice as large as for the corresponding
atom pairs.
Lab scene has been captured using two omnidirectional cameras, and their output has been
mapped to two spherical images of resolution 2B = 128, as explained in Section 2.3.1. For the
Lab scene we have used the approximate camera pose for the speciﬁc linear camera arrangement4:
R ≈ I and T ≈ [1 0 0]T. Spherical Lab images and their unfolded versions are shown in Figure 4.6
and Figure 4.7, respectively. The approximated images using eight atoms per MP decomposition
are shown in Figure 4.8.
The semantic meaning of atoms, given in Table 4.4, shows four corresponding atom pairs:
4Since we do not perform depth estimation, we can use the camera translation vector which is correct up to a
scale factor, hence the value 1 for the translation on x-axis.
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(1,1), (2,2), (3,3) and (6,8). The results for the shape correlation constraint are shown in Ta-
ble 4.5, leading us to the same conclusion as for the Shapes scene on the validity of the shape
correlation constraint. Even though the extrinsic parameters between two cameras have been
coarsely estimated, the symmetric epipolar atom distance is much smaller for the corresponding
atoms than for most of other pairs, as shown in Table 4.6. We can see that there are some atom
pairs that give smaller epipolar distance than the correct correspondences, such as (5,1), (5,2) and
(6,3). Those pairs however do not give a good shape matching, as shown in Table 4.5. Therefore,
we can conclude that both geometric constraints are important and should be used together for
the correct matching of correlated atoms.
Table 4.4: Lab scene: Semantic meaning of atoms in sparse representations of two views.
atoms object, view 1 object, view 2
1 white pillar white pillar
2 side chair side chair
3 central chair central chair
4 background background
5 background background
6 side chair boundary background
7 book white pillar top
8 background side chair boundary
Table 4.5: Lab Scene: Inner products atom pairs from two views. Values of the inner products
for the corresponding atom pairs are displayed in bold.
atoms in view 2
atoms in view 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 0.9964 0.8545 0.9088 0.9073 0.9480 0.9015 0.7815 0.5918
2 0.9435 0.9443 0.9739 0.9359 0.9763 0.8857 0.7908 0.6900
3 0.9088 0.9903 1.0000 0.8473 0.9097 0.8088 0.6834 0.6779
4 0.9125 0.8904 0.9245 0.9760 0.9826 0.8803 0.8564 0.6526
5 0.9015 0.7576 0.8088 0.9880 0.9717 0.9496 0.9506 0.6703
6 0.6188 0.6426 0.6531 0.5997 0.6680 0.7639 0.5537 0.8214
7 0.7217 0.5352 0.5830 0.7930 0.7440 0.7298 0.8226 0.4209
8 0.7376 0.5502 0.5958 0.5884 0.6466 0.7668 0.5385 0.4385
Table 4.6: Lab scene: Average symmetric epipolar atom distance for atom pairs from two views.
Values of the epipolar distance for corresponding atom pairs are displayed in bold.
atoms in view 2
atoms in view 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 0.0007 0.0030 0.0048 0.0047 0.0050 0.0053 0.0012 0.0044
2 0.0056 0.0021 0.0068 0.0078 0.0057 0.0081 0.0054 0.0046
3 0.0048 0.0035 0.0009 0.0063 0.0044 0.0068 0.0054 0.0032
4 0.0048 0.0025 0.0039 0.0049 0.0004 0.0045 0.0046 0.0010
5 0.0006 0.0020 0.0025 0.0015 0.0033 0.0029 0.0002 0.0030
6 0.0040 0.0019 0.0039 0.0045 0.0026 0.0044 0.0036 0.0008
7 0.0026 0.0014 0.0028 0.0032 0.0018 0.0031 0.0026 0.0012
8 0.0013 0.0024 0.0039 0.0040 0.0037 0.0044 0.0018 0.0035
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: Two views from the "Mede" database.
Finally, we have evaluated our correlation model on a larger set of multi-view omnidirectional
images. We have used our database "Mede" that consists in two sets, each containing 27 multi-
view omnidirectional images of the static indoor environment, where the camera has been moved
in the x − y plane (on the ﬂoor). Cameras have been moved within precise distances, obtaining
the ground truth values of the translation vector. There is no change in camera rotation between
diﬀerent views, while the translation vector varies within the interval: x × y = [−40cm, 40cm]×
[−40cm, 40cm]. Calibration with respect to intrinsic parameters has been performed using the
Omnidirectional Calibration Toolbox (http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/c˜mei/Toolbox.html)5. Some
of the images from the "Mede" database are shown in Figure 4.9. The images have been mapped
to spherical images of resolution 2B = 256.
We have randomly chosen 10 image pairs from the database, with diﬀerent translation vectors
(i.e., diﬀerent camera distances). For each image pair, we have computed ﬁve Gaussian atoms
using MP. The epipolar distance and the inner product between centered atoms (the shape sim-
ilarity measure) have been then evaluated between all possible atom correspondences in a given
image pair. The ground truth that denotes the semantically correct atom correspondences has
been obtained by human labeling. If two atoms correspond to the same feature in the 3D scene,
their correspondence is denoted as true. The total of 40 true correspondences have been found
in 10 image pairs. The scatter plot in Figure 4.10 presents the epipolar distance versus the inner
product for all atom correspondences in all 10 image pairs. The circles denote the true corre-
spondences, while the dots denote the atom pairs that do not represent semantic correspondences.
We can see that the true correspondences are concentrated in the area of minimal epipolar dis-
tance and high inner product, which supports our correlation model. Moreover, we can see that
the epipolar distance measure is more reliable than the shape similarity measure, as pointed out
previously. Figure 4.11 shows the histograms of the epipolar distance and the inner product for
true correspondences. Epipolar distance histogram is peaked around zero, while the inner product
histogram is peaked around one. This conﬁrms the validity of our correlation model.
4.7 Conclusion
State of the art work in multi-view image and video coding undoubtedly shows an essential need
for better multi-view correlation models, beyond the classical block-based disparity models and
global homography models. In this chapter, we have introduced a novel multi-view correlation
model based on sparse image representations with geometric dictionaries. The new model does not
5For the Lab images the intrinsic calibration has been done by finding a circle corresponding to the mirror
boundary and projecting to the sphere, as desribed in Section 2.3.4. However, this process is semi-automatic and
timely for the large databases. Therefore, for the "Mede" database we have used the Omnidirectional Calibration
Toolbox.
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Figure 4.10: Scatter plot of the epipolar distance and the inner product for atom correspon-
dences, for 10 randomly selected image pairs from the "Mede" database. Circles denote the true
correspondences and the dots denote the atom pairs that do not represent correspondences.






















Figure 4.11: "Mede" database: a) histogram of the epipolar distance for true correspondences,
b) histogram of the inner product for true correspondences.
require a speciﬁc camera arrangement nor image rectiﬁcation, and is generic with respect to the
projective image surface. The proposed model has been studied and validated for the special case
of multi-view spherical images. In the next two chapters we will show how this new correlation
model can be advantageously used in two applications: distributed multi-view image coding (in




Multi-view correlation modeling is certainly one of the most important steps in designing coding
methods for multi-view image compression in camera networks. Distributed camera networks
oﬀer simple and cost eﬀective solutions for scene acquisition, where several views of a scene can
be combined to produce a complete 3D representation. Image compression in a camera network
should take beneﬁt of the correlation between multiple views to obtain rate-distortion eﬀective
scene representations, from which one can reproduce depth and visual information. Bandwidth
limitations and power constraints usually do not permit communication between cameras, thus
imposing a distributed coding approach for compression of visual information.
In this chapter, we consider a framework where a central decoder reconstructs the static 3D
scene information based on multiples images encoded by distributed cameras (see Figure 5.1). We
focus on the distributed coding of camera images, where no communication between cameras is as-
sumed. Interestingly, results from information theory demonstrate that it is possible to exploit the
correlation between sources without communication between encoders, as long as the decoding is
performed jointly [Sle73,Wyn76]. Distributed coding relies on the knowledge of a good correlation
model between information sources. However, correlation modeling is a quite challenging prob-
lem, especially in imaging applications. A combination of the translational motion model and the




















Figure 5.1: Distributed coding of 3D scenes. Multiple correlated views {yi} of the scene are
encoded independently, and decoded jointly by the central decoder.
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compression [Gir05, Seh04]. In case of static scene representation, images from diﬀerent cameras
are correlated by geometric constraints on the 3D objects in the scene. Image projections of the
3D objects from diﬀerent viewpoints are correlated by local transforms such as translation, scaling
or rotation. Hence, the block-translational correlation model is not suﬃcient to cope eﬃciently
with all types of local transforms that happen when the viewpoint changes.
The geometric multi-view correlation model proposed in the Chapter 4 is used in this chapter to
design a distributed coding method with side information for multi-view omnidirectional images.
A Wyner-Ziv coder is designed by partitioning the redundant dictionary into cosets based on atom
dissimilarity. The joint decoder then selects the best candidate atom within the coset with help of
the side information image. The correspondences that are found during decoding between atoms in
both image expansions are further used to estimate local transforms and to build a disparity map
between correlated views. These transforms are used to reﬁne the side information for decoding
the rest of the atoms. Furthermore, we propose to make the Wyner-Ziv coder resilient to a
certain number of occlusions or inaccuracies in the view correlation model by sending additional
syndrome bits that are computed by channel coding across the atoms of the Wyner-Ziv image.
Experimental results show that the proposed method successfully identiﬁes the local geometric
transforms between sparse image components in diﬀerent views and implicitly provides coarse
geometry information about the scene. The distributed coding scheme is shown to outperform
independent coding strategies and to approach the performance of a joint coding strategy at low
bit rate. Finally, we show that the occlusion-resilient coding corrects the saturation eﬀect in the
RD performance towards higher bit rates, where it performs close to the joint encoding strategy.





Figure 5.2: Distributed source coding block scheme.
Distributed source coding (DSC) refers to separate encoding and joint decoding of correlated
sources. The diagram of a distributed coding scheme is shown in Figure 5.2 for the case of
two correlated sources (X,Y ) with a joint probability distribution p(x, y). Sources X and Y
are encoded at rates RX and RY , respectively. Let H(·) denote the entropy of a given source.
From information theory we know that the rates RX > H(X) and RY > H(Y ) are suﬃcient for
lossless coding of sources X and Y , when they are encoded separately. On the other hand, when
correlated sources (X,Y ) are jointly encoded, the total rate needed for lossless transmission is
R = RX + RY > H(X,Y ). Surprisingly, even if the sources are encoded separately but decoded
jointly, a total rate R > H(X,Y ) is suﬃcient, as it has been proven by Slepian and Wolf [Sle73].
According to the Slepian-Wolf theorem, for the distributed source coding problem of correlated
sources (X,Y ) drawn i.i.d ∼ p(x, y), the achievable rate region is given by:
RX > H(X |Y ) (5.1)
RY > H(Y |X) (5.2)
RX +RY > H(X,Y ). (5.3)
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Slepian-Wolf
region
Figure 5.3: Achievable rate region for the Slepian-Wolf problem.
For the proof of the Slepian-Wolf theorem, please see [Sle73].
The achievable rate region, called the Slepian-Wolf region, is shown in Figure 5.3. The corner
points in the Slepian-Wolf region present a special case of the distributed source coding, often
referred to as coding with side information. Let us observe the corner point with rates RX = H(X)
and RY = H(Y |X). The Slepian-Wolf theorem for this special case can be interpreted with graph
coloring [Cov91]. Let X and Y denote respectively the alphabets of sources X and Y , depicted
by the corresponding sets of points (codewords) in Figure 5.4. Source X represents the side
information and it is encoded using RX > H(X) bits with arbitrarily small error probability of
error. We further want to see how many bits are needed for encoding Y . Due to the correlation
of the sources, each codeword in X is jointly typical with a subset of codewords in Y that form
a "typical fan". The most important condition of the Slepian-Wolf coding is that both encoder
and decoder are aware of the correlation model, i.e., know the jointly typical fans of X and Y .
Therefore, the encoder of Y can randomly color the points in the typical fan using 2RY colors,
and send to the decoder only the codeword index in this fan, i.e., only the color of the point.
Knowing the X , the color, and the typical fans, the decoder can then decode Y . According to the
Slepian-Wolf theorem, if RY > H(Y |X) the probability of decoding error for Y is exponentially
small.
Figure 5.4: Graph-coloring interpretation of a corner point of the Slepian-Wolf region [Cov91].
A simple, but illustrative example of coding with side information was given by Pradhan and
Ramchandran [Pra03]. Let X and Y denote two equiprobable 3-bit binary words, correlated is
such a way that their Hamming distance is not greater than one. The encoder uses three bits to
encode the side information X . Following the intuition behind the graph-coloring interpretation
of the Slepian-Wolf theorem, a separate encoder for Y can construct four subsets of all possible
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3-bit binary words such that in each subset the Hamming distance between words is three. Those
four subsets are: {(000, 111), (001, 110), (010, 101), (011, 100)}, where each subset is equivalent to
one of the colors in the graph-coloring interpretation. Clearly, to encode the index of the subset in
which Y belongs, the encoder of Y needs two bits. Knowing that the Hamming distance between
X and Y is not more than one, the decoder can then use the side information X to disambiguate
between the two words in the encoded subset of Y and decode the Y . For example, if X = 010,
and Y = 011, the encoder sends a full description for X using 3 bits and the information that Y
belongs to the fourth subset, using 2 bits. The decoder would then have to decide which of the
two words in the subset (011, 100) is actually Y . Since the Hamming distance between 010 and
100 is two, the only possible decoding of Y is 011, which is the correct decoded word. As noted by
Pradhan and Ramchandran, the four constructed subsets are actually cosets of a 3-bit repetition
code and they cover the whole space of binary 3-tuples, i.e., the whole alphabet of Y [Pra03].
Since every coset of a linear code is associated with a unique syndrome s, deﬁned as sT = HcT
where H is the parity check matrix of the linear code and c is a valid codeword, encoding Y is
essentially equivalent to sending a syndrome of a linear channel code. Therefore, the rates in the
Slepian-Wolf region can be achieved using the capacity approaching channel codes, as it was ﬁrst
realized by Wyner [Wyn74].
5.2.2 Wyner-Ziv theorem
Few years after the publication of the Slepian-Wolf theorem, Wyner and Ziv extended the case
of coding with side information to the lossy coding scenario [Wyn76]. They have established the
rate-distortion bound for coding the source X under the constraints that the average distortion
E{d(X, Xˆ)} is bounded by DX and that the side information Y is available at the decoder. The
block scheme of the Wyner-Ziv encoder is shown in Figure 5.5. Wyner and Ziv proved that for
general sources, the rate-distortion bound of the Wyner-Ziv coder RWZX|Y (DX), is given by:
RWZX|Y (DX) > RX|Y (DX), (5.4)
where RX|Y (DX) is the rate distortion bound for the joint encoding case. They also showed that
the equality sign in Eq. (5.4) holds when X is Gaussian and Y = X+U , where U is also Gaussian
and independent of X , and the distortion measure is quadratic d(x, xˆ) = (x− xˆ)2.
Source X Lossy encoder
Source Y
Decoder
Figure 5.5: Wyner-Ziv coding scheme.
5.3 Wyner-Ziv coding with the geometric correlation model
We propose a scheme for coding with side information where image y1 is independently encoded
using Omni-SMP at a rate Ry1 > H(y1), and image y2 is encoded by coset coding at the rate
Ry2 > H(y2|y1). This corresponds to an asymmetric scheme, where the rate is not balanced
between the encoders. The coset design is directly based on the correlation model introduced in
the Chapter 4, which explicitly relates atom parameters with scene geometry constraints.
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Figure 5.6: Block diagram for the Wyner-Ziv codec.
5.3.1 Coding with side information
Images are ﬁrst independently decomposed into linear expansions of geometric atoms using the
Matching Pursuit algorithm on the sphere (SMP). Nevertheless, one can use any other existing
sparse approximation algorithm instead of MP. Interestingly, in certain cases when correlated
signals satisfy some sparsity conditions with a chosen dictionary, simple coeﬃcient thresholding can
give their correct sparse approximation, as we show in Appendix A.1. The sparse decomposition of
the reference image y1 is independently encoded, while the decomposition of the Wyner-Ziv image
y2 is encoded by coset coding of atom indexes and quantization of their respective coeﬃcients, as
shown in Figure 5.6.
We propose to partition the set of atom indexes Γ into distinct cosets that contain dissimilar
atoms with respect to their position and shape. Under the assumption that an atom hγj in the
Wyner-Ziv image decomposition given by Eq. (4.2) has its corresponding atom gγi in the side
information expansion, the Wyner-Ziv encoder does not need to code the entire γj . It rather
transmits only the information that is necessary to identify the correct atom in the transform
candidate set given by Γi = Γ
µ
i ∩ΓEi , where Γµi is the shape candidates set given in Eq. (4.7) and
ΓEi is the epipolar candidates set given in Eq. (4.10). The side information and the coset index
are therefore suﬃcient to recover the atom gγj in the Wyner-Ziv image. The achievable bit rate
for encoding the atom index γj is thus reduced from Ry2 > H(γj |γj ∈ Γ) to Ry2 > H(γj |γj ∈ Γi).
5.3.2 Coset design
Designing cosets that allow decoding without ambiguities requires distributing in diﬀerent cosets
atoms whose indexes belong to the same Γi, for all i. This implies that we need to partition
the ﬁve-dimensional space of atom parameters, which is of prohibitive computational complex-
ity. Therefore, we simplify the coset design by considering a special case of the general epipolar
constraint given in Eq. (4.9). We consider the case where only the centers of two corresponding
atoms gγi and hγj satisfy the epipolar constraint, and not the whole atoms as in Eq. (4.9). Atom
centers are deﬁned by the coordinates of their positions (τi, νi) and (τj , νj), denoted as mi and
mj , respectively. Therefore, the epipolar candidates set given in Eq. (4.10) reduces to:
ΓMi = {γj |hγj = U(γ′)gγi , dSE(mi,mj) 6 δ}, (5.5)
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where δ represents a small threshold value on the symmetric epipolar distance. Formally, Eq. (5.5)
is a special case of Eq. (4.9) when G1 = mi, which transforms into G2 = mj . For this special case
the epipolar geometry constraint depends only on atom positions (τ, ν), and the epipolar and
shape constraints become independent. Therefore, the cosets can be designed independently for
atom shape parameters (ψ, α, β), and for atom positions (τ, ν) according to epipolar constraints.
We therefore construct two types of cosets, respectively the Shape cosets: Kµl , l = 1, ..., N2 and the
Position cosets: KEk , k = 1, ..., N1. The encoder eventually sends for each atom only the indexes
of the corresponding cosets (i.e., kn and ln in Figure 5.6).
We design Shape cosets by distributing all atoms whose parameters belong to Γµi , for all i,
into diﬀerent cosets. Samples of atoms that belong to the same Shape coset are illustrated in
Figure 5.7, showing the signiﬁcant diﬀerence in their shapes.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.7: Samples of atoms in the same Shape coset.
Figure 5.8: Illustration of the epipolar coset design. The atoms with positions marked with
diﬀerent shapes are put in diﬀerent epipolar cosets since they belong to the same epipolar line.
Next, we propose two design methods for constructing the Position cosets, which respectively
correspond to the scenarios where the camera pose (R,T) is known, or not available for coset
design. We ﬁrst design Epipolar (EPI) cosets by separating into diﬀerent cosets the atoms that
belong to the same set ΓMi for G1 = mi. This is illustrated in Figure 5.8 for a random epipolar line.
The parameter δ can be used in the coset design for selecting the number of cosets and adapting
the encoding rate. Given the side information atom gγi , the decoder only needs to know the coset
index of hγj for joint decoding.
As an alternative, we propose to design Position cosets based on Vector Quantization (VQ)
[Ger92] of positions in the absence of information about the relative camera poses. The VQ cosets
are constructed by 2D interleaved uniform quantization of atom positions (τ, ν) on a rectangular
lattice in the [0, π] × [0, 2π) area. This coset design can be formulated similarly to the Epipolar
coset design, where the set of position candidates (called the set of epipolar candidates in Eq. (5.5))
gathers the candidates positions (τj , νj) within the neighborhood of the reference atom position
(τi, νi), i.e.,:
ΓVi = {γj|hγj = U(γ′)gγi , |τi − τj | < ∆τ, |νi − νj | < ∆ν}. (5.6)
The vector quantization of τ and ν distributes the pairs (τ, ν) that belong to the same ΓVi into
diﬀerent cosets. Additionally, it keeps constant the distance between coset elements, which is equal
to (∆τ,∆ν). Note that the constant intra-coset distance can not be guaranteed in the case of EPI
cosets. Both coset design methods are used for the experiments, and their selection depends on
the constraints of the camera network application.
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5.3.3 Central decoder
The central decoder (CD) exploits the correlation model based on local atom transforms, in order
to establish correspondences between atoms in the reference image and atoms within the cosets of
the Wyner-Ziv image decomposition (see Figure 5.6). It also uses the information provided by the
quantized coeﬃcients, in order to improve the atom matching process. For decoding of the nth
atom in the Wyner-Ziv frame, the decoder has the following information: the index of the Position
coset kn, the index of the Shape coset ln, and the coeﬃcient cˆn after inverse quantization. The
decoder then selects the atom position (τn, νn) from the cosetK
E
kn
and the atom shape (ψn, αn, βn)
from the coset Kµln .
Let An denote the set of possible candidates for decoding the n
th atom in y2, with |An| =
|KEkn | · |Kµln | when | · | denotes the cardinality of a set. By the construction of the cosets, only
a small subset of atoms in An have corresponding atoms in I1, where I1 denotes the atoms
participating in the sparse expansion of the reference image y1 (see Section 4.3). The decoder has,
therefore, to identify the possible pairs of corresponding atoms between An and I1.
The quantized values of the atom coeﬃcients for the Wyner-Ziv image, denoted as cˆn, are
available at the decoder. To reduce the set of possible corresponding atoms in I1, the decoder
selects a subset of atoms in I1 whose inner products 〈yˆ1, gγi〉 are related to cˆn. The relation between
these inner products and coeﬃcients cˆn can be established when the coeﬃcients are obtained
as projections of the image to the corresponding atom, i.e., when cn = 〈y2, hγn〉. Under the
assumption that the image approximations are sparse enough, the projections of two corresponding







where oi and on denote the norms of atoms gγi and hγn prior to atom normalization. Therefore,









〈yˆ1, gγi〉 − 〈y2, hγn〉
〈y2, hγn〉
| < σ, (5.8)
where σ is a small chosen threshold. For each gγi ∈ Ln we have a set of possible transformed








Γµi respectively for epipolar or VQ cosets. The
decoder further looks if any of the candidates in An belongs to
⋃
γi∈Ln
Γ˜i, i.e., it looks for pair
correspondences between atoms in Ln and atoms in An. Note that, in the general case, the




i can have diﬀerent values
for the coset design and decoding. This permits us to put stricter conditions for selecting the
corresponding atom pairs.
The search for atom correspondences then proceeds in two major steps. First, the decoder
eliminates the candidates that do not belong to
⋃
γi∈Ln
Γ˜i, as well as candidates with a large sym-
metric epipolar atom distance, i.e., for which dEA(gγi , hγj ) > κ. Second, the decoder selects as a
correspondence the pair of atoms with the smallest symmetric epipolar atom distance dEA(gγi , hγj )
among the candidates that have not been eliminated in the ﬁrst step. If all candidates in An get
eliminated, the decoder decides that the nth atom in y2 does not have a corresponding atom in I1.
Once a correspondence is identiﬁed, the decoder updates the global disparity map that relates
each pixel in the Wyner-Ziv image with a pixel in the reference image, as described in Section 4.5.
The global disparity map is updated by combining the local disparity map induced by the last pair
of atoms with the disparity maps from correspondences that have been previously deﬁned. The
global disparity map represents the fusion of local disparity maps from multiple correspondences.
Namely, for each point z2 in y2, the most conﬁdent mapping point in y1 is selected from points
z
(i)
1 , i = 1, ..., n that represent diﬀerent mappings deﬁned by n correspondences. The ﬁnal mapping
point z∗1 is selected as:
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.9: (a) Reference image; (b) Wyner Ziv image with the disparity map displayed by the
disparity vectors. For better visibility, we show the disparity map that is downsampled by four.
The direction and length of the vectors show how pixels from the Wyner-Ziv image map to the
pixels on the reference image.
where we have used the same weight function as for the symmetric epipolar atom distance in
Eq. (4.15). Selecting the most conﬁdent mapping is advantageous over taking the weighted average
of all possible mappings because it does not introduce the blurring due to averaging. Moreover,
the maximum conﬁdence based approach is consistent with existing disparity estimation algo-
rithms, where the ﬁnal mapping is chosen as the maximum a posteriori estimate [Kol02, Sun03].
Figure 5.9(b) shows an example of the disparity map obtained from few atom correspondences.
It relates pixels in the Wyner-Ziv image in Figure 5.9 (b) to pixels in the reference image in Fig-
ure 5.9(a). The relation between these pixels is displayed by vectors. The disparity of the chair
in the middle of the scene is clearly captured by the mapping. The white pillar is slightly rotated
with respect to the reference image.
The mapping of the reference image with respect to the global disparity map provides an ap-
proximation of the Wyner-Ziv image. Namely, each pixel in the Wyner Ziv image is approximated
by its corresponding pixel in the reference image, based on the disparity map. The geometry of
the scene is usually captured by the most prominent atoms that are found as correspondences
between the views. Therefore, the global disparity map deﬁnes the most important local trans-
forms between views and hence leads to a good approximation of the Wyner-Ziv image, denoted
as ytr. However, according to the correlation model in Eq. (4.3), there are atoms in the Wyner-
Ziv image that do not have corresponding atoms in the reference image. Since ytr represents an
approximation of the Wyner-Ziv image, it is used as a side information for decoding the atoms
without correspondences. Those atoms are decoded based on the mean square error between the
side information (ytr) and the Wyner-Ziv image reconstructed from previously decoded atoms and
the current decoding candidate from An. The candidate from An with the minimal mean square
error is selected as the decoded atom.
All decoded atoms from the Wyner-Ziv image (i.e., from ΦI2) and their quantized coeﬃcients
are used to evaluate the decoded Wyner-Ziv image yd. Finally, the reconstruction of the Wyner-Ziv
image yˆ2 is obtained as a linear combination of the decoded image yd and the side information
ytr, i.e.,:
yˆ2 = yd + λΨd ytr. (5.10)
The matrix Ψd denotes the orthogonal complement to the basis formed by the decoded atoms in
ΦI2 , and λ is a trade-oﬀ parameter. Namely, the reconstructedWyner-Ziv image beneﬁts from both
the decoded information and the transformed features from the reference image. We estimate the
value of λ from the energy conservation principle. Under the assumption that ‖Ψd ytr‖ ≈ ‖Ψd y2‖,
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The pseudo-code for the decoder is given in the Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Decoder
initialization: DM = G1 (disparity map DM is initialized to the uniform grid G1),
Φ = [ ], C = [ ];





input: kn, ln, cˆn
initialization: Wc = ∅ (set of paired candidates)
An = {γ|(τ, ν) ∈ KEkn , (ψ, α, β) ∈ Kµln}
for all γp ∈ An do
for all bˆi, gγi , i = 1, ..., Nr do
if (∆c < σ) & (γp ∈ Γ˜i) & (dEA(gγi , hγp) < κ) then




if Wc not empty then
γˆn = argminγp |dEA(gγi , hγp)|;
announce γˆn decoded, update DM







if γn not decoded then
for all γp ∈ An do
Φp = [Φ;hγˆp ], Cp = [C; cˆn], ep = ‖ytr −Φ†pCp‖2
end for




†C, λ ≈√1− ‖yd‖2/‖y2‖2, yˆ2 = yd + λΨd ytr
5.3.4 Occlusion-resilient coding
The decoding procedure described in Section 5.3.3 does not, however, give any guarantee that
all atoms are correctly decoded. In a general multi-view system, occlusions are quite probable,
and clearly impair the atom pairing process at the decoder. The atoms that approximate these
occlusions cannot be decoded based on the geometric correlation model since they do not have
any corresponding feature in the reference image. Moreover, there are also features that are not
suﬃciently prominent to appear in sparse approximations of both views. Hence, the encoder needs
to send additional information about these atoms for correct decoding. For example, it can send




































Figure 5.10: Occlusion-resilient Wyner-Ziv coder.
coset Kµln , respectively. Along with the coset indexes kn and ln, indexes pn and qn uniquely deﬁne
γn in the set Γ. However, the main problem in the distributed setting is that the encoder does
not know which of the atoms in the decomposition are occlusions and non-prominent features
since there is no communication between separate encoders. Therefore, the encoder cannot send
pn and qn only for the problematic atoms. Still, the encoder can make the assumption that at
least M out of total N atoms in the sparse decomposition represent occlusions or non-prominent
features that cause decoding failures, without necessarily knowing their position in the sparse
decomposition. The decoder correctly decodes N −M atoms, which leads to an error probability
of M/N . Following this observation, we propose to modify the described Wyner-Ziv encoder by
performing channel coding on all pn and qn, n = 1, ..., N , together. Thus, the encoder sends a
unique syndrome S for all atoms, which is then used by the decoder to correct the erroneously
decoded atom parameters. The modiﬁcation of the Wyner-Ziv coder with the occlusion-resilient
block (shaded part) is shown in Figure 5.10.
5.4 Experimental Coding Results
5.4.1 Experimental settings
We analyze here the performance of the above Wyner-Ziv coding method for two sets of multi-view
images: synthetic spherical images of the Room scene (Figure 5.11) and natural omnidirectional
images of the Lab scene (Figure 5.12). Room scene images include two 128 × 128 spherical
images y1 and y2 captured from diﬀerent viewpoints, where the relative camera pose is given
by the rotation matrix equal to the identity matrix, i.e., R = I, and the translation vector
T = [0 0.3 0]T. The Lab scene images include three natural omnidirectional images y3, y1 and
y2, taken from omnidirectional cameras placed in a straight line in order 3-1-2 (the camera number
corresponds to the index of the image). We have used the catadioptric sensor from the Remote
Reality Corporation, as described in Section 3.4.3. The images are mapped to spherical images of
resolution 2B = 128. For the Lab scene we have used the camera pose R ≈ I and T ≈ [1 0 0]T,
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as in Section 4.6.
(a) y1 (b) y2




Figure 5.12: Original Lab images. The natural omnidirectional images partially cover the sphere
due to the boundaries of the mirror in the omnidirectional camera. The images are cropped to
focus on the captured part of the scene.
Sparse expansions of individual images have been constructed using the Matching Pursuit (MP)
algorithm implemented on the sphere. We have used the same dictionary as for compression of
omnidirectional images, which is built on low frequency and high frequency generating functions
given by Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.11), respectively. The discretization of the dictionary is the same
as in Section 3.4.2.
5.4.2 Rate-distortion analysis of the Wyner-Ziv image
We ﬁrst evaluate the performance of the proposed Wyner-Ziv coding method for the Room image
set by taking image y1 as a reference image and image y2 as Wyner-Ziv image. Image y1 is encoded
independently, with 100 MP atoms, where the coeﬃcients are quantized by taking beneﬁt of the
energy decay properties of Matching Pursuit expansions [Fro04]. The decoded reference image is
shown in Figure 5.14(a). The atom parameters for the expansion of image y2 are coded with the
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proposed Wyner-Ziv scheme. The EPI cosets for position coding use a correlation parameter δ =
π/5 which gives 1024 Position cosets. Alternatively, Position cosets have also been implemented
using VQ in order to generate the same number of cosets. Note that in the scheme based on
EPI cosets, when the center of an atom is close to the epipoles (i.e., degenerative case of epipolar
constraints) its parameters have to be encoded independently. It leads to an overhead in the coding
rate for the case of EPI cosets compared to VQ cosets. The VQ coset coding with 1024 cosets
enables decoding of correspondences whose translation along the zenith or the azimuth angle is
strictly smaller than log2(1024)/2 pixels (see the example in Section 5.2). Since the maximum
motion of objects in a 3D scene can be related to the maximum scene depth and camera position
through simple geometric relations, the VQ coset size can be appropriately chosen for any given
3D scene. For the shape cosets, the correlation parameter has been set to sG = 0.85 (for Gaussian
atoms) and sA = 0.51 (for anisotropic atoms), such that the atoms in the same coset are suﬃciently
diﬀerent. These values lead to 128 shape cosets. The maximal change of scales and rotations for
objects in a 3D scene has to result in atom correspondences with a higher inner product than sG
and sA. This can be used as a criterion for selecting the shapes coset size for other 3D scenes.
The coeﬃcients for the Wyner-Ziv image are quantized uniformly, since they represent the inner
products of the image y2, as explained in Section 5.3.3.
The rate-distortion (RD) performance of the proposed scheme for the Wyner-Ziv image is
shown in Figure 5.13(a) and Figure 5.13(b) for EPI and VQ cosets respectively. The bit rate
is changed by varying the number of received atoms, while the quantization of coeﬃcients is
kept constant. The dashed line represents the RD curve of independent coding with Matching
Pursuit, while the solid line represents the proposed distributed coding scheme, given by the RD
curve of the reconstructed image yˆ2. The proposed scheme clearly outperforms the independent
decoding strategy, especially at low rates. The dash-dotted line represents the RD curve of the
side information image obtained by the application of the disparity map on the reference image.
It shows that the disparity mapping signiﬁcantly improves the side information. Moreover, it can
be noted that the combination of yd (dotted line with triangles) and ytr results in a better overall
PSNR of yˆ2. The performance of the JPEG2000 has also been evaluated for the independent
compression of the Wyner-Ziv image. Since JPEG2000 cannot perform at such low rates, we have
evaluated the rate at which JPEG2000 reaches the PSNR performance of the proposed DSC coder.
JPEG2000 gives the PSNR of 25.5 dB at 0.12 bpp, which is approximately 2.4 times greater than
the rate the DSC coder needs to obtain the same image quality.









































(a) EPI position cosets (b) VQ position cosets
Figure 5.13: Rate-distortion performance for the Room image set.
Images ytr and yˆ2 are presented in Figures 5.14(b) and (c). They correspond to the case of
coding with VQ cosets at the rate of 0.053 bpp. We can clearly see how the disparity mapping
deforms the reference image in order to compensate for diﬀerent object transforms. Figure 5.14(d)
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shows the Wyner-Ziv image encoded independently with MP at the same rate as yˆ2, resulting in a
lower quality than the DSC coded image yˆ2. However, the quality of image yˆ2 is still lower than the
quality of the encoded reference image yˆ1, showing that the method results in unbalanced image
qualities. On the other hand, independent coding of two images at the same overall rate could
give balanced qualities, but at the price of smaller PSNR for the image considered as reference
image in the DSC scheme. In order to achieve more balanced PSNR values of multi-view images
in the distributed coding settings, the proposed scheme could be complemented with a more
eﬃcient method for coding the texture diﬀerence between multiple views, or by substituting the
coding with side-information with a balanced distributed coding scheme. Such approaches can be
envisaged in future work as extensions or applications of the correlation model proposed in this
chapter. In particular, the coding of texture information is necessary for obtaining higher PSNR
values than the ones obtained solely with the proposed geometric model. Therefore, our coder
should be used as a ﬁrst step in a hybrid (transform + texture) coding, analogously as motion
estimation is used in hybrid video coders. Since the estimation of disparity and the local object
transforms is the most challenging part in multi-view distributed coding, the proposed geometric
model is of essential importance in this framework.
(a) yˆ1 (b) ytr (c) yˆ2 (d) yˆ
MP
2
Figure 5.14: DSC results for the Room images: (a) decoded reference image yˆ1 (PSNR=30.95dB);
(b) transformed reference image ytr; (c) decoded Wyner-Ziv image yˆ2 at 0.0534bpp; (d) decoded
second image yˆMP2 when encoded with MP at 0.0534bpp.
Similar results have been obtained for the Lab image set, where the image y1 is the reference
image and image y2 is the Wyner-Ziv image. The rate-distortion performance for the Wyner-Ziv
image is shown in Figure 5.15, for the method based on the VQ coset design. Again, DSC clearly
outperforms independent coding. For the Lab image set, JPEG2000 gives PSNR of 25.7 dB at
0.095 bpp, where the compression was done on cropped omnidirectional images. Therefore, the
proposed DSC coder achieves this PSNR at only 1/4 of the rate that JPEG2000 needs. Images yˆ1,
ytr, yˆ2 and yˆ
MP
2 for the Lab Scene are presented in Figures 5.16(a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively,
leading to the same conclusions as for the Room image set.
5.4.3 Overall rate-distortion performance
Figure 5.17 compares the proposed DSC method with a joint encoding algorithm, where the joint
encoder ﬁnds the atom correspondences and encodes only the parameter diﬀerences for the image
y2, while the atoms without correspondences are encoded independently. Image y1 is encoded
independently at the same rate as in the DSC scheme, where the coeﬃcients are quantized in the
same manner. This joint encoding strategy is analogous to our DSC scheme, with the diﬀerence
that the encoder has access to the side information. For the sake of fairness, the reconstructed
image with joint encoding yˆJ2 is also obtained as a combination of the transformed image ytr and
the decoded image yJd , giving a better overall performance.
The DSC scheme performs very close to the joint encoding at lower rates, where the number
of correspondences between views is high. However, when the number of correspondences drops,
the RD performance of DSC saturates. Therefore, the proposed method should be seen as scene
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Figure 5.15: Rate-distortion performance for the Lab image set (VQ Position cosets). Image y2
is used as the Wyner-Ziv image and image y1 as the reference image.
(a) yˆ1 (b) ytr
(c) yˆ2 (d) yˆ
MP
2
Figure 5.16: DSC results for the Lab images: (a) decoded reference image yˆ1 (PSNR=29.4dB);
(b) transformed reference image ytr; (c) decoded Wyner-Ziv image yˆ2 at 0.035 bpp; (d) decoded
second image yˆMP2 when encoded with MP at 0.035 bpp.
geometry estimation and prediction technique that could constitute a ﬁrst predictive step in a
hybrid DSC coding scheme, similar to block-based disparity estimation method. Our correlation
model is certainly more advantageous than the block-based disparity model since it is able to
compensate rotation and scale transforms in addition to translations captured by block-based
estimation.
We further evaluate the inﬂuence of the camera distance on the performance of the proposed
DSC scheme, for the Lab image set. We compare the RD curves for the Wyner-Ziv image y2 in two
cases. In the ﬁrst case, the Wyner-Ziv image y2 is decoded using image y3 as a reference image,
while in the second case it is decoded using image y1 as a reference. The distance between cameras
2 and 3 is set to cd = 10, while the distance between cameras 1 and 2 is equal to cd = 5. Therefore,
the disparity between the images y2 and y3 is certainly greater than the disparity between the
images y2 and y1. For decoding y2 using y3 as reference the number of Shape cosets is increased
to 256 cosets, due to smaller correlation between the Wyner-Ziv image and the reference image
y3. The number of Position cosets stays unaltered.
Figure 5.18(a) compares the RD performance of the DSC coding of image y2 with diﬀerent
reference images: y1 and y3 corresponding to camera distances cd = 5 and cd = 10 respectively.
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(a) Room image set (b) Lab image set
Figure 5.17: Comparison of rate-distortion performance for distributed coding and joint encoding
(VQ coset design).


















decoded image (yd), cd=10
DSC: reconstructed image, cd=10
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DSC: reconstructed image, cd=5























Figure 5.18: Inﬂuence of the camera distance on the DSC performance for the Lab image set:
(a) Comparison of the rate-distortion performance for the reference camera distance cd = 5 and
cd = 10. (b) Comparison of rate-distortion performance for distributed coding and joint encoding
for cd = 5 and cd = 10.
We can see that the RD curves for the decoded images yd in these two cases are close, showing
that the atom decoding process based on the proposed correlation model is not much inﬂuenced
by the increase of disparity between images. The RD curve of the reconstructed image yˆ2 for
cd = 5 outperforms by 1 dB the RD curve of the reconstructed image yˆ2 for cd = 10. This is
due to the higher correlation of the Wyner-Ziv image with the reference image when the camera
distance is cd = 5 compared to the case when the camera distance is cd = 10. Figure 5.18(b)
presents the comparisons of the DSC method with the joint encoding method for cd = 5 and
cd = 10, showing that the DSC scheme performs close to the joint encoding strategy for both
cases of camera distances. Figures 5.19(a) and (b) show respectively the decoded reference image
yˆ3 and its transformed version ytr, for the case of cd = 10. As in the case of cd = 5, the quality
of the DSC coded Wyner-Ziv image yˆ2, shown in Figure 5.19(c), is higher than the quality of the
same image encoded at the equal rate with MP, shown in Figure 5.19(d). This demonstrates the
advantage of exploiting the correlation between views in the distributed coding scheme.
We now discuss the eﬃciency of the geometry-based correlation model. We ﬁrst analyze the
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(a) yˆ3 (b) ytr
(c) yˆ2 (d) yˆ
MP
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Figure 5.19: DSC results for the Lab images: (a) decoded reference image yˆ3 (PSNR=31.82dB);
(b) transformed reference image ytr; (c) decoded Wyner-Ziv image yˆ2 at 0.035 bpp; (d) decoded
second image yˆMP2 when encoded with MP at 0.035 bpp.
residue after DSC coding, denoted with e2 = yˆ2−y2, for the Room image set. We compare e2 with
the diﬀerence between the decoded reference image and the original Wyner-Ziv image e1 = yˆ1−y2.
Figures 5.20(a) and (b) show respectively the images 1− |e1| and 1− |e2|. Namely, they show the
residues |e1| and |e2| with the inverted pixel magnitude scale, such that the white pixels represent
zero error. The energy of the diﬀerence between the decoded reference image and the original
Wyner-Ziv image |e1| is 82.65, where the energy is given by the square of the norm with the inner
product computed on the sphere. On the other hand, the energy of the error e2 is much smaller
and equal to 47.12. This conﬁrms the eﬃciency of the model based on local geometric transforms.
Whereas in the residue |e1| displacements of objects result in high error areas (dark parts), the
residue after DSC decoding e2 is almost exclusively composed of high frequencies since the object
transforms have been captured eﬃciently. Similar results have been obtained for the Lab image
set. Figures 5.21(a) and (b) show respectively the inverted residues 1−|e1| and 1−|e2| for camera
distance cd = 5, while Figures 5.22(a) and (b) show the inverted residues 1− |e3| = 1 − |yˆ3 − y2|
and 1− |e2| for cd = 10. Again, the energies ‖e1‖2 = 37.89 and ‖e3‖2 = 52.9661 are much higher
than the energies of the error e2, which is 11.0380 for the case of cd = 5 and 13.9376 for the case
of cd = 10. Moreover, we show in Figure 5.23(b) that the distribution of the pixel values in the
residue image after transform compensation and decoding can be well modeled with the Laplace
distribution, which is not the case for the distribution of pixels in the diﬀerence between the
decoded reference image and the original Wyner-Ziv image (see Figure 5.23(a)). As mentioned in
Section 5.4.2, the introduced DSC scheme that exploits the geometric correlation between multi-
view images can be combined with another DSC approach based on texture correlation modeling in
a hybrid coding scheme. The well-ﬁtted Laplacian distribution of the residue after the geometry-
based DSC shows that applying our method in the ﬁrst step of a hybrid scheme would greatly
facilitate the correlation modeling of the residual texture information.
5.4.4 Performance of the occlusion-resilient Wyner-Ziv coder
Finally, we examine the performance of the occlusion-resilient Wyner-Ziv scheme where LDPC
codes are used for syndrome coding [LDP]. The rate of the LDPC code is chosen to be below
the BSC channel capacity with the crossover probability M/N . The RD curves of the occlusion-
resilient Wyner-Ziv scheme for the Room and Lab scenes are given in Figure 5.24(a) and (b),
respectively. We can clearly see that the occlusion-resilient coding corrects the saturation behavior
of the previous scheme, and that it performs close to the joint encoding scheme. It can also slightly
outperform the joint encoding scheme when the number of correspondences gets small. This is
because the joint encoder sends the full description for atoms without a correspondence, while
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(a) 1 − |yˆ1 − y2| (b) 1 − |yˆ2 − y2|
Figure 5.20: Room image set: (e) 1 − |e1| = 1 − |yˆ1 − y2|, where e1 is the diﬀerence between
the decoded reference image and the original Wyner-Ziv image (white pixel denotes no error); (f)
1− |e2| = 1− |yˆ2 − y2|, where e2 is the residue after DSC decoding.
(e) 1 − |yˆ1 − y2| = 1 − |e1| (f) 1 − |yˆ2 − y2| = 1 − |e2|
Figure 5.21: Lab image set (cd = 5): (a) 1− |e1| = 1− |yˆ1 − y2|, where e1 is the residue without
transform compensation (white pixel denotes no error); (b) 1− |e2| = 1− |yˆ2− y2|, where e2 is the
residue after DSC decoding.
(a) 1 − |yˆ3 − y2| = 1 − |e3| (b) 1 − |yˆ2 − y2| = 1 − |e2|
Figure 5.22: Lab image set (cd = 10): (a) 1−|e3| = 1−|yˆ3− y2|, where e3 is the residue without
transform compensation (white pixel denotes no error); (b) 1− |e2| = 1− |yˆ2− y2|, where e2 is the
residue after DSC decoding.
the Wyner-Ziv encoder still sends only the coset index and the overall syndrome. We have also
compared the visual quality of the Wyner-Ziv image encoded by the occlusion-resilient WZ coder
with the same image independently encoded using the Matching Pursuit, at very low bit rate.
Figure 5.25(a) shows the image yˆ2 decoded by the occlusion-resilient Wyner-Ziv coder, at rate
0.0527bpp. We can see that the occlusion-resilient WZ coder gives better visual image quality
compared to the MP decoded image at a close rate 0.0519bpp, (Figure 5.25). Similar observation
holds for the Lab scene, where the Wyner-Ziv encoded image at rate 0.0431bpp in Figure 5.26(a)
contains more geometry information than the MP encoded image at a similar rate 0.0436bpp
(Figure 5.26(b)).
5.5 Related Work
Distributed source coding has been researched for a long time in the information theory community,
but its application to imaging problems has been delayed due to the diﬃculty of ﬁnding good
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Laplace distribution μ=0, σ =0.07

















Laplace distribution μ=0, σ =0.04
(a) (b)
Figure 5.23: (a) Laplacian distribution ﬁtted to the histogram of the residue e3 for the Lab scene
with cd = 10 (b) Laplacian distribution ﬁtted to the histogram of the residue e2 with cd = 10
(ﬁtting is performed with the Matlab statistics toolbox, using the maximum likelihood estimator).













































(a) Room scene (b) Lab scene with camera distance 5
Figure 5.24: Rate-distortion performance of the occlusion-resilient Wyner-Ziv encoder for the
image y2.
models of correlation between real sources. The ﬁrst practical DSC schemes for jointly Gaussian
sources have been proposed only recently by Pradhan and Ramchandran who constructed the
algebraic trellis codes for the distributed coding scenario [Pra03]. Their work was inspired by the
link of DSC with channel coding that was originally established by Wyner [Wyn74]. Most of the
previous research in the DSC framework has focused on the application of DSC to low-complexity
video coding [Gir05, Pur07] and error-resilient video coding [Seh04, Gir05]. Yeo et al. [Yeo07]
have used the DSC principles for the error-resilient delivery of multi-view video in wireless camera
networks. The DSC principles have been also exploited in a camera array to achieve video decoding
that is ﬂexible with respect to the choice of a predictor [Che07]. However, only few works have
addressed the problem of distributed coding in camera networks, mainly due to the diﬃculty of
modeling the geometric correlation among distributed cameras for 3D scene representation.
The application of DSC principles in camera networks is generally based on the disparity esti-
mation between views, under epipolar constraints. Most of the solutions proposed in the literature
are built on coding with side information, which is a special case of DSC. For example, cameras
can be divided into conventional cameras that perform independent image coding, and Wyner-Ziv
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(a) yˆ2 (b) yˆ
MP
2
Figure 5.25: Room scene: Visual comparison at very low bit rate of the decoded image y2 be-
tween the (a) occlusion-resilient Wyner-Ziv coding at 0.0527bpp and PSNR = 26.47dB, and (b)
Matching Pursuit coding at 0.0519bpp and PSNR = 25.14dB.
(a) yˆ2 (b) yˆ
MP
2
Figure 5.26: Lab scene: Visual comparison at very low bit rate of the decoded image y2 between the
(a) occlusion-resilient Wyner-Ziv coding at 0.0431bpp and PSNR = 26.76dB, and (b) Matching
Pursuit coding at 0.0436bpp and PSNR = 25.92dB.
cameras that use DSC coding [Zhu03]. The Wyner-Ziv images are decoded with the help of dis-
parity estimation and interpolation from independent views. Shape adaptation is used to enhance
the side information, where the shape information is sent by the encoders. Super-resolution tech-
niques have been also applied to distributed coding in camera networks [Wag03]. Low-resolution
images from each camera are combined after registration at the joint decoder into a high-resolution
image. Image registration is performed by shape analysis and image warping with respect to the
shape transforms that are limited to simple translations and rotations. Gehrig and Dragotti have
proposed a distributed coding scheme for camera networks where the multi-view correlation is mod-
eled by relating the locations of discontinuities in the polynomial representation of image scanlines
[Geh05]. This scheme has been extended to the case of natural 2D images [Geh07,Geh09]. Among
state of the art methods, the geometric approach for distributed coding by Gehrig and Dragotti is
the closest to the work proposed in this chapter in the sense that it exploits the epipolar constraint
for the design of Slepian-Wolf code and for the joint decoding. However, they consider only trans-
lations as correlation in multiple views (shifts of the discontinuities of the piecewise polynomials),
while the correlation model in this chapter includes translations, rotations and anisotropic scaling
in a single framework.
Disparity-based solutions have also been proposed for distributed multi-view video compression.
Several works build on the advantages of distributed video coding for low complexity encoding
and distributed multi-view coding for exploiting both temporal and inter-view correlation [Fli06,
Oua06a,Guo06]. They take diﬀerent approaches for modeling the correlation among views, like
the disparity-based model [Fli06], aﬃne model [Guo06], or homography-based model [Oua06a].
Another direction for the distributed multi-view video compression is based on classical motion
compensated video encoding at each camera, while the inter-view correlation is exploited in a
distributed manner [Son07,Yan07a,Yan07b]. Song et al. have presented a transform-based DSC
method for multi-view video coding that tracks epipolar correspondences between macroblocks in
diﬀerent views [Son07]. The geometric information given by the epipolar constraint is exploited
for joint multi-view video decoding, but not for the design of the Slepian-Wolf code. Moreover,
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the Wyner-Ziv encoder has partial access to the side information (Intra macroblocks and motion
vectors), so that this scheme cannot be classiﬁed as fully distributed multi-view coding scheme.
On the other hand, a completely distributed stereo-view video coding method has been proposed
by Yang et al. [Yan07a]. Their method performs independent coding of I-frames and Wyner-Ziv
coding of P frames, where the side information is generated by fusing the disparity map with the
motion ﬁeld. However, it does not exploit the correlation among I-frames and thus the achieved
bit rates are still quite far from the Slepian-Wolf bound. This gap can be reduced by encoding
more coarsely the I-frames [Yan07b], but a lot of geometric correlation between I-frames is still left
unexploited. The work presented in this chapter is substantially diﬀerent from [Son07,Yan07b]
since it uses epipolar geometry information for the design of the Slepian-Wolf code and therefore
exploits the correlation between multi-view images in a completely distributed manner.
The common characteristic of most state of the art disparity-based distributed coding frame-
works (except [Geh07]) is the need of at least two independently encoded views in order to perform
disparity estimation for DSC decoding, which leads to high encoding rates. Moreover, the dis-
parity estimation usually requires high-resolution images, which is quite restricting in practical
camera network scenarios. The work that we propose in this chapter contributes to solving these
two main problems by eﬃciently relating the correlated data in multiple views under geometric
local transforms. This enables estimation of scene geometry and successful decoding of Wyner-Ziv
frames, even with a single reference frame that has been highly compressed. Finally, a very impor-
tant property of the proposed method is that it does not require a special camera arrangement in
a camera network, since the geometric correlation model can cope with various local transforms.
This makes the applicability of our method more generic than that of distributed coding methods
designed for camera arrays.
5.6 Conclusion
The contribution of this chapter is a novel geometry-based framework for the eﬃcient represen-
tation of 3D scenes, where camera images are approximated by a sparse expansion of prominent
geometric features. We have exploited the novel correlation model introduced in Chapter 4 in order
to pair atoms in diﬀerent images under shape and epipolar geometry constraints. The geometric
correlation model leads to the design of a distributed coding algorithm in camera networks and,
as we will see in Chapter 6, provides an estimation of the scene geometry. We have built on this
novel framework and designed an occlusion-resilient distributed coding scheme with side informa-
tion that oﬀers an eﬃcient rate-distortion representation of 3D scenes at low bit rate. Although
we have presented the DSC results for omnidirectional images (due to the context of the thesis),
the framework can be also applied for perspective images using the appropriate dictionary and the
epipolar geometry for a given camera network. Since the performance of the new DSC method
depends on the number of atom correspondences in diﬀerent views, learning the overcomplete
dictionary to contain features leading to good epipolar matching can boost the RD performance
of the DSC scheme. We will show in Chapter 7 how this dictionary learning is achieved.
Chapter 6
Coarse Scene Structure Estimation
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4 we have presented a new correlation model for multi-view images, based on sparse
image representation with geometric dictionaries. Further on, in Chapter 5 we have demonstrated
how this model can be applied for eﬃcient compression in omnidirectional camera networks. In
order to achieve good rate-distortion performance in a distributed coding scheme, we have exploited
the fundamental multi-view geometry constraint, i.e., the epipolar constraint. Hence, we have
assumed that the relative camera pose, deﬁned by the rotation matrix R and the translation
vector T, between two cameras is known. In this chapter we perform a diﬀerent task: knowing
the atoms that form sparse approximations of multi-view images, we want to estimate the camera
pose (R,T). We show that we can use the proposed multi-view correlation model to identify
corresponding pairs of features represented by sparse components, and to estimate the relative
camera pose from those features. Furthermore, such correspondences and the local transforms
between them can be exploited in order to construct a disparity map between images and to
estimate coarse depth information. Since the main scene features are captured with only few
basis vectors, camera pose and disparity map can be obtained from very coarse descriptions of
multi-view images. Such beneﬁts are quite interesting in the design of eﬃcient multi-view coding
strategies for 3D scene respresentation.
Estimation of the camera pose (R,T), or equivalently estimation of the essential matrix E =
TˆR, is a well known problem in computer vision. Typically, the camera pose estimation consists of
two phases: 1) matching of corresponding image features across two views, and 2) estimation of the
pose by ﬁtting rotation and translation parameters to the selected set of corresponding points. One
of the fundamental correspondence-based algorithms for camera pose estimation is the eight-point
algorithm [Ma 04,Har97]. It requires eight pairs of corresponding points to form a set of linear
equations from which the essential matrix is computed. The corresponding points in multiple views
are usually found by matching similar local image features, like for example the well-known SIFT
features [Low04]. SIFT features have been widely employed in many problems in computer vision,
among which are pose estimation and camera localization [Kos04,Se 01]. However, one of the main
problems in correspondence matching is dealing with gross outliers, which can make the ﬁtting
of camera parameters very imprecise. Improvement of the pose estimation can be achieved using
algorithms such as the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [Fis81]. RANSAC is an iterative
algorithm that selects randomly at each iteration a subset of data points to perform the model
ﬁtting, and then checks the accordance of other data points to the ﬁtted model. The algorithm
stops when most data points agree on the ﬁtted model. RANSAC has been successfully applied to
the camera pose estimation problem [Tor93,Tor97,Qia04,Kos04]. Since the pose estimation method
presented in this chapter recovers the matrixR and the vector T by ﬁnding atom correspondences,
it is sensitive to outliers. Therefore, we propose to complement the pose estimation method with
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the RANSAC algorithm to increase its robustness and reduce the estimation error.
Our goal in this chapter is to show that the multi-view correlation model presented in Chapter 4
inherently contains the information about the 3D structure of the scene with the local transforms
of the sparse features. The proposed framework diﬀers from the state of the art geometry esti-
mation approaches because it is based on the multi-view image representation that is beneﬁcial
both for image compression and geometry estimation. We consider the atoms as low-level visual
features that minimize the entropy of image representation and carry important information for
the estimation of the scene geometry. In that sense, our work is closer to the work of Jones and
Malik [Jon92b,Jon92a] who propose a framework for determining the stereo correspondences from
a set of oriented linear ﬁlters obtained from stereo images.
6.2 Identification of corresponding features
As we have seen in Chapter 4, given sparse representations of two correlated images capturing the
same 3D scene, i.e., y1 = ΦI1c1 and y2 = ΦI2c2, there exists a subset of atoms indexed respectively
by J1 ∈ I1 and J2 ∈ I2 that represent image projections of the same 3D features in the scene.
Due to camera displacement, these atoms are correlated by local geometric transforms Fi, as
given in Eq. (4.3). Furthermore, in Section 4.4 we have deﬁned two types of geometric constraints
that narrow the set of possible local transforms that appear in correlated multi-view images.
These are the shape similarity constraint (in Eq. (4.7)) and the epipolar geometry constraint (in
Eq. (4.10)). Other than by geometric constraints, we can relate atoms by their inner products
with the corresponding images, as given by Eq. (5.7).
The correlation model given by the local transforms that satisfy these geometric constraints
relies on the use of a structured dictionary of geometric atoms for sparse image approximation.
When the dictionary of geometric atoms is used, the correlation model carries signiﬁcant informa-
tion about the scene geometry. Namely, by identifying the transforms of the atoms in one view
into the atoms in another view, we can also identify the motion of objects in the scene resulting
from the viewpoint change. Therefore, to estimate the camera pose (R, T) we need to identify
the corresponding atoms and their transforms between two views, using the geometric correla-
tion model. However, the epipolar geometry constraint requires the knowledge of R and T and
thus cannot be used in atom matching for pose estimation. Nevertheless, we can use the shape
similarity constraint and the relation in Eq. (5.7) to ﬁnd corresponding atoms between two views.
From the found atom correspondences, we further have to extract point correspondences be-
tween views, which are necessary for evaluating the essential matrix using standard algorithms,
such as the eight-point algorithm. The easiest way to do this is to simply take atom positions
(i.e., their localization) deﬁned by their parameters τ and ν. This would lead to one point corre-
spondence for each atom correspondence. However, we can extract more point correspondences in
the local neighborhoods where the corresponding atoms have high energy. Namely, due to their
geometric nature, the pairing of atoms by local transforms oﬀers a geometrical mapping of the
local neighborhood of the observed features. This mapping is essentially the estimation of the
local disparity map that we have deﬁned in Section 4.5. Local disparity map relates a point P1
on the atom gγi in the image y1, with a point P2 on hγj in y2, such that:
z2 = R
−1
γj · ζ(Rγi · z1), (6.1)
where z1 and z2 represent respectively the Euclidean coordinates of points P1 and P2. Rγi and
Rγj are rotation matrices given by Euler angles (τi, νi, ψi) and (τj , νj , ψj), respectively, and ζ(·)
deﬁnes the grid transform due to anisotropic scaling, as given in Eq. (4.14). Finally, the local
disparity maps obtained from all pairs of atom correspondences between images y1 and y2 are
combined into a global disparity map by selecting the most conﬁdent mapping for each point z2
from diﬀerent mappings z
(i)
1 , i = 1, ..., n, deﬁned by n correspondences. The ﬁnal mapping point
z∗1 is selected as:
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where the conﬁdence wγi is deﬁned in the same way as for the symmetric epipolar distance given
in Eq. (4.15). Therefore, each point z∗1 and its disparity mapping point R
−1
γj · ζ(Rγi · z∗1) represent
a point correspondence pair. Depending on the resolution of the image and the weights wγi , we
obtain diﬀerent number of point correspondences for each atom correspondence.
6.3 Camera pose recovery
6.3.1 Eight-point algorithm
The eight point algorithm [Ma 04] is one of the fundamental methods for estimating camera pose
R, T from a set of q point correspondences (zk1 , z
k
2), k = 1, ..., q, (q > 8). It consists of three basic
steps:
1. Find an approximation of the essential matrix E = TˆR
Evaluate the nine-dimensional vectors ak = zk1⊗zk2 , where⊗ denotes the Kronecker product).
Compute the singular value decomposition of the matrix χ = [a1,a2, ...,aq]
T ∈ R9. From
the singular value decomposition χ = UχΣχV
T
χ take E
s to be the ninth column of VTχ, and
form the approximation of the essential matrix by unstacking nine elements of Es into a
square 3× 3 matrix E.
2. Project onto the essential space
Compute the singular value decomposition of the approximated matrix E to be: E =
UΣV
T = Udiag{σ1, σ2, σ3}VT, where σ1 > σ2 > σ3 > 0 and U,V ∈ SO(3). In general,
the matrix E is not in the essential space (σ1 6= σ2 and σ3 6= 0), so the ﬁnal approximation
of the essential matrix is the projection of the matrix E onto the normalized essential space,
evaluated as E = Udiag{1, 1, 0}VT.
3. Recover R,T from E



















 0 −T(3) T(2)T(3) 0 −T(1)
−T(2) T(1) 0
 .
The algorithm gives four solutions for R,T, but three of them can be eliminated by imposing the
positive depth constraint.
As described in Section 6.2 each atom correspondence gives a set of point correspondences
by disparity mapping. Disparity map from all atom correspondence pairs, obtained by Eq. (6.2),
gives a set of q point correspondences (zk1 , z
k
2), k = 1, ..., q, (q > 8). Therefore, we can estimate
the camera pose (R,T) from atom correspondences by applying the eight-point algorithm to all
point correspondences, extracted from all atom pairs between images y1 and y2. Alternatively,
we can estimate the camera pose by taking only the atom centers. This is a special case of
the proposed method when wγi(θ, ϕ) is equal to one for θ = τi, ϕ = νi and is zero elsewhere.
However, the advantage of taking more point correspondences per atom pair is that we have a
much larger number of epipolar constraints coming from the local neighborhood covered by the
matching atoms, and hence possibly a better estimate.
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6.3.2 Robust estimation with RANSAC
The estimation of camera parameters from a set of point correspondences is in essence a problem
of model ﬁtting from a set of observed data. However, ﬁtting the model parameters to all available
data can lead to large errors when data contains gross outliers. An example (from [Fis81]) where
the least squares solution to the linear ﬁtting of data containing one large outlier results in a
completely wrong estimate of the linear model is shown in Figure 6.1.
Points 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
x 0 1 2 3 3 4 10
y 0 1 2 2 3 4 2
(a)














Figure 6.1: Example of an erroneous least squares linear ﬁt due to a gross outlier [Fis81]. a) Set
of data points representing measurements of a linear model. Point 7 is a gross outlier. b) Least
square ﬁtting using all points is given with a dashed line, while the ideal model is given with a solid
line, showing the big error in the model estimation.
To make the model ﬁtting more robust to gross outliers, Fischler and Bolles [Fis81] introduced
the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm. Instead of using all available data to
estimate the parameters of the model, RANSAC uses a subset of data containing a minimal number
of points needed to perform initial model ﬁtting. Afterwards, during the iterative procedure, the
data set can be enlarged if the points are consistent with the current model estimate. Formally,
RANSAC consists of three steps:
1. Let the whole data set P contain q points, and the model to be estimated has m free
parameters (q ≫ m). RANSAC randomly selects a subset S1 of m data points from P and
estimates the initial model M1. Using the initial model M1 it then determines the subset S
∗
1
of points in P that are within some error tolerance of M1. The set S
∗
1 is called the consensus
set of S1.
2. If the number of points in S∗1 is greater than some threshold t, the algorithm computes a
new model M∗1 using all points in S
∗
1 . The threshold t is a function of the estimate of the
number of gross errors in P .
3. If the number of points in S∗1 is less than t, RANSAC randomly selects a new subset S2 and
repeats the steps 1-2. After some predetermined number of iterations, if the algorithm did
not ﬁnd a consensus set with t or more points, it either solves the model with the largest
consensus set found, or terminates in failure.
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Fischler and Bolles have suggested in [Fis81] to use the maximal number of trials l that exceed
for two or three times the standard deviation of the expected number of trials required to select






where p is the probability that any selected data point is within the error tolerance of the model.
For the selection of the threshold t there is no analytic estimate. However, if the probability
that any given data point is within the error tolerance of an incorrect model is less than 0.5, a value
of t = m+ 5 will provide less than 5% probability of matching with an incorrect model [Fis81].
RANSAC has been successfully used for the estimation of the camera pose and other problems
that involve matching features in images. In our case of atom matching, false atom correspondences
lead to point correspondences that represent gross outliers. Therefore, given a set of q identiﬁed
point correspondences using atom matching, we can randomly select eight correspondences, eval-
uate the initial camera pose using the eight point algorithm, and then follow the RANSAC steps
until a correct camera pose is estimated.
6.4 Depth estimation
In the depth estimation problem the camera poseR,T is known. Therefore, we can use the epipolar
geometry constraint in addition to the shape constraint and Eq. (5.7) to perform correspondence
matching and to identify the local transforms of objects induced by the viewpoint change. From
atom pairs, the global disparity map between images y1 and y2 is estimated as described in
Section 6.2, giving a set of q point correspondences (zk1 , z
k
2), k = 1, ..., q. The depth of the 3D
point whose projections on two spherical images are given with z1 and z2, related by the disparity
map, can be evaluated as:
ρ =
|T×Rz2|
|z1 ×Rz2| , (6.5)
where ’×’ denotes the cross product. When R,T is given as a relative pose of camera 2 with
respect to camera 1, the depth ρ is evaluated also with respect to camera 1. By computing ρ for
each pair of points (zk1 , z
k
2), k = 1, ..., q we get a depth map of the observed 3D scene.
6.5 Experimental results
6.5.1 Setup
The performance of the proposed scene geometry estimation method has been evaluated on a
simple synthetic scene and on a natural scene captured with omnidirectional cameras. The sparse
image decomposition has been obtained using the Matching Pursuit algorithm on the sphere (SMP)
with the same dictionary as for compression of omnidirectional images (built on low frequency
and high frequency generating functions given by Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.11), respectively). The
discretization of the dictionary is the same as in Section 3.4.2.
6.5.2 Disparity and depth estimation results for a synthetic 3D scene
For a simple and comprehensive illustration of the proposed scene geometry estimation method
based on sparse image decomposition, we ﬁrst observe the simple synthetic Shapes scene (see
Section 4.6). The original images are shown in Figures 6.2(a) and (b) (unwrapped) and the
approximated images are shown in Figures 6.2(c) and (d), using six atoms per image. Three
pairs of atoms in two decompositions have been recognized as correspondences, where each of the
atoms corresponds to one of the objects. Using the transforms of only these three atoms, the
disparity map has been estimated and applied to the image y1 to reconstruct an approximation
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.2: Original synthetic images: a) y1, b) y2. Approximated synthetic images: c) y˜1, with
3 atoms, d) y˜2 with 6 atoms.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.3: a) Estimation of y2 from y1, using the disparity map: yˆ2; b) y1 − y2; c) yˆ2 − y2.
of the image y2, as shown in Figure 6.3(a). Disparity maps from diﬀerent atom pairs have been
combined in a global disparity map as described in Section 6.2. This simple example shows that
we can obtain a good estimate of the disparity between two images of the same scene, in using
only coarse approximations of the original images (shown in Figures 6.2(c) and (d)). Figure 6.3(b)
displays the diﬀerence between the two original images, while the Figure 6.3(c) shows the diﬀerence
between the original and reconstructed image y2. The range of values for both images is [-1,1].
We can observe that many high valued errors (white and black pixels) are removed or reduced by
applying the disparity map as shown in Figure 6.3a). Therefore, the disparity map captures the
transforms of the three objects.
In order to show that we can also extract object depths for the observed scene only from the
three obtained transforms, we have evaluated the mean distance from each of the objects to the
camera 1 based on the obtained disparity map, when the relative camera pose (R,T) is known.
The results are shown in Table 6.1, where the estimated distances are compared with the original
distances of objects. The estimated distances are measured at pixels on the spherical image that
correspond to centers of the three MP atoms. We can see that the depths to the cube and the
cone are well estimated, while the distance to the sphere is quite erroneous (probably due to its
large size).
Table 6.1: Comparison of estimated depths with the ground truth for the simple scene.
Object Ground truth distance Mean estimated distance Estimation error
Sphere 1.0 1.54 54%
Cube 2.0 2.29 14.5%
Cone 1.7 1.82 7%
6.5.3 Disparity and camera pose estimation results for a natural scene
The natural Lab scene images shown in Figure 6.4 have been decomposed with the SMP algo-
rithm. The omnidirectional cameras have been placed in a line (no rotation, same altitude) where
successive images are denoted y3, y1 and y2. The proposed method is used to recover camera pose
between camera images y3 and y2. The threshold s on the coherence in Eq. (4.6) is set to s = 0.4
to capture as many correspondences as possible and thus get more accurate results. For each
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y3 y1 y2
Figure 6.4: Lab images.
atom, the correspondences are sought in the neighborhood of the solid angle π/4. The camera
pose (R,T) is recovered from 18 correspondences, as described in the Sec. 6.3. Due to the camera
placement in a line, the rotation matrix between them should be equal to the identity matrix and
the translation vector to [1 0 0]
T
, in the ideal case. With the proposed method, we obtain the
following result for the rotation matrix:
R =
 1.0000 0.0000 −0.0015−0.0002 0.9914 −0.1307
0.0015 0.1307 0.9914

and translation vector: T = [0.9909 − 0.1322 − 0.0252]T. Therefore, R and T have been recov-
ered with a small error with respect to the ground truth values.
The unwrapped original natural images of the Lab scene are presented in Figure 6.5. Figure 6.6
shows the reconstructed image y2 obtained by disparity mapping from images y3 and y1. This is
performed by ﬁrst identifying two sets of atom correspondences: atom pairs between images y3
and y2, and atom pairs between y1 and y2. Then, for each pixel z2 in y2 we ﬁnd its corresponding
pixel either in y3 or y1. For this, we use Eq. (6.2) where z1 and γi can be from both sets of
corresponding atom pairs, i.e., from both reference images y3 and y1. The reconstructed image yˆ2
is then obtained by taking for each pixel the value of its corresponding pixel in y3 or y1. For the
disparity mapping, we have used s = 0.9 in order to have a consistent and smooth disparity map.
The diﬀerences between the images y2 and reference images y3 and y1 are shown in Figure 6.7(a)
and (b) respectively, with the range of [0, 1], where 1 (white) means no error. Figure 6.7(c)
illustrates the diﬀerence between the original image y2 and its reconstruction with the proposed
disparity mapping. For a quantitative comparison of the three residual images, we evaluate their
energies. The ﬁrst residual y3− y2 carries the highest energy of 89.2, followed by the y1 − y2 with
the energy 77, while the residue after disparity mapping with the proposed scheme resulted in the
lowest energy of 49.7, conﬁrming the beneﬁts of our method. Once again, we can see that the
obtained disparity map succeeds in compensating the movements and transforms of objects in the
scene, which can be advantageously used for the camera pose estimation, especially for low bit
rate applications.
6.5.4 Improving camera pose estimation results with RANSAC
Finally, we have tested the camera pose estimation using atom matching on a larger set of omnidi-
rectional images with diﬀerent translation vectors. We have used our database "Mede", described
in Section 4.6. Besides multiple views obtained by camera rotation, the database contains also
some images taken from camera positions that include both translation and rotation. However,
since the ground truth values of the exact rotation are not available, we use these images only for
the purpose of evaluating the robustness of translation estimation to diﬀerent camera rotations.
We have used the images only from the ﬁrst set in the database, since the second set is similar.
As mentioned in Section 4.6, the images were mapped to spherical images of resolution 2B = 256.
We have used the same generating function for the dictionary design as in the previous exper-
iments. However, due to the higher image resolution and smaller objects, the scales are uniformly
distributed on a logarithmic scale, from 2 to 2B/16 for Gaussian atoms and from 4 to 2B/2 for
edge-like atoms. We have excluded the biggest atoms from the dictionary as they are rare to




Figure 6.5: Unwrapped Lab images (128× 128): a) y3; b) y1; c) y2.




Figure 6.7: Diﬀerences between: a) y3 and y2, energy: 89.2; b) y1 and y2, energy: 77.0; c) yˆ2
and y2, energy: 49.7.
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appear, and they increase the computing time of MP. The rotation parameter ψ has been sam-
pled from 0 to 2π with 256 diﬀerent orientations. Images have been decomposed in 10 Gaussian
atoms and 40 edge-like atoms. The atom matching has been performed using the shape similar-
ity constraint (s = 0.6) and coeﬃcient similarity. The correspondences have been sought in a
neighborhood of π/4, as in previous experiments on the Lab images.
To see the inﬂuence of the local atom transforms on the pose estimation, we have performed
the pose estimation in two cases: 1) when more point correspondences are used for each atom (as
explained in Section 6.2), and 2) when only atom centers are used. In the ﬁrst case, we use all
points in the image where the selected atom has more than 90% of its highest value, i.e., when
wγi = 0 for gγi/max(gγi) < 0.9. Those points basically lie close to the geometrical component
represented by the atom and have probable epipolar matching. In the second correspondence set,
we have used only atom centers as point correspondences, to investigate the correctness of the
feature localization obtained by extracting atoms. Camera pose has been estimated for each of
these two sets independently using the eight-point algorithm.
We have measured the Euclidean error of the estimated translation vector with respect to the
ground truth. To illustrate how the value of the Euclidean error relates to the estimated and the
target translation vectors, we give in Table 6.2 some random examples of target vectors, estimated
vectors and errors between them. We can see that for the errors higher than 0.2 the direction of
the camera movement cannot be determined.
Table 6.2: The Euclidean error values for randomly chosen examples of the estimated and the
target translation vectors. The table illustrates that for error values of 0.2 and above, the estimated
translation vector cannot reliably point to the direction of the camera movement.
Target TT Estimated TT Error
[1 0 0] [0.999 0.025 0.036] 0.002
[1 0 0] [0.990 0.081 0.115] 0.020
[1 0 0] [0.980 0.114 0.162] 0.040
[1 0 0] [0.900 0.251 0.355] 0.200
[1 0 0] [0.800 0.346 0.489] 0.400
[0.707 0 0.707] [0.706 0.053 0.706] 0.003
[0.707 0 0.707] [0.702 0.145 0.697] 0.021
[0.707 0 0.707] [0.682 0.263 0.682] 0.070
[0.707 0 0.707] [0.617 0.432 0.657] 0.198
First two rows in Table 6.3 give the Euclidean error of the estimated translation vector for ﬁve
diﬀerent values of the target vector T. We have used the camera pairs without rotation, i.e., when
R = I. Error e(T) refers to the error when the set with more points per atom has been used, while
ec(T) is the error when only atoms centers have been used for the pose estimation. We can see
that taking only atom centers gives better estimates of T in most of the cases. The fact that taking
more points per atom to perform pose estimation can deteriorate the estimation performance might
indicate that the shape of the atoms is not optimized for the task of correspondence matching.
Learning the atoms that give good epipolar matching and image approximation performance is
studied in the Chapter 7 of this thesis. The worst estimate of T has been found in the case of
the target matrix T = [1 1 0]
T
, since the camera movement along two axis represents a more
diﬃcult case for pose estimation.
Afterwards, RANSAC has been applied to reﬁne the results. The total number of trials has
been computed as in Eq. (6.4), with p = 0.45. The error tolerance has been set as the mean
absolute error obtained when using eight-point method for all the points. The size of the acceptable
consensus set t has been chosen to be 80% of the total number of correspondences. The errors of
translation estimation after reﬁnement with RANSAC are shown on the last two rows in Table 6.3,
where er(T) is the error for the correspondence set with more points per atoms, and ecr(T) is the
error when only atom centers are used for estimation.
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From Table 6.3 we see that applying RANSAC can sometimes lead to worse results than
without RANSAC, especially in the case when more point correspondences are used per atom.
This is probably due to the fact that these correspondences are erroneous (since the atom shape
is not optimized) and hence make RANSAC converge to the wrong estimate. However, applying
RANSAC on correspondence sets with only atom centers gives the best and the most reliable
estimates of the direction of camera movement in most of the cases. It even gives a very good
estimate of the target translation along both x and y axis.
Table 6.3: Translation estimation errors for the "Mede" database, for pose estimation using atom
matching and RANSAC.
Target matrices T = [100]
T
T = [−100]T T = [010]T T = [010]T T = [110]T
R = I R = I R = I R = I R = I
e(T) 0.0827 0.0052 0.2756 0.2756 1.6808
ec(T) 0.4479 0.0041 0.0936 0.0936 0.6334
er(T) 0.0461 1.6823 1.5078 1.9792 1.8631
ecr(T) 0.1001 0.0151 0.0477 0.8273 0.0327
Finally, we study the inﬂuence of rotation between cameras on translation estimation. Given
the images from two cameras with relative rotation R and translation T, we show in Table 6.4
the estimation error only for the translation vector. Since we do not have the ground truth for R,
we do not report the estimates and error of rotation estimation. The goal of this experiment is
to see if our translation estimation algorithm is robust to camera rotations. The errors are given
in Table 6.4, showing similar performance as in the previous experiments with R = I. Namely,
performing RANSAC on atom centers gives the best and the most reliable estimates, which are
not aﬀected by the camera rotation.
Table 6.4: Translation estimation errors for the "Mede" database when images are rotated for an
arbitrary angle between 10 and 30 degrees, for pose estimation using atom matching and RANSAC.
Target matrices T = [100]T T = [010]T T = [110]T
R = R1 R = R2 R = R3
e(T) 1.8188 0.1971 1.9783
ec(T) 1.6054 0.0771 1.5955
er(T) 1.6073 0.2140 0.1143
ecr(T) 0.0841 0.0572 0.0790
6.6 Conclusion
The contribution of this chapter is the application of the multi-view correlation model proposed
in Chapter 4 to a problem of estimating the disparity map and camera pose from very coarse
multi-view image descriptions. We have shown that the use of structured dictionaries for sparse
decompositions enables pairing corresponding features among views and leads to good estimation
of the disparity map and the camera pose. Additionally, we have included the RANSAC algorithm
in camera pose estimation to improve its robustness to false correspondence matching. However,
we have seen that the beneﬁts of local transforms are not fully exploited in the camera pose
estimation because the atoms are not optimized for epipolar matching. In the next chapter,
we propose a dictionary learning algorithm that results in the dictionaries optimized for both
approximation and epipolar matching. We will see in Chapter 7 that such learning can improve
the pose estimation proposed in this chapter.
Chapter 7
Learning of Stereo Visual
Dictionaries
7.1 Introduction
In previous chapters of this thesis we have proposed a multi-view image model based on sparse
image approximations with overcomplete dictionaries of atoms. Each image is approximated by
a linear combination of meaningful geometric features that represent the visual information of
the scene. The multi-view model in Chapter 4 relates atoms across views with a local geometric
transform that satisﬁes the multi-view geometry constraints. It leads to a compact multi-view
image representation from which the 3D information is easily extractable, and which is addition-
ally highly compressible. In Chapter 4 we have shown how the new model is beneﬁcial for the
compression of multi-view images in a distributed setting, while Chapter 6 demonstrated its appli-
cation to camera pose estimation. Although in both applications the choice of discrete dictionary
parameters was empirical, the method has shown good performance. Certainly, one would expect
to obtain improved performance by optimizing the dictionary parameters for the particular case
of multi-view image representation.
This chapter targets the problem of learning a dictionary adapted to the multi-view image rep-
resentation model, where transforms between atoms satisfy the multi-view geometry constraints.
Dictionary learning for overcomplete signal representations has become an extremely active area of
research in the last few years. Researchers have realized that adapting the dictionary to a speciﬁc
task or imposing a certain structure to the dictionary can yield signiﬁcant performance improve-
ment in target applications. Even though there has been recently a great amount of research
done in the domain of dictionary learning for single images, there has been no work targeting the
problem of learning stereo overcomplete dictionaries. A related problem of learning the receptive
ﬁelds of binocular cells and the disparity tuning curves has been however investigated in the neu-
roscience research domain. Hoyer and Hyvärinen have applied independent component analysis
(ICA) to learn the orthogonal basis of stereo images [Hoy00]. In their model, each stereo pair is a
linear combination of stereo basis functions, which are composed of a left and a right component.
Their algorithm resulted in Gabor-like basis functions tuned to diﬀerent disparities. Okajima has
proposed an Infomax learning approach, where the binocular receptive ﬁelds are learned by max-
imizing the mutual information between the stereo image model and the disparity [Oka04]. They
have obtained results similar to Hoyer and Hyvärinen. The stereo dictionary learning method that
we propose in this chapter diﬀers from these state of the art methods for learning stereo basis
functions in few aspects. First, we assume a sparse stereo image model and learn overcomplete
dictionaries. Moreover, our method learns atoms from stereo image pairs while simultaneously
performing the disparity estimation of the learned image features. The disparity estimation is in-
cluded in the probabilistic model of stereo images, thus removing the need for disparity estimation
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as the preprocessing step. Finally, the stereo learning methods of Hoyer and Hyvärinen [Hoy00]
and Okajima [Oka04] have been designed for the purpose of studying the receptive ﬁelds of binoc-
ular cells and the disparity tuning characteristics. However, the main target of the work presented
in this chapter is to design stereo dictionaries that have the optimal properties for both image
approximation and disparity or 3D scene structure estimation. To the best of our knowledge, such
a problem has never been studied in the past.
We focus on the problem of two views and develop a maximum likelihood (ML) method for
learning dictionaries that lead to improved image approximation under the sparsity prior. At
the same time, the learned atoms give better multi-view geometry estimation from sparse image
approximations. Our method builds upon the ML method for learning overcomplete dictionaries
from natural monocular images, introduced by Olshausen and Field [Ols97,Ols96]. We propose
an approach to stereo dictionary learning that includes the epipolar geometry in the probabilistic
modeling, and hence matches the corresponding atoms within the learning process itself. The
experimental results show that learning the scales of dictionary atoms for representing stereo om-
nidirectional images has signiﬁcant beneﬁts for the camera pose recovery and for the epipolar
atom matching in distributed multi-view image representation. The novel stereo dictionary learn-
ing method has many other potential applications, such as the problem of modeling binocular cells
in the primary visual cortex.
7.2 Preliminaries
7.2.1 Stereo image model
Developing the maximum likelihood dictionary learning method for stereo images requires ﬁrst a
deﬁnition of the stereo image model. We use our multi-view image model deﬁned in Eq. (4.2),
and consider two images: left image yL and right image yR, which have sparse representations in
dictionaries Φ and Ψ, respectively. In general, we consider those dictionaries as diﬀerent, but they
can also be equivalent in special cases. The images are approximated by sparse decompositions of
m atoms up to an approximation error, i.e.:




yR = Ψb =
m∑
k=1
brkψrk + eR, (7.1)
where L = {lk},R = {rk}, k = 1, ...,m label the sets of atoms that participate in the sparse
decompositions of yL and yR, respectively. In other words, {lk}, {rk}, k = 1, ...,m denote the
atoms for which alk 6= 0 and brk 6= 0. Vectors a and b denote the vectors of sparse coeﬃcients for
the left and the right image, respectively. This model is a special case of the model in Eq. (4.2)
when both stereo images are m-sparse, i.e., composed of m atoms. The motivation behind this
model is that left and right images record the visual information from the same 3D environment
and typically contain the image projections of the same 3D scene features. Hence, the number of
sparse components will be approximately the same. We have also introduced a diﬀerent notation in
order to distinguish between the parameters of the left view and the parameters of the right view.
As shown in Chapter 4, if the dictionary consists of localized and oriented atoms that represent
well the edges, we can say that stereo images contain similar atoms that are locally transformed.




brkψrk + eR =
m∑
k=1
brkFlkrk(φlk) + eR, (7.2)
where Flkrk(·) denotes the transform of an atom φlk in yL to an atom ψrk in yR, and it diﬀers for
each k = 1, ...,m. This correlation model is a special case of the model given in Eq. (4.3) when
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the second summation in Eq. (4.3), representing the occlusions, is equal to zero. Since they do
not participate in stereo matching, occlusions should not be considered for the learning of stereo
dictionaries. Therefore, we assume in Eq. (7.2) that the occlusions in the scene are not dominant
and that they can be included in the approximation errors eR and eL. As discussed in Chapter 4,
object and atom transforms arising from the change of viewpoint can be usually captured using a
structured parametric dictionary. We deﬁne our dictionaries Φ and Ψ as structured dictionaries
built on the same generating function g, but using diﬀerent sets of parameters: ΓL for Φ, and ΓR





l ∈ ΓL, for l = 1, ..., N, (7.3)
ψr ≡ gγ(R)r , γ
(R)
r ∈ ΓR, for r = 1, ..., N. (7.4)
Using this notation, the transform Flr of an atom φl in the left image to an atom φr in the right

























, as described in Section 4.3, and K is a normalization factor. Vector v
denotes the coordinates of yL and u denotes the coordinates obtained by transforming v with
a linear transform Qlr. As explained in Section 2.1.3, a linear transform Q is deﬁned by atom
parameters γ. Since the transform of one atom into another one in the structured dictionary






The transforms Flkrk , k = 1, ...,m, which relate the atoms in the left and the right view, satisfy
the multi-view geometry constraint given by the epipolar constraint. In Section 4.5 we have deﬁned
the symmetric epipolar atom distance as a measure of epipolar matching between two atoms linked
by a local transform. However, due to the computational complexity of evaluating this distance,
we have chosen to use a simpler epipolar measure, presented in the next section.
7.2.2 Epipolar distance measure
The epipolar constraint gives a geometric relation between 3D points and their image projections,
as explained in Chapter 2. Consider now that a point on the left image, given by the coordinates
v, and a point on the right image, u, represent image projections of the same 3D point p from
two camera positions with relative pose (R,T). R ∈ SO(3) is the relative orientation between
cameras and T ∈ R3 is their relative position. The epipolar geometry constraint is then:
u
T
TˆRv = 0. (7.6)
The matrix Tˆ is obtained by representing the cross product of T with Rx1 as a matrix multi-
plication, as deﬁned in Section 2.2.1. In the case when point v lies on the atom φl, as shown in
Figure 7.1, our goal is to seek for a transform Flr (and equivalently for Qlr) such that u = Qlr(v).




TˆRv = 0. (7.7)
The epipolar constraint is rarely satisﬁed exactly, due to discrete spatial sampling of images, and




TˆRv+ εl = dL + εl. (7.8)
Moreover, when there is uncertainty in epipolar geometry estimation, the epipolar measure is
not symmetric. A diﬀerent value is obtained when reversing the transform and considering the
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Figure 7.1: Epipolar geometry between stereo atoms.
epipolar constraint when point u on the second image is transformed into a point v = Q−1lr (u) on















7.3 Maximum likelihood dictionary learning from natural
images
In order to develop a stereo dictionary learning method, we will build upon the unsupervised
learning of the overcomplete dictionary introduced by Olshausen and Field [Ols97,Ols96]. We
ﬁrst brieﬂy overview their method, and then extend it to the dictionary learning for stereo images
in the next section.
The work of Olshausen and Field was the earliest work addressing the problem of learning
overcomplete dictionaries for image representation. They have developed a maximum likelihood
(ML) dictionary learning method from natural images under the sparse coding assumption. The
goal of their work was to give evidence that coding in the primary visual area V1 in the human
cortex probably follows the sparse image representation model, using a dictionary of localized,
oriented and bandpass atoms corresponding to the receptive ﬁelds of simple cells in V1. Their
method is based on the maximum likelihood estimation of dictionary elements, given a sparse
linear image model:




where y denotes an image and a is a vector of coeﬃcients. Columns of the matrix Φ are atoms φk
from a redundant dictionary D = {φk}, k = 1, ...,M . Note here that this generative image model
is a linear combination of all atoms in the dictionary, and image representation will be sparse
only if a small number of coeﬃcients ak are signiﬁcant. The dictionary learning is performed by
minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the probability distribution of natural
images arising from the image model y = Φa (given by the conditional probability P (y|Φ)), and







Since P ∗(y) is constant, minimizing the KL divergence is equivalent to maximizing the log-
likelihood logP (y|Φ) that a set of natural images y arises from an overcomplete set of functions
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logP (y|Φ)〉, where y = Φa. (7.14)
Under the given sparse image model in Eq. (7.12), the probability P (y|Φ) can be evaluated by




P (y|a,Φ)P (a)da. (7.15)
The probability that image y arises from a given realization of coeﬃcients a and the dictionary
Φ, denoted as P (y|a,Φ), is simply modeled by the distribution of the noise that expresses the
uncertainty of the imaging process. This noise η is considered to be additive and the image model
becomes: y = Φa+ η. Olshausen and Field have modeled P (y|a,Φ) as white Gaussian noise with
variance σ2I , obtaining:










where ‖ · ‖2 denotes the l2 norm, and zI is a normalization factor.
The hypothesis on sparse structure of the coeﬃcient vector a is introduced by modeling the
prior distribution on coeﬃcients P (a) with a distribution that is highly peaked at zero and heavy
tailed. This encourages sparsity since only a small number of coeﬃcients have values signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent from zero. The distribution P (a) is chosen to be factorial in ai, i.e., P (a) =
∏
i P (ai),
thus assuming that the coeﬃcients are independent of each other [Ols97]. The distribution of the




exp (−δS(ai)) , (7.17)
where S(ai) deﬁnes the shape of the heavy tailed and zero peaked distribution, and δ controls its
steepness. The factor zδ is the normalization factor. Choosing the prior distribution of a to be
tightly peaked at zero further permits us to approximate the integral in Eq. (7.15) only by its value






logP (y|a,Φ)P (a)〉. (7.18)







where the energy function is:




and λ = 2σ2Nδ.
The casted optimization problem can be solved by iterating between two steps. In the ﬁrst
step, Φ is kept constant and the energy function is minimized with respect to the coeﬃcient vector
a by ﬁnding the equilibrium solution of the diﬀerential equation over a using a neural network.
The second step keeps the obtained coeﬃcients a constant, while performing the gradient descent
on Φ to minimize the energy E(y, a|Φ). Therefore, the algorithm iterates between the sparse
coding and the dictionary learning steps until convergence. Another way to observe this maximum
likelihood learning is through the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm, where images y are
observed variables, a represent hidden or latent variables, and Φ are parameters [Cul07]. Instead
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of maximizing directly logP (y|Φ) = log ∫ P (y, a|Φ)da, which is not computationally feasible, EM




q(a|y) log P (y, a|Φ)
q(a|y) da. (7.21)
EM iterates between two steps: Expectation (E) and Maximization (M). In the E step of iteration
t, L(q,Φ(t)) is maximized over the distribution q(a|y) when parametersΦ are ﬁxed. When the dis-
tribution P (a|y,Φ(t)) is taken as an estimate of q(t+1)(a|y), L(q,Φ) (and equivalently logP (y|Φ))
is maximized (see lemma 1 and lemma 2 in [Nea98]). Maximizing L(q,Φ) over q involves, however,
evaluating the expectation of logP (a, y|Φ(t)) over q, which means integrating over a. Neverthe-
less, if we use the same assumption that P (a, y|Φ(t)) can be approximated by its sample at the




P (a|y,Φ(t)) = argmax
a
P (y|a,Φ(t))P (a) = argmin
a
E(y, a|Φ(t)). (7.22)
In the M step, L(q,Φ) is maximized with respect to Φ, using the a(t) obtained in the E step.






logP (y|a(t+1),Φ) = argmin
Φ
E(y, a(t+1)|Φ). (7.23)
Therefore, the EM algorithm with the sampling of P (a|y,Φ) at maximum point is equivalent to
the iterative minimization of the energy function in the ML-based dictionary learning. The E step
is essentially the inference (or sparse coding) step, while the M step corresponds to the learning
step.
7.4 Maximum-likelihood learning of stereo dictionaries
7.4.1 Problem formulation
Following the similar approach as Olshausen and Field, we formulate the probabilistic framework
for the maximum likelihood learning of overcomplete dictionaries Φ,Ψ that are used to represent
stereo images yL and yR, respectively. We want to deﬁne the likelihood that stereo images captured
by two cameras with a relative pose (R,T) arise from a set of atom pairs related by geometric
transforms, under the sparsity prior. In other words, we want to learn the dictionaries Φ and Ψ
simultaneously. In order to infer what types of atoms are usually present in stereo (or multi-view)
images, we need to maximize the probability that the observed stereo images yL and yR arise
from dictionaries Φ and Ψ under a sparsity prior, and that the epipolar constraint between all
corresponding points on yL and yR is equal to zero, i.e., D = 0. The epipolar geometry constraint is
introduced in the probabilistic model in order to maximize the probability that the selected stereo






logP (yL, yR, D = 0|Φ,Ψ)〉. (7.24)
Marginalizing over a and b we have that:
P (yL, yR, D = 0|Φ,Ψ) =
∫
a,b
P (yL, yR, D = 0|a,b,Φ,Ψ)P (a,b|Φ,Ψ)dadb. (7.25)
7.4.2 Distribution of coefficient vectors a and b
We ﬁrst need to deﬁne the joint distribution of coeﬃcients a and b, given dictionaries Φ and Ψ,
denoted as P (a,b|Φ,Ψ). Let us assume that:
∀k and ∀v s.t. φlk(v) 6= 0, ⇒ yL(v) = yR(Qlkrk(v)) = yR(u), (7.26)
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where u = Qlkrk(v). This means that if the transform Qlkrk maps a pixel at position v on image
yL into a pixel at position u on image yR, then those pixels have the same intensity. In other
words, we assume that pixels keep their intensity values under the local transforms induced by
the viewpoint change. This assumption holds in multi-view images when the scene is assumed to
be Lambertian, and when atom transforms correctly represent the local object transforms. Under
the assumption given in Eq. (7.26), we can use the Lemma A.1.1 to show that for an arbitrary





where Jlkrk = |∂u∂v | = |
∂Qlkrk (v)
∂v | is the Jacobian determinant, or just simply called the Jacobian,
of the linear transform Qlkrk . Using the sparse image model and Lemma A.1.1 we can obtain the
following probabilities:











where zb is the normalization factor and σb is the standard deviation of the zero-mean Gaussian
noise that models the diﬀerence between br and al/
√
Jlr. The detailed derivation of Eq. (7.28) is
given in Appendix A.2.
The joint distribution of coeﬃcients al, br given atoms φl, ψr can be decomposed in two ways:
P (al, br|φl, ψr) = P (br|al, φl, ψr)P (al), (7.29)
P (al, br|φl, ψr) = P (al|br, φl, ψr)P (br), (7.30)
where we assume that priors on coeﬃcients in each image P (al) and P (br) are independent of
the atoms. Although in reality the distribution of the coeﬃcients would depend on an arbitrarily
chosen dictionary, imposing the independence of the coeﬃcients with respect to the dictionary
during learning would actually lead to inferring a dictionary that gives the same prior distribution
of coeﬃcients for all types of images. In other words, when the prior of coeﬃcients is tightly picked
at zero, the learning would lead to a universal dictionary in which all natural images have sparse
decompositions.
For modeling the priors on coeﬃcients, we will not take the same approach as Olshausen
and Field, who have modeled this distribution as continuous and peaked at zero. Instead, we
assume that the coeﬃcients al and br are drawn from a Bernoulli distribution over the activity of
coeﬃcients I(al) and I(br), where I denotes the indicator function. These distributions are:
P (al) =
{
p if I(al) = 1;
q if I(al) = 0.
P (br) =
{
p if I(br) = 1;
q if I(br) = 0.
Choosing p≪ q will introduce the sparsity assumption on the coeﬃcients, saying that it is much
more probable that the coeﬃcient takes the value zero, than a value greater than zero. Let M










P (br) = p
m(1− p)(M−m). (7.32)
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Let us now give a parametric form for p as 1/(1+e1/λ), where reducing the value of λ will increase
the level of "sparseness" of coeﬃcients. The coeﬃcients al and br for l, r = 1, ..,M are i.i.d., and
we have then:
P (a) = (
e1/λ
1 + e1/λ








P (b) = (
e1/λ
1 + e1/λ








where ‖ · ‖0 denotes the l0 norm. By multiplying Eq. (7.29) and Eq. (7.30) and taking the square
root we get:
P (al, br|φl, ψr) =
√
P (br|al, φl, ψr)P (al|br, φl, ψr)P (al)P (br). (7.35)
We further assume that pairs of coeﬃcients (al, br) are independent, which is usually the case













P (br|al, φl, ψr)P (al|br, φl, ψr)P (al)P (br).
(7.36)
Finally, we obtain from Eq. (7.28) and Eq. (7.33):





















Having evaluated the probability P (a,b|Φ,Ψ), we can now go back to the likelihood in
Eq. (7.25). We can approximate the probability P (a,b|Φ,Ψ) by its value at the maximum, since
it is a product of a zero-mean Gaussian distribution and a discrete distribution tightly peaked at
zero. Eq. (7.25) then becomes:
P (yL, yR, D = 0|Φ,Ψ)≈P (yL, yR, D = 0|a,b,Φ,Ψ)P (a,b|Φ,Ψ) (7.38)
=P (yL, yR|D = 0,a,b,Φ,Ψ)P (D = 0|a,b,Φ,Ψ)P (a,b|Φ,Ψ)(7.39)
=P (yL, yR|a,b,Φ,Ψ)P (D = 0|a,b,Φ,Ψ)P (a,b|Φ,Ψ), (7.40)
where Eq. (7.39) follows from the chain rule, and Eq. (7.40) holds since D = 0 does not bring
more information to yL, yR than Φ,Ψ. To evaluate our likelihood function, we next need to ﬁnd
the probability that the epipolar constraint D is equal to zero given the stereo image model in
Eq. (7.2), i.e., we need to ﬁnd P (D = 0|a,b,Φ,Ψ).
7.4.3 Probability of epipolar matching of atoms
The epipolar matching of two points on the left image and the right image, which are the projec-
tions of the same point in the 3D space, is derived in Section 7.2.2 for the considered stereo image
model. The estimation of the epipolar constraints del and der is erroneous, and we assume that
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where zdl and zdr are the normalization factors. Equivalently, we can deﬁne the conditional
probability of the random variables del and der, given a pair of points v, u and atoms φl, ψr as:


















Although atoms φl and ψr do not appear explicitly in functions dL and dR, they are implicitly there




r , which respectively deﬁne atoms
φl = gγ(L)
l
and ψr = gγ(R)r
. Since we want to ﬁnd the probability that two atoms satisfy the epipolar
constraint, we are interested in the probability of a particular realization of random variables
del and der when they are simultaneously equal to zero. Therefore, we deﬁne the conditional
probability of dL = 0, dR = 0, given v,u, φl, ψr as:



















Further on, we deﬁne the conditional probability that del = 0 and der = 0 for all pairs
of pixels that are given by a transform between two corresponding atoms, i.e., for all vi,ui,
i = 1, ..., q. Let Dlr denote the event when d
(i)
el = 0 and d
(i)





L + εl = [Qlr(vi)]
T








TˆRui + εr. If we assume
that estimation of the epipolar distance for each pixel pair i is done independently of the others,
we have that:





el = 0, d
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r permits us to put more importance on the epipolar constraint for points that are closer
to the geometric discontinuity represented by the atom, where estimation of the epipolar constraint
is more reliable. For the ease of notation, we have replaced the summation over i in Eq. (7.48)




r of the stereo atom pair. Finally, the
probability of epipolar matching for the stereo image pair is the product of probabilities of epipolar
matching for pairs of active atoms. The active atoms participate in sparse decompositions of the
left and the right image with their respective coeﬃcients al and br, which are diﬀerent from zero.
Then, we can model the probability P (D = 0|a,b,Φ,Ψ) as:










I(al)I(br)DE(γ(L)l , γ(R)r )
)
. (7.50)
7.4.4 The energy function
At this point, we have deﬁned all components of the objective maximum likelihood function in
Eq. (7.39), except P (yL, yR|a,b,Φ,Ψ). This probability can be modeled by a Gaussian white
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noise:






(‖yL −Φa‖22 + ‖yR −Ψb‖22)
)
, (7.51)
where we have used the fact that the sum of two zero-mean Gaussian random variables is also
a zero-mean Gaussian random variable. We can now rewrite the maximum likelihood transform






(logP (yL, yR|a,b,Φ,Ψ)P (D = 0|a,b,Φ,Ψ)P (a,b|Φ,Ψ))
]
. (7.52)





E(yL, yR, D = 0,a,b|Φ,Ψ)〉, (7.53)
where E denotes the energy function given as:
E(yL, yR, D = 0,a,b|Φ,Ψ) = 1
2σ2I





















(‖a‖0 + ‖b‖0). (7.56)
The energy function thus consists of four main summation terms:
1. the data ﬁdelity term, expressed by the energy of the approximation error after sparse
approximation of images yL and yR,
2. the epipolar constraint term, measuring the epipolar matching of atoms in sparse decompo-
sitions of a stereo image pair,
3. the coeﬃcient similarity term, measuring the correlation of coeﬃcients of stereo atom pairs
under a local transform,
4. the sparsity term, expressing the degree of sparsity of a stereo image pair.
We can see that the ﬁrst three terms depend on the choice of dictionaries Φ and Ψ, while the last
term depends only on the coeﬃcient vectors a and b. Therefore, we group the ﬁrst three terms
into a function f(yL, yR,a,b,Φ,Ψ) and express the energy function as:
E(yL, yR, D = 0,a,b|Φ,Ψ) = f(yL, yR,a,b,Φ,Ψ) + 1
2λ
(‖a‖0 + ‖b‖0). (7.57)













7.5 Energy minimization by Expectation-Maximization
As explained in Section 7.3, we can solve the optimization problem in Eq. (7.58) in two iterative
steps: 1) minimization of the energy function with respect to coeﬃcients, while keeping the atoms
ﬁxed (inference); and 2) minimization of the energy with respect to atoms, when the coeﬃcients
are taken from the previous step (learning).
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7.5.1 Minimization with respect to coefficients






(‖a‖0 + ‖b‖0). (7.59)
We can see that this problem is similar to the constrained sparse approximation problem in
Eq. (2.4) when casted as an unconstrained problem, where 12λ is a trade-oﬀ parameter between
minimizing the energy in f and the sparsity of coeﬃcient vectors a and b. Since ﬁnding the
global minimum of such a problem is NP-hard [Nat95], we will use a greedy approach to ﬁnd
a locally optimal solution. Although they are not guaranteed to ﬁnd the sparsest solution for
the problem, greedy algorithms have performed quite well in practice, giving high residue energy
decay rate [Mal93, Fig06, Fro00]. The particular advantage of using a greedy approach here is
that it leads to a signal approximation with a small set of coeﬃcient diﬀerent from zero. This is
necessary in our multi-view framework due to the component of the energy function related to the
epipolar constraint, which includes the indicator function of coeﬃcients. Sparse approximation
methods that minimize the l1 norm can also be applied using a diﬀerent prior on the coeﬃcients.
However, the computational complexity would be much higher because these methods result in
many coeﬃcients that are close to zero, but not exactly zero. Other possibility that can be
envisaged in the future is to implement the sparse decomposition step using hard thresholding in
the locally competitive algorithm, which thresholds insigniﬁcant coeﬃcients to zero [Roz08].
We propose a greedy algorithm that chooses at each iteration k the pair of atoms φlk , ψrk that
give the minimal value of the function:
























r are the residues of the left and right images respectively, after k − 1
iterations. At the beginning, the residues are: h
(0)
L = yL and h
(0)
R = yR and they are updated at










R − 〈h(k−1)R , ψrk〉ψrk . (7.61)
The coeﬃcients alk and brk are simply evaluated as:
alk = 〈h(k−1)L , φlk〉,
brk = 〈h(k−1)R , ψrk〉. (7.62)
We will refer to this algorithm as Multi-view Matching Pursuit (MVMP)1. It is easy to see that
the proposed greedy algorithm is essentially the Weak Matching Pursuit (WMP) [Tem00]. WMP
chooses at each iteration an atom such that its coeﬃcient diﬀers from the maximal coeﬃcient up










〈h(k−1)r , ψrk〉, (7.63)
1Although we take here only two images, we can generalize the algorithm to more than two images by pairwise
image correspondence.
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where κl and κr depend on the last two summation terms in Eq. (7.60). The bound of the
approximation rate of MVMP is given in Appendix A.3.
Since we use parametric dictionaries where φl = gγ(L)
l
and ψr = gγ(R)r








































7.5.2 Minimization with respect to atom scale parameters





rk , k = 1, ...,m and the atoms φlk , ψrk , k = 1, ...,m
that participate in the decomposition of images yL and yR have been found by MVMP. Once their
coeﬃcients have been evaluated, they are kept ﬁxed while the atoms are updated by minimizing the

































(‖a‖0 + ‖b‖0). (7.65)
The energy function E(t) is an analytic function of parameters {γ(L)lk } and {γ
(R)
rk } and we can
calculate its derivatives with respect to each parameter. Therefore, one can use the multivariate
gradient descent or the multivariate conjugate gradient method to ﬁnd the local minimum of E(t)





rk , given the coeﬃcients a and b.
The sparse coding and the learning steps are iteratively repeated until the convergence is
achieved. The inference should be performed from a large set of data, i.e., from diﬀerent multi-
view pairs and with diﬀerent camera poses. This is achieved by performing the sparse coding step
on a randomly selected set of pairs yielding sparse coeﬃcients for each pair, and then by averaging
the energy function over all pairs to perform the learning step.
7.6 Experimental results
The correlation model for multi-view omnidirectional images described in Section 7.2 assumes that
atoms in sparse decompositions of diﬀerent views are correlated with a geometric transform. In
practical applications, the beneﬁts of this correlation model depend on the discretization of the
parameters that are used for dictionary construction: translations, rotations and scaling. Among
those, the scaling parameters are the most important since they directly deﬁne the shape of atoms
(they become elongated as the scales become anisotropic). On the other hand, translations and
rotations depend highly on the distance and orientation of cameras, so learning these parame-
ters is meaningful only when camera positions are ﬁxed. Therefore, we choose in this work to
learn the scaling parameters of atoms in overcomplete parametric dictionaries optimized for stereo
image representation. We want to perform learning of atom scales that are present in sparse
approximations of stereo views, which additionally satisfy the epipolar geometry constraint.
7.6.1 Experimental setup
The stereo image model given in Eq. (7.2) does not put any assumption on the type of cameras
used for stereo image acquisition. It can be applied to planar or omnidirectional multi-view im-
ages by deﬁning the dictionary for the considered type of images, and by introducing the epipolar
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geometry constraints that are deﬁned for that particular image projection geometry. Since this
thesis proposes the use of omnidirectional cameras for 3D scene representation with multi-view
images, we perform learning of stereo dictionaries for omnidirectional images. As explained in Sec-
tion 2.3.1, omnidirectional images obtained by catadioptric cameras can be appropriately mapped
to spherical images. For representing spherical images, we use the formulation of a dictionary
on the 2-D unit sphere proposed in Chapter 3. The epipolar geometry for the spherical camera
model is formulated in the same manner as for the perspective camera model, as explained in
detail in Section 2.4.1. The transform u = Qlr(v) that relates a point v on atom φl = gγ(L)
l
to its corresponding transformed point u on the transformed atom ψr = gγ(R)r
has been deﬁned
in Section 4.5. It is derived from the local transforms between geometric atoms via a linear
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r ). The grid transform ζ(·) due to anisotropic scaling is given in Eq. (4.14).
Since we are interested in learning only scales α(L), β(L) from the set of atom parameters
γ(L), and α(R), β(R) from γ(R), the energy function is minimized only with respect to these four
parameters. We have performed the minimization using the conjugate gradient method2. Motion
parameters (τ, ν) are constant, and include the positions of all pixels in an image. Rotations ψ
are taken from 0 to π in uniform steps, with resolution Nr. We have taken the same motion and
rotation parameters for the left and the right dictionary.
We have tested the proposed stereo dictionary learning algorithm on our "Mede" omnidirec-
tional multi-view database, described in Section 6.5.4. The database consists of 54 omnidirectional
images of an indoor environment, grouped into two sets: set without plants (27 images), and set
with plants (27 images). The role of plants in the second set is to introduce some image statistics
of an outdoor environment, since capturing real outdoor images was not performed due to the
speciﬁc hardware requirements. Two views from each of the sets are shown in Figure 7.2 for the
set without plants and in Figure 7.3 for the set with plants. We have formed 216 pairs of images
with diﬀerent distances between cameras, and hence diﬀerent translation vectors T on the x − y
plane (pairs were formed within each set). Since we know the camera positions and the rotation
is identity, T and R are known for each image pair.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.2: Two views from the "Mede" database, no plants.
2http://www.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de/bs/people/carl/code/minimize/
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.3: Two views from the "Mede" database, with plants.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 7.4: Example of a pair of stereo patches and their MVMP selected atoms: a) left patch,
b)-d) the ﬁrst three atoms in the MVMP decomposition of the left patch; e) right patch, f)-h) the
ﬁrst three atoms in the MVMP decomposition of the right patch.
The ﬁrst step in the learning algorithm (i.e., the expectation (E) step implemented by MVMP)
needs to be performed on a big set of statistically diﬀerent stereo images in order to result in a
meaningful learning. To limit the complexity of the whole learning process, but still include the
image diversity, we select small patches of Nc ×Nc pixels from the spherical images obtained by
mapping the omnidirectional images to the unit sphere (see Chapter 2). As cropping a square
image patch from a spherical image is feasible only when its center lies on the equator, we rotate
the sphere such that the center of the patch coincides with the equator and then we crop the
patch. This rotation is taken into account when we estimate the epipolar geometry. Therefore, in
the E step we form a set of Sp pairs of stereo patches. For each p = 1, ..., Sp we randomly choose
an image pair from the database. We then randomly choose a point on the sphere and extract two
patches from two stereo images with the center at the chosen point. Hence, image components
exhibit a disparity between the two stereo patches, as shown in Figures 7.4(a) and (e). MVMP is
then performed on each pair of patches independently, and Nat atoms are selected. Examples of
atoms are shown in Figures 7.4(b)-(d) and (f)-(h). The dictionary learning step (M step) is then
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performed by minimizing the sum of the energy function given by Eq. (7.65) for all patches.
In our experiments, we have taken Sp = 50 pairs of patches, randomly selected in each E step
during EM iterations. The dictionary was constructed using 12×12 diﬀerent atom positions, thus
spanning all pixels in a 12 × 12 image patch. To avoid border eﬀects, we have cropped slightly
larger patches of 16 × 16 pixels. The number of rotations for dictionary construction has been
chosen as four. Finally, the pairs of scales have been independently randomly initialized for the
left and the right dictionary, using ﬁve pairs of anisotropic scales in a range (5, 15) (from big to
small atoms). The number of atoms selected by the MVMP is three atoms per patch. Since the
patch size is small, three atoms are usually enough to represent the main geometrical components
in a patch. We have used the edge-like atoms on the sphere, based on the generating function
which is a Gaussian in one direction, and its second derivative in the orthogonal direction:













α2 cos2 ϕ+ β2 sin2 ϕ
))
. (7.67)
These are the same atoms as those used in the compression of omnidirectional images in Section 3.2.
Samples of edge-like functions are shown in Figure 3.2. For the weighting function in Eq. (7.48)









12α2 cos2 ϕ+ β2 sin2 ϕ
))
, (7.68)
which gives positive weights to the points on the main (central) lobe of the atom gHF (θ, ϕ), while
outside of the main lobe the weights are close to zero. Weights are higher towards the axis of the
discontinuity represented by the atom. Choosing such a weight function for the epipolar geometry
estimation enables us to use points that are likely to satisfy the epipolar constraint, and to exclude
the points represented by the ripples of the second derivative of the Gaussian.
We have ﬁrst performed MVMP on a set of randomly selected patches to estimate the variances
σ2D = 2.7 · 10−3 and σ2b = 0.047. Within the preprocessing step, all patches have been normalized
to the same variance 0.1 to equalize the importance of each patch. Moreover, the patches have
been whitened to ﬂatten the image spectrum and make all frequencies equally important [Ols97].
The whitening has been performed by spherical ﬁltering [Tos05].
7.6.2 Scale learning results
The initial values of scales α(L), β(L), α(R) and β(R) for the learning algorithm have been chosen
randomly, and they are given in the ﬁrst two columns in Table 7.1. The atoms of the initial scales
are shown in the ﬁrst row in Figure 7.5. The whole dictionary is built from these atoms by shifting
them at all pixel locations and rotating in four orientations. To see the inﬂuence of the part of
the objective function, which relies on the multi-view constraint, we have introduced a factor ρ in
the energy function:
E˜(yL, yR, D = 0,a,b|Φ,Ψ) = 1
2σ2I





















(‖a‖0 + ‖b‖0). (7.71)
We can see that for ρ = 1, the energy function in Eq. (7.69) is equal to the one in Eq. (7.57).
On the other hand, for ρ = 0, there are no multi-view constraints in the energy function, and
dictionary learning is based only on minimization of the residual energy of sparse representations
of stereo images. Columns 3-10 in Table 7.1 give the learned values for the scales α(L), β(L), α(R)
and β(R), for ρ = 0, 1, 3, 5. These atoms are shown in Figure 7.5. The learned scales have been
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Table 7.1: Initial and learned scale parameters for the left and the right image, for diﬀerent
values of the parameter ρ.
Initial dictionary Learned dictionary
ρ = 0 ρ = 1 ρ = 3 ρ = 5
α(L) β(L) α(L) β(L) α(L) β(L) α(L) β(L) α(L) β(L)
13.15 5.98 8.61 6.34 10.82 8.68 6.86 10.17 7.84 10.92
14.06 7.78 22.19 7.30 16.92 13.72 14.84 9.95 16.53 12.36
6.27 10.47 3.40 3.56 3.81 5.05 2.82 10.26 3.17 11.39
14.13 14.58 25.88 22.95 26.00 19.73 25.19 18.21 24.36 17.04
11.32 14.65 14.52 14.78 5.57 11.25 12.73 15.63 11.61 13.92
α(R) β(R) α(R) β(R) α(R) β(R) α(R) β(R) α(R) β(R)
6.58 6.42 2.94 2.69 3.58 4.73 2.72 9.36 3.01 10.77
14.71 9.22 12.18 5.04 11.72 8.43 14.79 9.66 15.19 11.00
14.57 14.16 25.93 20.30 25.57 18.94 24.75 17.86 23.94 16.55
9.85 12.92 6.60 6.80 5.70 10.56 6.72 10.13 8.22 11.72
13.00 14.59 15.87 16.05 15.08 14.52 13.08 14.97 13.25 14.85
Initial scales in Φ Initial scales in Ψ
Learned scales in Φ, ρ = 0 Learned scales in Ψ, ρ = 0
Learned scales in Φ, ρ = 1 Learned scales in Ψ, ρ = 1
Learned scales in Φ, ρ = 3 Learned scales in Ψ, ρ = 3
Learned scales in Φ, ρ = 5 Learned scales in Ψ, ρ = 5
Figure 7.5: Initial and learned scales of the atoms for the left and the right dictionaries. All
atoms are on the North pole.
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obtained after 50 iterations of the EM algorithm, after which the change in parameters becomes
small, i.e., the solution is stabilized. We have used the same initial scales for all values of ρ.
The learned dictionaries include atoms of diﬀerent scales, which are hence able to approximate
signals at various scales. When ρ = 0, the learned atoms are more elongated along the Gaussian
direction, while narrower on the direction of the second derivative of the Gaussian. These results
are in consistency with the previous work on dictionary learning for image representation in the
single view case. However, when we increase ρ, and hence include the geometry constraints in the
stereo learning, we obtain diﬀerent results for atoms scales. The atoms become more elongated
along the direction of the Gaussian second derivative and narrower in the direction of the Gaussian,
which is the opposite eﬀect than in the case of ρ = 0. In addition, for ρ > 0 the learned scales
generally tend to give smaller atoms than for ρ = 0. These two eﬀects of including multi-view
geometry in the dictionary learning process are most probably due to the local nature of the
epipolar constraint. Namely, the depth of the scene changes rapidly around object boundaries
leading to diﬀerent disparity and epipolar matching in these areas. Since the object boundaries
are represented by 2D discontinuities on the image of a 3D scene, the epipolar geometry is satisﬁed
along the discontinuity and in a limited area. This makes the learned atoms become anisotropic
and small. Thus, we conclude that for stereo dictionary learning, the geometric constraints need
to be considered, otherwise signiﬁcantly diﬀerent results are obtained. We can also see that the
results for ρ = 3 and ρ = 5 are close, leading to the conclusion that further increasing ρ is not
necessary.
7.6.3 Verification of the learned dictionaries in the distributed setting
We further want to verify if the proposed dictionary learning method for stereo image representa-
tion improves the correspondence matching when the atoms are selected independently from the
left and the right image. Namely, we do not search for corresponding atoms during sparse approx-
imation using MVMP, but we rather apply MP independently on each image and then match the
corresponding atoms. This corresponds to the distributed image approximation method shown in
Figure 7.6. If the atoms that form the learned dictionaries Φ and Ψ represent the statistically
optimal atoms for both image approximation and epipolar geometry, one should expect that us-
ing the learned dictionary results in more corresponding atom pairs than a randomly initialized
dictionary.
Two image patches yL and yR with the same center have been randomly selected from a
randomly chosen pair of omnidirectional images in "Mede" database. The size of the patches has
been chosen as 40 × 40 pixels, which is slightly larger than for learning in order to select more
atoms using MP. After independent MP decomposition of the left and the right patch using 10
atoms per patch, epipolar constraint has been evaluated for all possible pairs of left and right
atoms dA(φl, ψr), l = 1, ..., 10, r = 1, ..., 10. The epipolar measure dA is equal to half of the value
DE in Eq. (7.49), i.e., it represents the epipolar atom distance per view.
Figure 7.7(a) plots on the y-axis the number of atom pairs (φl, ψr) that have the epipolar






Figure 7.6: Distributed setting for the correspondence matching from sparse representations of
stereo images.
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Figure 7.7: Performance of the learned dictionaries in a distributed setting: a) Cumulative
correspondence number (CCN) curves for initial dictionary and learned dictionaries, for ρ =
0, 1, 3, 5; b) MP energy decay for yL and yR.
this curve the cumulative correspondence number (CCN) curve. The left part of CCN curves with
smaller dA is more important than the right part, because the correspondences are more reliable
when their epipolar distance is smaller. All CCN curves have been averaged over 100 randomly
chosen image pairs. We can see that CCN curves for ρ = 1, ρ = 3 and ρ = 5 are all above
the CCN curve for the randomly initialized dictionary, thus conﬁrming that our stereo dictionary
learning results in dictionaries that can give higher number of correspondences. On the other
hand, for ρ = 0, the CCN curve is either close to the CCN curve of a random dictionary, or below
it. This makes us conclude that designing dictionaries to best approximate the images, without
considering the geometry, can lead to suboptimal stereo dictionaries. Figure 7.7(b) shows the
average approximation rate (energy decay) during the iterations of MP for images yL and yR. We
plot the ratio between the sum of the residues of the left and right images after k iterations and the
sum of their initial energies, versus the iteration number k. We can see that for all values of ρ the
approximation rate using learned dictionaries is better than using random dictionaries. Moreover,
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Figure 7.8: Performance of the learned dictionaries in a distributed setting, with averaging over
random initial dictionaries: a) Average Cumulative correspondence number (CCN) curve for 100
random initial dictionaries and CCN curves for learned dictionaries, for ρ = 0, 1, 3, 5; b) MP
energy decay for yL and yR.
increasing ρ slows down the approximation rate for a very small amount, hence optimizing the
dictionaries for stereo matching does not induce a big penalty on the approximation rate.
To verify that the superior performance of the learned dictionaries over the initial ones is not
due to the unlucky selection of the random initial dictionaries, we compare the performance of the
learned dictionaries to an average performance of diﬀerent randomly selected initial dictionaries.
We select randomly 100 initial dictionaries and 100 stereo image pairs, and plot the average CCN
curve for the initial dictionary. This curve is shown with the solid line in Figure 7.8(a). The
learned dictionaries are ﬁxed as obtained previously, and the CCN curves are averaged over 100
image pairs. We see that the learned dictionaries still give more correspondences than the random
ones, for the smaller value of dA. Therefore, they lead to more atom pairs with a better epipolar
matching. The comparison of the energy decay in this case is shown in Figure 7.8(b), and it is
similar to the energy decay in Figure 7.7(b).
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7.6.4 Benefits of learning for distributed coding and camera pose esti-
mation
Finally, we discuss how the proposed learning algorithm can be useful for distributed coding
presented in Chapter 5 and camera pose estimation presented in Chapter 6. The advantages of
using learned dictionaries for distributed coding can be easily understood by looking at Figures 7.7
and 7.8. Since learned dictionaries result in a higher number of correspondences in a distributed
setting, the Wyner-Ziv decoder in Section 5.3.3 would be able to ﬁnd more corresponding atoms
and improve the ﬁnal image reconstruction. At the same time, learned dictionaries for ρ > 0 have
a small decrease in the approximation rate with respect to the learned dictionary for ρ = 0 which
is optimized for the best approximation performance. This decrease in approximation rate would
be negligible in the overall distributed coding performance.
Since the advantages of using learned dictionaries for camera pose estimation cannot be
straightforwardly deduced from the above ﬁgures, we have performed two experiments. In the
ﬁrst experiment the camera pose has been estimated using the initial dictionaries, while in the
second one we use the learned dictionaries for ρ = 3. Two pairs of images from the "Mede"
database have been selected, with translation T = [1 0 0]
T
and T = [0 1 0]
T
. For each image
pair, we have randomly chosen 20 patches of 40 × 40 pixels. The same image patches have been
decomposed by MP using initial and learned dictionaries, giving 3 atoms for each patch and thus
60 atoms per image. Matching atoms from left and right images and estimation of the camera pose
has been performed using the algorithm proposed in Chapter 6, with and without Ransac. We
have taken more points per atom, as explained in Section 6.5.4, in order to see the eﬀect of learning
the atom shape. The estimated translation matrices are shown in Table 7.2 and Table 7.3, for
target matrices T = [1 0 0]T and T = [0 1 0]T, respectively. We can see that using the learned
dictionaries for pose estimation gives signiﬁcantly better performance than using randomly ini-
tialized dictionaries. The learned dictionaries lead to a precise estimation of the translation, while
the initial dictionaries cannot even determine the direction of camera motion. Moreover, applying
Ransac does not improve the performance in the case of the learned dictionary. This leads to the
conclusion that all points on the learned atoms give reliable matches without gross outliers.
Table 7.2: Comparison of camera pose estimation with random initial and respectively learned
dictionaries, for target translation TT = [1 0 0].
Target matrices TT = [1 0 0]
R = I
learned dictionary initial dictionary
estimated TT, without Ransac [0.9778 -0.1519 0.1441] [0.1910 -0.7284 0.6580]
estimated TT, with Ransac [0.8144 -0.5436 0.2032] [0.7540 0.6067 0.2518]
Table 7.3: Comparison of camera pose estimation with random initial and respectively learned
dictionaries, for target translation TT = [0 1 0].
Target matrices TT = [0 1 0]
R = I
learned dictionary initial dictionary
estimated TT, without Ransac [-0.0385 0.9951 0.0907] [0.9067 0.3484 0.2376]
estimated TT, with Ransac [-0.1317 0.9424 0.3075] [0.9003 0.3934 0.1866]
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7.7 Related work on dictionary learning
As mentioned in Section 7.3, Olshausen and Field have introduced the earliest work on learning
overcomplete dictionaries for image representation [Ols97,Ols96]. Their maximum likelihood (ML)
method has been also extended to dictionary learning from natural videos [Ols03,Ols07,Cad08].
The probabilistic inference approach to overcomplete dictionary learning has been later adopted
by other researchers. Engan et al. have introduced a method of optimal directions (MOD), which
includes the sparse coding and dictionary update steps that iteratively optimize the objective ML
function [Eng99a, Eng99b]. Their method diﬀers from the work of Olshausen and Field in two
aspects. First, while in the work of Olshausen and Field the sparse coding step involves ﬁnding
the equilibrium solution of the diﬀerential equation over a, MOD uses either OMP [Eng99a] or
FOCUSS [Eng99b] algorithms to ﬁnd a sparse vector a. Second, the dictionary Φ is updated as
the solution of the diﬀerential equation ∂E/∂Φ = 0, where E is the energy function that is, in this
case, equal to the residue ‖y−Φa‖2F (‖ ·‖F denotes the Frobenius norm). These two modiﬁcations
make the MOD approach faster compared to the ML method of Olshausen and Field. Maximum a
posteriori (MAP) dictionary learning method, proposed by Kreutz-Delgado et al. [Kre03] belongs
also to the family of two-step iterative algorithms based on probabilistic inference. Instead of
maximizing the likelihood P (y|Φ), MAP method maximizes the posterior probability P (Φ,a|y).
This essentially reduces to the same two-step (sparse coding-dictionary update) algorithm, where
dictionary update includes an additional constraint on the dictionary that can be for example the
unit Frobenius norm of Φ or the unit l2 norm of all atoms in the dictionary. Sparse coding step
is performed with FOCUSS [Gor97].
A slightly diﬀerent line of dictionary learning techniques is based on vector quantization (VQ)
achieved by K-means clustering. The VQ approach for dictionary learning has been ﬁrst proposed
by Schmid-Saugeon and Zakhor, within the Matching Pursuit video coding application [Sch04,
Sch01]. Their algorithm optimizes a dictionary given a set of image patches by ﬁrst grouping
patterns such that their distance to a given atom is minimal. It then updates the atom such that
the overall distance in the group of patterns is minimal. The implicit assumption here is that each
patch can be represented by a single atom with a coeﬃcient equal to one. This reduces the learning
procedure to K-means clustering. Since each patch is represented by only one atom, the sparse
coding step is trivial here. A generalization of the K-means for dictionary learning, called K-SVD
algorithm, has been proposed by Aharon et al. [Aha06]. After the sparse coding step (where any
pursuit algorithm can be employed), the dictionary update is performed by sequentially updating
each column of Φ using the singular value decomposition (SVD) to minimize the approximation
error. The update step is hence a generalized K-means since each patch can be represented by
more atoms with diﬀerent weights.
Finally, there exist other approaches for learning special types of dictionaries, like unions of
orthonormal basis [Gri03], shift-invariant dictionaries [Jos06b], or block-based dictionaries and
constrained overlapping dictionaries [Eng07]. A comparison of all state of the art dictionary learn-
ing methods is diﬃcult to make. The eﬃciency of existing algorithms diﬀers with the dictionary
size and the training data. However, ML and MAP methods are characterized by a ﬂexibility
of extending the probabilistic modeling to higher-dimensional data, like videos [Ols07,Cad08] or
stereo images. It is also possible to include diﬀerent modalities that have correlated nature, such
as audio and visual signals in order to learn audio-visual dictionaries [Mon08a,Mon08b]. Because
of this property of the ML approach, we have selected it for learning parametric dictionaries in the
stereo case. Since the deﬁnition of the parametric dictionary already includes atoms normalization,
the MAP approach with prior on the dictionary norm would not be beneﬁcial in our case.
7.8 Conclusion
Our contribution in this chapter is a novel method for learning the overcomplete dictionaries that
have optimal performance in representing stereo images. The multi-view image model presented
in Chapter 4 has served as basis for developing a maximum likelihood (ML) method for stereo
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dictionary learning. The experimental results have shown that one has to consider the geometric
constraints in order to obtain optimal stereo atoms. The learned dictionaries give both better
stereo matching and approximation properties than randomly selected dictionaries. Finally, we
have shown that dictionary learning for optimal scene representation has important beneﬁts for
the two applications addressed in this thesis, the distributed coding (Chapter 5) and the camera
pose estimation (Chapter 6). Therefore, learning of stereo dictionaries constitutes an important
step in image-based 3D scene representation with sparse approximations.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
This thesis has addressed the problem of eﬃciently representing a 3D scene captured by multiple
distributed cameras. We have targeted one of the most important challenges in such a framework:
modeling the multi-view images and the underlying multi-view correlation between them, in order
to simultaneously achieve eﬃcient compression and scene geometry estimation. In particular, we
have considered the use of omnidirectional cameras for scene representation, which are particularly
advantageous due to their wide ﬁeld of view.
First, we proposed a compression scheme for omnidirectional images based on sparse approx-
imations of spherical images using a redundant dictionary of oriented and anisotropic atoms on
the sphere. Sparse approximations are interesting solutions to the image representation problem
as they usually lead to high compression gains, and are also believed to be a strategy of image
coding in the early stages of visual information processing in the mammalian brain. Besides omni-
directional image compression, we have applied sparse approximations on the sphere to 3D object
coding.
The next contribution of this thesis is the development of a new multi-view correlation model
that has numerous advantages compared to existing models. Namely, our model is capable of
representing diverse transforms between image features in multiple views, and it deals with the
spatial locality of these transforms. Multi-view images are represented as sparse approximations
over transform-invariant redundant dictionaries of geometric atoms; this leads to an elegant multi-
view correlation model that relates geometrically corresponding atoms by local transforms. The
proposed model has been successfully used for the design of a distributed coding scheme for
multi-view omnidirectional images, which alleviates the necessity of inter-camera communication
at the encoder side. At the same time, the coding scheme eﬀectively removes the inter-view
correlation to achieve high compression gains at low rates, where the coding of image geometry is
dominant. Moreover, we have shown that the proposed model can be used to eﬃciently estimate
the camera pose and a coarse depth map of the scene from low bit rate descriptions of multi-view
omnidirectional images.
Finally, we have proposed a novel method for stereo dictionary learning based on our multi-view
image model. We have developed a maximum likelihood method for stereo dictionary learning,
which includes the epipolar geometry constraint in a probabilistic model. Experimental results
show that we have to consider the geometry constraints to obtain optimal stereo atoms, which give
both better stereo matching and approximation properties than randomly selected dictionaries,
even in distributed settings. Moreover, learning the dictionaries for optimal scene representation
improves camera pose estimation and can be beneﬁcial for distributed coding due to the increased
number of atom correspondences.
There are many exciting directions that this research can be taken in. First, in distributed
coding for camera networks the proposed correlation modeling oﬀers a solution for low bit rate
coding, i.e., for encoding the geometry or structure of multi-view images. However, the correlation
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model is purely geometric and does not consider textures. Therefore, one can envision a hybrid
coding method where the proposed model would serve as a geometry estimation and compensation
step, followed by texture coding step with texture-based dictionaries. Alternative sparse approxi-
mation algorithms, such as Basis Pursuit Denoising or Sparse Bayesian Learning, can be applied
instead of MP in the distributed coder. The complexity and memory limitations due to the huge
dictionary size can be overcome by dictionary splitting. The coset design can also be a topic of
future research. One can envision a joint dictionary partitioning strategy for all dictionary pa-
rameters, where atoms with small epipolar distance that form curves in the dictionary parameters
space, are distributed in diﬀerent cosets.
The proposed correlation model can be also applied within the ﬁeld of distributed compressed
sensing. The proposed MVMP algorithm based on the new multi-view image model can be applied
to the reconstruction of a 3D scene from random measurements taken from multiple views. Besides
camera pose estimation, our atom pairing model can be used in other problems in computer
vision, like multi-view object localization or motion tracking. Multi-view tracking based on sparse
representations and compressed sensing has been recently proposed by Reddy et al. [Red08].
However, their multi-view image model does not include the geometry constraints. Applying our
model in this setting would thus contribute important tracking information. Finally, with an
appropriate experimental setup, the novel stereo dictionary learning method can be used as a
mathematical framework to study the receptive ﬁelds of binocular cells in human vision and their
relation to vergence eye movements.
APPENDIX
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Recovery of sparse correlated signals by thresholding
We establish here the conditions for the recovery (identiﬁcation) of sparse components in corre-
lated signals, using distributed thresholding. In particular, we consider the signals that follow
the correlation model established in Chapter 4, where sparse components of diﬀerent signals are
linked with local transforms. Thresholding is a fast algorithm where sparse components are simply
chosen as those that have the highest inner product with the signal. Due to its low complexity,
thresholding represents an interesting alternative to MP in applications proposed in Chapters 5
and 6. However, this algorithm does not guarantee in general to ﬁnd the correct signal elements.
The suﬃcient condition for the correct signal recovery by thresholding has been given in [Gri08b].
The contribution of this part of the thesis is the theoretical analysis of the conditions that corre-
lated signals have to fulﬁll such that their sparse support can be identiﬁed by thresholding. We
consider here the recovery of correlated signals and look at the general problem, where the local
transforms can be arbitrary. Besides multi-view images, a variety of correlated signal sets can be
modeled this way, such as videos or seismic signals. For example, these signals can be obtained







Figure A.1: A set of sensors that observe the same event and record correlated observations.
Recovery of correlated signals by thresholding has been considered in [Sch06], where the cor-
related signals share a common sparse support and the same coeﬃcients, but are observed under
diﬀerent noisy conditions. The authors have shown that the variability of noise in diﬀerent obser-
vations can boost some sparse components and therefore help the thresholding algorithm to ﬁnd
the correct signal support. Sparse representation of correlated signals has been further studied
within the concept of distributed compressed sensing [Dua05]. Two diﬀerent correlation models
have been introduced: common sparse component with sparse innovations, and common sparse
supports. The recovery algorithms proposed for these two models are based on greedy algorithms.
The thresholding recovery analysis for correlated signals that we present here diﬀers from the
previous work [Sch06,Dua05] in one major assumption: we do not require the signals to share the
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same support (i.e., to have exactly the same atoms in the representation). Instead, we allow each
atom in one signal to have its corresponding atom in another signal, which is obtained by a local
transform such as shift (translation), scaling, rotation or any combination of those. We validate
the suﬃcient recovery condition on randomly generated 1D signals and illustrate its usage in the
particular case of seismic signals.
A.1.1 Sparse signal correlation model
We consider two signals y1 and y2 that have sparse representations in dictionaries Φ and Ψ,
respectively. In general, we consider those dictionaries as diﬀerent, but they can also be equivalent
in special cases. We assume that the signals are not exactly sparse, but they can be approximated
by sparse decompositions of m atoms up to an approximation error, i.e.:




y2 = ΨJa2 + e2 =
m∑
k=1
a2,kψjk + e2, (A.1)
where I = {ik} and J = {jk}, k = 1, ...m label the sets of atoms that participate in the sparse
decompositions of y1 and y2, respectively. Matrices ΦI and ΨJ denote respectively sub-matrices
of Φ and Ψ with respect to I and J . We are particularly interested in signals that are correlated
by local transforms of atoms in diﬀerent signals. The correlation model is described in the rest of
this section through two assumptions.




a2,kψjk + e2 =
m∑
k=1
a2,kFk(φik ) + e2, (A.2)
where Fk(·) denotes the transform of an atom φik in y1 to an atom ψjk , and it diﬀers for each
k = 1, ...,m.
In particular, we consider a special class of transforms F , which result from a linear transform of
the coordinate system in the space where the signal and the dictionaries are deﬁned. Let v denote
the unit vector of coordinates and u denote the vector of coordinates obtained by transforming
v with an arbitrary linear transform Q, i.e., u = Q(v). Let further an atom φ be deﬁned as
a continuous function in a Hilbert space H normalized to have the l2 norm equal to one, i.e.,
φ = g(v)/‖g‖. Equivalently, we deﬁne ψ = h(v)/‖h‖. We consider the atom transforms F that
satisfy:
h(v) = F (g(v)) = g(Q(v)) = g(u). (A.3)
The second equality in Eq. (A.3) directly deﬁnes the class of transforms F considered in this work,
which result from a linear transform T . These types of transforms have been shown to be of
great practical use, for example in dictionary design for sparse image approximation [Fig06]. The
considered transforms can be illustrated by the following example.
Example 1. Consider a function g(x) ∈ R and an overcomplete dictionary obtained by local trans-
forms of g(x), such as shifts and scaling. These transforms can be realized by a single transform
of the x coordinate, which includes translation b and anisotropic scaling s; i.e., x′ = (x − b)/s.
This class of transforms obviously satisﬁes Eq. (A.3), where v = x and u = x′.
We assume further that the signals satisfy the local transforms applied to each atom, within
the local support of that atom:
Assumption 2. For all k and v such that φik(v) 6= 0, it holds:
y2(v) = y1(Qk(v)) = y1(u). (A.4)
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The type of signal correlation under diﬀerent local transforms given by Assumptions 1 and 2
can be found in practical cases where the same signal is observed by sensors at diﬀerent positions.
Locality of the transforms is highly important in practice as diﬀerent parts of the signal can be
captured under diﬀerent transforms, like for example at diﬀerent distances to the sensor. Since the
signal correlation model includes a noise component, slight deviations from the assumed model
(e.g., occlusions or interference) can be considered as noise components and hence the signal
correlation model is not very restrictive.
We are now interested in establishing the conditions under which thresholding, performed
independently on each signal, recovers the correct sparse representations of signals y1 and y2.
This can be stated as follows:
Problem 1. Assume that we are given two correlated signals y1 and y2 in Eq. (A.1), and the
assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Suppose that thresholding recovers the correct sparsity pattern I of the
signal y1. We want to derive the suﬃcient condition for the correct sparse recovery of the sparsity
pattern J of the signal y2 using thresholding.
A.1.2 Single signal thresholding
We review here the conditions under which simple thresholding algorithm recovers correctly the
sparse representation of the signals [Gri08b]. Before describing their result, let us deﬁne some
functions that will be used throughout the analysis. Setwise cumulative coherence function, deﬁned
in [Gri08a], is given as:





Note however that this function is diﬀerent from the cumulative coherence given in [Tro04]. Next,
the Dictionary Inter Symbol Interference is given as:
ISI(Φ, I) := µ1(Φ, I) + sup
l∈I
µ1(ΦI , I \ {l}). (A.6)
This function measures the interference of atoms in the sparse decomposition that can lead to
incorrect recovery. We will denote the second term in the expression for ISI(Φ, I) as χ(ΦI , I),
i.e.,
χ(ΦI , I) := sup
l∈I
µ1(ΦI , I \ {l}). (A.7)
The recovery condition is given by the following theorem:
Theorem A.1.1 (Gribonval, Nielsen, Vandergheynst [Gri06]). Let y = Φx+ e be a noisy sparse
representation of the data. Moreover, assume xlk , k = 1, ...|I| are the |I| nonzero components of





||x||∞ + ISI(Φ, I) (A.8)
then each inner product of the observed data y with the atoms {φli}16i6m exceeds all the inner
products with the atoms {φi}i∈I\{l1,...,lm} indexed by the complementary set I¯. In particular the
m = |I| largest inner products correspond exactly to the support I of x.
For the general proof, please see the generalization of the theorem to the multi-channel case
in [Gri08b].
A.1.3 Thresholding of correlated signals
We ﬁrst assume that the sparsity pattern I of the signal y1 can be recovered by thresholding, i.e.,




||a1||∞ + ISI(Φ, I). (A.9)
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Before establishing the recovery conditions for the signal y2, we prove the following lemma:
Lemma A.1.1. Let two correlated signals y1 and y2 in Eq. (A.1) be correlated by the model in
Eq. (A.2), with transforms deﬁned by Eq. (A.3). Let further assume that the condition in Eq. (A.4)
holds. Then, for all k = 1, ...,m, it holds:












and Jk = |∂u∂v | is the Jacobian of the linear transform Qk.
























The last equality is obtained by applying a change of variables theorem, using Eq. (A.3) and
Eq. (A.4) for u = Qk(v). Since Qk is deﬁned as a linear transform of coordinates, the mapping
Sk → S˜k is smooth, and the change of variables theorem holds. Furthermore, we have that




We can now go back to Eq. (A.13) and similarly apply a change of variables, using Eq. (A.3),














Jk can go in front of the integral as a constant Ck and we get:





y1(u)φjk (u)du = Ck〈y1, φik〉. (A.17)
If we go back now to our Example 1, we have the Jacobian that is equal to: |∂(x′)∂(x) | = 1/sk and
hence Ck =
√
sk, where sk is the scale transform for each pair of correlated atoms (φik , ψjk).
We can now give the recovery condition for the signal y2:
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Theorem A.1.2. Suppose we are given two correlated signals y1 = ΦIa1+e1 and y2 = ΨJa2+e2,
which satisfy assumptions 1 and 2. Furthermore, suppose that thresholding recovers the correct
sparsity pattern I of the signal y1, i.e., the condition given by Eq. (A.9) is satisﬁed. If for all
k = 1, ...,m the following suﬃcient condition is satisﬁed:
Ck|a1,m| > Ck‖a1‖∞χ(Φ, I) + Ck‖Φ∗Ie1‖∞ + ‖Ψ∗J¯e2‖∞ + ‖a2‖∞µ1(Ψ, J) (A.18)
where Ck = 1/
√
|∂Qk(v)∂v |, then thresholding recovers all sparse components of the signal y2, i.e.,
each inner product of the signal y2 with the atoms {ψjk}16k6m exceeds all the inner products with
the atoms {ψi}i∈J\{j1,...,jm} indexed by the complementary set J¯ .
Proof. We start the proof by bounding the inner products of the signal y1 with {φik}, k = 1, ...,m,
similarly to the proof of the Theorem 9 in [Gri08b]:
{〈y1, φik〉}ik∈I = Φ∗Iy1 = Φ∗IΦIa1 +Φ∗Ie1 = a1 + (Φ∗IΦI − Id)a1 +Φ∗Ie1,
where the ik-th term 1 6 k 6 m can be bounded as follows:
|〈y1, φik〉| > |a1,k| − ‖(Φ∗IΦI − Id)a1‖∞ − ‖Φ∗Ie1‖∞
> |a1,m| − ‖(Φ∗IΦI − Id)a1‖∞ − ‖Φ∗Ie1‖∞. (A.19)
From Lemma 1, we have 〈y2, ψjk〉 = Ck〈y1, φik〉. When combined with Eq. (A.19) it gives the
following inequality:
|〈y2, ψjk〉| > Ck(|a1,m| − ‖(Φ∗IΦI − Id)a1‖∞ − ‖Φ∗Ie1‖∞). (A.20)
In order for |〈y2, ψjk〉| to be recovered by thresholding, the following condition has to be satisﬁed
for all 1 6 k 6 m:






|〈y2, ψl〉| = ‖Ψ∗J¯y2‖∞ 6 ‖Ψ∗J¯e2‖∞ + ‖Ψ∗J¯ΨJa2‖∞, (A.22)
so we have to show that the condition in Eq. (A.18) implies the following inequality:
Ck(|a1,m| − ‖(Φ∗IΦI − Id)a1‖∞ − ‖Φ∗Ie1‖∞) > ‖Ψ∗J¯e2‖∞ + ‖Ψ∗J¯ΨJa2‖∞, (A.23)
or equivalently:
Ck|a1,m| > Ck‖(Φ∗IΦI − Id)a1‖∞ + Ck‖Φ∗Ie1‖∞ + ‖Ψ∗J¯e2‖∞ + ‖Ψ∗J¯ΨJa2‖∞. (A.24)




IΦI − Id)‖|∞,∞ = ‖|(Φ∗IΦI − Id)‖|1,1 = sup
l∈I






I¯ΦI‖|∞,∞ = ‖|Φ∗IΦI¯‖|1,1 = µ1(Φ, I). (A.26)
Therefore, we have:
‖(Φ∗IΦI − Id)a1‖∞ 6 ‖a1‖∞ sup
l∈I
µ1(ΦI , I \ {l}) = ‖a1‖∞χ(Φ, I), (A.27)
‖Ψ∗J¯ΨJa2‖∞ 6 ‖a2‖∞µ1(Ψ, J). (A.28)
We can thus conclude that the condition given in Eq. (A.18) which has the same right hand side
term as Eq. (A.24), but lower bounded by Eq. (A.25) and Eq. (A.26) implies also the condition
in Eq. (A.24).
The derived condition in Eq. (A.18) represents the worst case analysis solution and in general
case, it is not tight. However, the novel condition does not include the value of χ(Ψ, J) as the
condition in Eq. (A.8) for signal y2 would include when the correlation model is not considered.
Therefore, the new condition is less constraining than Eq. (A.8) for the considered correlation
model.
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A.1.4 Verification of the results
A.1.4.1 Randomly generated 1D signals — The suﬃcient condition given by the novel
theorem A.1.2 has been veriﬁed on pairs of one-dimensional synthetic signals. We have generated
a dictionary of size M=1000, for signals of length N=700. We have constructed a parametric
dictionary, where a generating function undergoes random shift and scaling operations to generate
diﬀerent atoms in the dictionary. We have used the second derivative of the Gaussian as the
generating function, i.e., g(x) = (4x2 − 2) exp (−(x2)). The dictionary has been constructed by
applying the coordinate transform x′ = (x− b)/s. The shifts b have been selected randomly from
1 to N, while the scales s were chosen randomly from a uniform distribution on the logarithmic
scale from -1 to 3. All atoms have been normalized to have the unit norm. The Jacobian of this
transform is 1/s, and hence we have the constant C =
√
s. The same dictionary has been used
for both signals, hence Φ = Ψ.
We have performed experiments in noiseless and noisy scenarios. In both cases the signal y1
has been chosen such that the condition in Eq. (A.9) is fulﬁlled, for diﬀerent values of the sparsity
m. The sparsity pattern I and the coeﬃcients a1 have been chosen randomly. To construct the
correlated signal y2 we have randomly chosen diﬀerent transforms Qk, k = 1, ...,m deﬁned by bk
and sk. For each atom in the sparse support of the signal, b is chosen in the range (−2, 2) and the
scale s is chosen within (1, smax). The transformed atoms from I then yield the sparse support for
the signal y2, denoted as J , and also give the values of Ck for each pair of atoms (φi,k, ψj,k), k =
1, ...,m. The two signals have been constructed so that they verify the Lemma A.1.1.




































Figure A.2: Number of false negatives versus the sparsity m, for diﬀerent values of the maximal
scaling parameters.
We have veriﬁed the suﬃcient condition in Eq. (A.18) by running experiments over 10 diﬀerent
realizations of the dictionary. For each dictionary we have performed 100 trials on y1 and y2
constructed as explained above. No false positive has been recorded, and all components where
Eq. (A.18) holds have been recovered. This conﬁrms that the condition is indeed suﬃcient. The
condition of Eq. (A.18) is however not necessary, as it is based on a worst case analysis. In order
to evaluate the quality of the bound, we count the number of false negatives (when the condition
is not fulﬁlled but thresholding still recovers the correct J). In Figure A.2 we plot the percentage
of false negatives (FN) depending on the number of sparse components m, for diﬀerent maximal
values of the transform scale smax between all pairs of signals y1 and y2. The maximum number
of false negatives has been recorded for small sparsity values m and for larger values of smax. For
large m and smax, the number of FN reduces. Although this might look counter-intuitive, it can
be easily explained. In order for the signal y1 to be recovered by thresholding, it needs to have a
low value of χ(Φ, I), which then reduces the ﬁrst term on the right hand side of Eq. (A.18), thus
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Figure A.3: Number of false negatives versus the the sparsity m for diﬀerent SNR, the maximum
scale is set constant s = 1.5.
the condition holds in more cases. Finally, we can see that the number of FN is small for most
cases.
Finally, Figure A.3 shows the number of FN as a function of m, in the case where signals
are distorted by additive white Gaussian noise. We can see that FN is now higher for smaller
SNR value but then tends to the values obtained in the noiseless case when SNR increases. The
inﬂuence of noise is smaller for small m or equivalently, for higher sparsity.
A.1.4.2 Seismic 1D signals — Seismic signals captured at neighboring locations exhibit the
type of correlation assumed by Assumption 1. Two seismic signals shown in Figure A.4 are
obviously correlated and the second signal is shifted towards the front with respect to the ﬁrst
signal. This shift is important to detect in seismic signals as it represents the propagation of the










where K is a normalization constant. Atoms are chosen from a dictionary, which is constructed
by the discretization of parameters (s, b, w) that respectively represent scale, translation and fre-
quency. The scales are discretized in a dyadic manner, i.e., s = 2j, j = 1, ..., log2(N), where N is
the signal length. Translation (shift) parameter b is chosen uniformly from 1 to N with step 2, such
that the dictionary is overcomplete and its ISI is not too high. Finally, to construct the dictionary
that is invariant to shifts and scales as given in Eq. (A.3), frequency has to be linked to the scale
as: w = w0/s, where w0 is the basic modulating frequency and it is constant. We have chosen it
to be 5N , which is the approximate frequency of the given seismic signals. Seismic signals y1 and
y2 are approximated by one Gabor atom per signal (m = 1), and the approximated signals are p1
and p2, respectively (see Figure A.4). The Gabor atoms recovered by independent thresholding
on two signals have the following parameters: s1 = 128, s2 = 128, b1 = 571, b2 = 553, and the
recovery conditions in Eq. (A.8) for the signal y1 and Eq. (A.18) for the signal y2 are shown to be
satisﬁed. Therefore, the observed seismic signals are sparse in the chosen dictionary, correlated
by the proposed model, and the derived recovery condition holds. Interestingly, the condition in
Eq. (A.8) evaluated for the signal y2 does not hold (false negative), thus giving evidence that our
new condition in Eq. (A.18) is less conservative than the condition in Eq. (A.8). Moreover, the
recovered atoms directly give us the shift between signals. The recovered shift is equal to the shift
evaluated by the cross-correlation of original signals, thus it is correctly recovered.
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Figure A.4: Seismic signals y1 and y2 captured at two neighboring locations and their respective
approximations p1 and p2 with one Gabor atom per signal. The signals y1 and y2 are correlated
by a shift on the x axis, which is correctly captured by shifted Gabor atoms.
The distributed thresholding represent a low-complexity solution for sparse approximation of
multi-view images in camera networks. The derived recovery condition permits us to identify the
situations when complex sparse approximation algorithms, such as MP, can be replaced with the
fast thresholding algorithm. This would result in signiﬁcant energy savings in a camera network.
A.2 Derivation of the conditional probabilities P (br|al, φl, ψr)
and P (al|br, φl, ψr) for the ML based stereo learning method




















































〈briψri , ψrk〉 − langleeR, ψrk〉. (A.33)
We will further assume that η′ is a small value, since it is a sum of the projection of some noise to a
chosen atom, and a linear combination of inner products of a chosen atom with other atoms in the
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image decomposition. When the image decomposition is sparse and the dictionary is overcomplete,
the assumption is usually veriﬁed. However, we cannot use directly the expression in Eq. (A.34) to
derive the distribution P (a,b|Φ,Ψ) because the sparse support of the stereo images is not known,
and hence also the indexes lk, rk and k = 1, ...,m. Therefore, we say that an arbitrary stereo atom
pair φl, ψr and their coeﬃcients al, ar satisfy Eq. (A.34) up to a certain error η1, which includes




al + η1, (A.34)
where Jlr is the Jacobian of the linear transform of the coordinate system induced by the transform
between atoms φl and ψr. When al and br are the coeﬃcients of a stereo pair, then they satisfy
Eq. (A.34) with a small value of the noise η1. Otherwise, al and br are not signiﬁcant in sparse
decompositions of stereo images (according to the model in Eq. (7.1)) and hence the noise η1 is















Although φl, ψr are not explicitly contained in the probability expression, they are implicitly there
since Jlr is evaluated as a Jacobian of a transform between φl and ψr. Multiplying Eq. (A.34)
with
√
Jlr, we can get a symmetric relation:



































where we used the fact that variance of the noise η2 =
√
Jlrη1 can be evaluated as σa = σb
√
Jlr.
Note that the same expression for the conditional probability P (al|br, φl, ψr) would be obtained if
we consider the inverse transform Frl from atom ψr to atom φl because the Jacobian of the linear
transform satisﬁes: J(Q−1lr ) = 1/Jlr.
A.3 Approximation rate of the MVMP algorithm
The MVMP algorithm in Chapter 7 is a modiﬁcation of the baseline Matching Pursuit algorithm
(or simply called Matching Pursuit [Mal93]). We examine here its approximation properties.
At each iteration k of the Matching Pursuit (MP) the best atom is chosen from the dictionary




(‖h(k−1)b − 〈h(k−1)b , φ〉φ‖2) = argminφ∈D(‖h
(k−1)
b ‖2 − 〈h(k−1)b , φ〉2), (A.37)
where h
(k−1)
b is the signal residue from the previous iteration k−1. We have introduced a subscript
b in the residue and the selected atoms to denote that they are speciﬁc to the MP. In the kth
iteration, the energy of the residue obtained with MP is equal to:
‖h(k)b ‖2 = minφ (‖h
(k−1)
b ‖2 − 〈h(k−1)b , φ〉2). (A.38)
Mallat and Zhang have shown that the residue in the MP algorithm decays exponentially, i.e.,
that there exists λ > 0 such that for all k > 0 it holds [Mal93]:
‖h(k)b ‖ 6 2−λ‖h(k−1)b ‖ 6 2−λk‖h(0)‖, (A.39)
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where h(0) is the initial residue equal to the signal that is approximated. Therefore, the approxi-
mation rate of MP is exponential.
However, MVMP diﬀers from the MP because it belongs to a class of algorithms that we will
call Constrained Matching Pursuit.
Definition A.3.1. The constrained Matching Pursuit is a modiﬁed Matching Pursuit where at
each iteration, the best atom is chosen according to the following criterion:
φ(k) = argmin
φ
(‖h(k−1) − 〈h(k−1), φ〉φ‖2 + ρA(φ)) = argmin
φ
(‖h(k−1)‖2 − 〈h(k−1), φ〉2 + ρA(φ))
(A.40)
Function A(φ) is a nonnegative constraining function, i.e., A(φ) > 0, and ρ is the constraining
factor. The residue is then updated in the same manner as in MP:
h(k) = h(k−1) − 〈h(k−1), φ(k)〉φ(k). (A.41)
For ρ = 0, the constrained MP is equivalent to the MP.
It is straightforward to see that the energy of the residue for the constrained MP is monoton-
ically decreasing with k, since:
‖h(k)‖2 = ‖h(k−1)‖2 − 〈h(k−1), φ(k)〉2, (A.42)
and the second term is always greater or equal to zero. However, Eq. (A.42) does not tell us
anything about the residue energy decay or the approximation rate.
In the following theorem we derive the approximation bound for the constrained MP, and
therefore for the MVMP as well.
Theorem A.3.1. There exists λ > 0 such that for all k > 0, the energy of the residue in the
constrained MP deﬁned in Deﬁnition A.3.1 is bounded in the following way:
‖h(k)‖2 6 2−2λk‖h(0)‖2 + ρA¯1− 2
−2λ(k+1)
1− 2−2λ , (A.43)
where A¯ = maxφA(φ) −minφA(φ) denotes the range of the constraining function A(φ).
Proof. We start the proof by relating the energies of the residues for the constrained MP and the
MP, at iteration k. For the constrained MP we have that:
‖h(k−1)‖2 − 〈h(k−1), φ(k)〉2 + ρA(φ(k)) = min
φ
(‖h(k−1)‖2 − 〈h(k−1), φ〉2 + ρA(φ)). (A.44)
Moving A(φ(k)) to the right hand side we get:
‖h(k−1)‖2 − 〈h(k−1), φ(k)〉2 = min
φ
[
‖h(k−1)‖2 − 〈h(k−1), φ〉2 + ρA(φ)) − ρA(φ(k)
]
. (A.45)
Using the triangle inequality we obtain:
‖h(k−1)‖2 − 〈h(k−1), φ(k)〉2 6 min
φ





We can see that the ﬁrst term on the right hand side is equal to the energy of the residue when
computed by MP, at iteration k. Therefore, we have:
‖h(k)‖2 6 ‖h(k)b ‖2 + ρA¯. (A.47)
The bound in Eq. (A.43) can be now obtained by induction. For k = 1, we have:
‖h(1)‖2 6 ‖h(1)b ‖2 + ρA¯ 6 2−2λ‖h(0)‖2 + ρA¯, (A.48)
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where the second inequality follows from Eq. (A.39). Similarly, for k = 2, we have:
‖h(2)‖2 6 ‖h(2)b ‖2 + ρA¯ 6 2−2λ‖h(1)‖2 + ρA¯. (A.49)
Substituting h(1) from Eq. (A.48) into Eq. (A.49), we have:
‖h(2)‖2 6 2−4λ‖h(0)‖2 + ρA¯2−2λ + ρA¯. (A.50)
Therefore, at iteration k, we ﬁnally obtain:
‖h(k)‖2 6 2−2λk‖h(0)‖2 + ρA¯
k∑
i=0
2−2λi = 2−2λk‖h(0)‖2 + ρA¯1− 2
−2λ(k+1)
1− 2−2λ . (A.51)
The approximation rate of the MVMP is thus lower compared to the approximation rate of
the MP, for ρ > 0 and A¯ > 0. The penalty on the approximation rate due to the constraining of
MP depends on the constraining factor ρ. Knowing the range of the constraining function A, one
can use the bound in Eq. (A.43) to choose ρ in order to reach the desired energy decay.
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